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HON. EDITOR’S NOTE.
Our best thanks are due as always to those members who have
gone to the trouble of writing up the cruises which form the body of
this Annual. All the items sent in have been published and only three
of them have been reduced in length. About one third of the narratives
are by members who have not written for the Annual before including
newly-elected Jeremy Eves and Brian Law who won Cups. In contrast
it is nice to have one from Margaret Bridges whose logs were features
of the 1938 and 1939 Annuals. The number of contributors has in
fact more than doubled and for this we are indebted to the Hon.
Secretary and the provocative wording of his form; we now know
where 50 of the 130 I. C. C. owners have been during the past season.
Thanks are also due to those who sent in photographs, particularly
for those based on black and white negatives which reproduce best.
Nearly all the contributions were clearly typed and the bulk of them
were received at the end of October or early November. It is regretted
that in spite of this excellent performance by the contributors it has
not been possible to produce the Annual any earlier because of printing difficulties.
There are bound to be some errors which your Hon. Editor has
failed to spot and for which in anticipation he apologises, hoping that
this year there are none which may offend.
Attention is drawn to the Hon. Secretary’s request that members
inform him immediately if they notice an error in another member’s
listed address - if their own address is wrong they presumable will not
have received this Annual. Please also send particulars of any cruising
yacht not included in the list.

The sketch on the cover is by Harry Patton and shows Charlotte Rhodes entering Donaghadee sound as mentioned on page 71.
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HONORARY SECRETARY’S REPORT 1975
Committee Meetings. Five were held during the year, all at the R. St. George Y.C.,
average attendance being 60%°
The Annual Dinner was held at sea on 1 March 1975 and is reported in detail on page
vi.This winter’s Annual Dinner is also to be held in March.
The Annual General Meeting was held on 21 March 1975 at the R. St. George Y.C.
The reduced attendance of 32 members may have been partly caused by it being so soon
after the Annual Dinner° Trophies were presented and it was followed by a most enjoyable
informal supper.
End-of-Season Rallies were held at East Ferry, Cork harbour and at Drogheda, this
latter being described on page Vio
Local Meetings were held in October 1975 attended by 25 members in Belfast, 6 in
Cork and 12 in Dublin.
Shannon Rally° The successful 1974 week-end cruise was repeated and based this year
on Athlone. The attendance was about 80, members and guests, in 15 boats and it is described on page vii
Cruising Trophies. This year the adjudicator appointed by the Committee was John
McConnell and his report follows mine. Our congratulations to the winners:- Jeremy Eves,
Gerald Leonard, John Gore-Grimes and Brian Law.
Membership. It is with sincere regret that we record the deaths during the year of two
members, T.E. O’Byrne and R°M. Eves, and of two ex-members, Colonel J°B. Hollway who
was Commodore in 1953 and resigned last year and founder-member H.B~ Wright who was
Hon. Secretary from 1929 to 1934 and resigned in 1954.
The President of the Cruising Association, C.A. Hunter, has accepted our invitation to
become an Honorary Member. We also welcome the following 32 new members who were
elected last year:

,°°
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Miss M. Appert
J o R. F. Eves
J. B. Law
C. P. McMullen
R M.. Beirne
Mrs. J. Gore-Grimes
D.T. Lawrence
M. O’Farrell
Dr. R. Benson
J~ M. Harrison
C. Magennis
T. O’Gorman
M. Paget-Bourke
B. Hassett
N. Meagher
R. P. O’Hanlon
M. D. Collins
R. J. Hearne
T. J. Mullen
P. Roche
W. J. Cotter
B. Keane
E. McAnaney
J. I. Taggart
Dr. P. C. Denham
C. D. Kelly
J. F. McGuire
C. Traynor
T° Everett
G. Kennefick
J. J. McKinney
E. M. Wheeler
This is twice as many as were elected the previous year and at local meeting and elsewhere concern has been expressed about our rate of expansion which members have suggested
should be restricted. In view of this the Committee decided in May to suspend nominations
for membership meanwhile, as they are authorised to do by Rule 4 (v). At the coming
A.G.M. it will be proposed that most of the clauses of Rule 4 be altered.
Golden Jubilee. Members who plan ahead are reminded not to arrange anything which
would prevent them being in our South-West cruising ground in July 1979 when it is hoped
that as many I.C.C. burgess as possible will be gathered at Glengarrfff.
Sailing Directions. The new South and West Coast book has been selling well since it
came out in February 1975. The price £6, which seemed high then, has since been referred
to as very reasonable. Any boat-owning (or other) member who has not yet bought his
copy would assist the Club by doing so now, even if he does not intertd to use it till 1979.
Change of Address. I would remind members who are moving house to include me in
the list of persons whom they notify and advise of their new address; fortunately most
members do this, but not all. If you should observe an obsolete address, or any other error,
in the List of Members at the end of this Annual I should be most obliged if you would
send me the correct particulars immediately - before you forget!
The list of Officers which precedes this Report includes neither the Hon. Publications
Officer or the Hon. Editor. These two are appointed by the Committee and they both
make a major contribution to the running of the Club. So I will finish by recording our thanks
to Jennifer Guinness for looking after the sale and despatch of our Sailing Directions, Log
Book, etc. and to Paul Campbell for keeping the Sailing Directions up to date and of course
for producing this Annual.
Aidan Dunn
2 Nutley Road, Dubfin 4.
CHALLENGE CUP AWARDS
by John C. McConnell
I have just finished reading, re-reading and reading again the fourteen entries - two
more than last year - for the Club’s Log Competition; my first reaction was one of envy imagine, if you can, being virtually land bound during a sailing season, the like of which few
of us can remember. My eyes were positively green! While still feeling a little sour about this,
I would like to point out that, although an accompanying sketch plan or track chart is a
condition of entry, only six of the entrants had them attached. Now, having worked off my
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envy-induced spleen, let’s get down to the pleasurable serious business.
As every judge before me has, I’m sure, discovered, making a final selection is inordinately
difficult but assessing each entry as best I could on the basis of pre-planning, seamanship/
navigation, ports visited, time involved and, of course, the aims and objects of the Club, I have
no hesitation in awarding the Faulkner Cup to Jeremy Eves for a faultlessly executed cruise,
in his father’s Arpege Aeolus, of 1,788 miles in 45 days to the north-west coast of Norway
(where he covered nearly 500 miles visiting 16 ports). The fact that Jeremy was elected to
membership only this year should not go unremarked.
Gerald Leonard, our Vice Commodore, is awarded the Strangford Cup for the first
part (Bangor to Tenerife) of his well prepared and organised cruise to Antigua. It is a pity,
though very understandable, that we only have for this issue an all too brief letter sent to
the Hon. Editor by his son, Alan. The full story will surely make great reading when it is
published (the 1976 Annual, Gerald?).
The Fortnight Cup must undoubtedly go to John Gore-Grimes. His trip to LaRochelle
can hardly be called a cruise - nearly 5 knots average over that distance in 23-foot L.W,L,
Shardana is worthy of any entry in an off-shore race.
The Round Ireland Cup goes to Brian Law in Sai See. His account of looking for a
replacement for Sheenamara will strike a chord in many readers’ memories. His log of the
Round-Ireland Race itself is a masterpiece of condensation and the notes and comments at
the end are well worthy of consideration. Brian is another member elected in 1975.
There is always a note of regret from the Judge each year that one cruise has to go
unrewarded - this year is no exception. The 24 day family cruise by our Hon, Treasurer
Leonard Shiel with his wife Hazel and 4 children, during which they visited no less than 23
new anchorages, is to my mind the ideal way of introducing young people to what might
well be called "not so much a cruise as a way of life". Non-member Hazel is to be congratulated on a most readable account.
To summarise then:Aeolus

The Faulkner Cup:

Jeremy Eves

The Strangford Cup:

Gerald Leonard

The Fortnight Cup:

John Gore-Grimes

Shardana

The Round Ireland Cup:

Brian Law

Sai See

Wishbone

Finally, my thanks (and that of all members too) goes to Margaret Bridges, John Beckett
Paul Campbell, John Dorman, Tommy Hogan, Hugh Kennedy, Colin McMullen, Winkie Nixon
and David Ryan whose logs made marvellous reading. I was privileged to be asked to judge
the competition, I hope my dicisions will prove acceptable, but I can assure everyone that it
was a difficult task.
November 1975.

John C. McConnell.
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ANNUALD~NER
Our Dinner, which used to be held in Belfast, Cork or Dublin, has recently been held
anywhere reasonably distant from these cities. It has been found that if members sleep
where they dine the Dinner becomes part of a Club week-end, and also the danger of driving
after drinking is eliminated. Last winter’s Dinner was held at sea as the high-light of a weekend cruise on M.V. St. Patrick.
On Friday afternoon 28 February 1975 cars packed with members and their guests
converged on Rosslare from north, west and south and there was also a bus-load from Dun
Laoghaire. The St. Patrick had made a special trip to bring a crowd of- Frenchmen for the
Rugby match at Dublin and on the return crossing our party were virtually the only passengers. There were 72 members (the largest number ever to have attended a Club function) together with their 101 guests. We sailed at 1730 and Perry Greer, on behalf of Irish Continental
Line, welcomed us to a cocktail party "on the ship" after which a help-yourself cold supper
was available. It was a good start, an evening when many friends both old and new could
bring each other up to date in comfortable conditions. Some turned in much later than others.
There was a fresh S.E. breeze but St. Patrick’s stabilisers made it easy to drop off.
On Saturday 1st March we awoke in the Channel to a fine sunny morning and at 1300
docked at Le Havre. We had three hours ashore where many sampled a French lunch while
others explored the town or joined Frenchmen watching the match on T.V. The ship sailed
at 1700 and only one of the party was left behind, which was pretty good considering. At
2000 the Annual Dinner was held in the usual style. The large dining area was very suitable,
the~ service excellent, the quality and quantity of the food better then in many hotels and
the drink slightly cheaper. The Commodore Rory O’Hanlon spoke in his usual scintillating
manner and the Club’s guest Bill King commanded rapt attention. Most people presumably
sotght their cabin while they were still able to find it and few were sensitive enough to wake
up and worry about sails when, in the small hours of a wet and windy night, the ship’s engine
stopped for half an hour.
Sunday morning was luckily another sunny one and many gathered on the after deck
cautiously slaking their thirsts while others filled the adjacent bar. Many who appeared to
have settled for stout were in fact drinking coke. Jennifer Guinness was busy selling the new
South and West Coast Sailing Directions. Bill King gave a most interesting talk about how
he survived the disasters endured by Galway Blazer in the South Indian Ocean and frankly
discussed points raised by members of his audience. At 1300 we arrived at Rosslare and
dispersed.
Most participating members felt that this was the best Club gathering they had ever
attended and that it would long remain a most memorable event. We should place on record
our congratulations to Perry Greer for having promoted the idea and our best thanks to
both him and the Commodore and Hon. Secretary for having organised it so well.
DROGHEDA RALLY
The end-of-season rally for East Coast members was held on September 20/21 1975 in
the Boyne instead of Carlingford Lough as originally planned. This ruled out any competitive

manoeuvering so it was a purely social but none the less successful gathering° The week-end
weather was fine and mostly sunny with moderate winds from the westerly quarter,
Fifteen yachts attended of which eleven were owned and/or skippered by members.
Four came from Howth, five from Dun Laoghaire and six (including three guest yachts)
from the North. All three Flag Officers had been expected to attend but disappointingly
the Commodore had to cancel his proposed journey by road from Cork. The Vice Commodore
also came by road as Wishbone was hauled out in preparation for her Atlantic cruiseThe
Rear Commodore had invited the Harbour Master Hill Hanrahan to dinner aboard Gay Gannet
but unfortunately was twice delayed, the second time by finding the Hon. Treasurer anchored
off the Boyne bar with engine troubles; it took two hours to tow Gailey Bay to Drogheda
against a full ebb. The H. Mo regrettably had to eat elsewhere but returned to the yachts
later and stayed with us to the very end° Throughout the evening there were parties on most
if not all the yachts both large and small and plenty of social movement across the rafts The
last member to arrive was Tommy Hogan who sensibly berthed alongside the quay just downstream of the rafts~ Unfortunately is was some time after the parties had finally broken up probably about half ebb - that Angel’s keel was found to be resting on an unidentified
obstruction, which rather spoiled their short night’s sleep.
For the record the yachts at the rally were:Anasu I1, Angel of lslington, Arctic Fox, Creidne, Cuchulain~ Findabar of Howth, Galley
Bay, Gay Gannet, Heather of Mourne, Ishtar, SuivL Sule Skerry, Tritsch Tr, atsch IL
Tumbelina, Ursa Minor.
THE SHANNON CRUISE
by Barney Heron
This year’s week-end aquatic potter started on Friday afternoon, October 31st, from
the "Jolly Mariner" at Athlone. The fleet of about ten cruisers, led and piloted by Douglas
Heard in his stately Harklow, headed north in calm, dry weather, for Lecarrow This diminutive harbour lies at the end of a mile long canal which stretches from the head of Blackbrink bay to the south-west, a passage from Athlone of about eleven miles, and has the merit
of being completely safe; that is, safe from any wind Mr Coffee’s hostelry is another matter~
Our deep sea mariners missing perhaps the "redolent breath of the warm sea wind", homed
in on the scent of Mr. Coffee’s pints instead The Commodore this year is, as everyone knows
Denis Doyle, and Cork chauvinism being what it is, the bar was rich in distinguished Flag
Officers from the world’s oldest yacht club. At times scarcely a word of English was to be
heard°
Saturday dawned dry, cloudy and mild with a light north-westerly. At the realistic
time of about 1 lO0 the Commodore led his fleet to sea; your chromicler being seconded
to the flagship to ensure that all perils were avoided. "Take us to a venue, sheltered and
pleasing, where we can raft up before lunch for drinks and jollity ’" This was the mandate:
In a south~west wind there are a dozen or so likely places, but a paucity in a north-wester.
We took the fleet across the lake, leaving the King’s Island mark to port and Nun’s island
to starboard, and steamed south close to the west shore of Inchmore, and came to anchor,
vii.

in less than a fathom, at Lord’s Harbour off the south-east comer of Hare island, where the
objectives were achieved.
Joe Fitzgerald’s new book on seamanship was admired. Succinct to the point of terseness,
its sentiment cannot be faulted. Half an hour’s steaming in the late afternoon brought the fleet
back to the "Jolly Mariner" for the well attended dinner, at which speeches were minimal and
brief.
On Sunday the dispersali some back to the north, appitites whetted for further exploration of the unfamiliar lake. Southwards to Portumna and KiUaloe for others like Winkie Nixon
giving his now well known impersonation of a Frankfurt tycoon on the flying bridge of a large
Emerald Star cruiser. All in all, an enjoyable success, and once more, luck with the weather.

°.°
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Above." The Rear Commodore in Gay Gannet towing the Hon. Treasurer’s Gailey Bay up the Boyne.
Below: Sunday morning after the Drogheda Rally - Angel rising up again. Photos R.P. Campbell.

Above: Shannon Rally. Douglas Heard’s Harklow heading downriver.

Above: The ruins of the ancient monastic city of Clonmacnois which was visited by the Rally on the Sunday.

Below: Mainbrace splicing. Photos: W.M. Nixon.

WISHBONE’S ATLANTIC CIRCUIT - PART I
by Alan Leonard
(A letter from the Vice Commodore headed Tenerife, 5November, starts: "’Alan has
valiantly undertaken the task of writing the enclosed notes which may enable you to put
something in the Journal (sic.) .... "" and Alan "s letter starts: "Dad and I have talked it over
and agreed that as navigat°r I should write as well as he. ,Reading between the lines it seems
that Dr. Leonard was taMng a firm line with his patient and prescribing a complete rest
after their somewhat gruelling passages~ The steering gear referred to is a Gunning which
had been lying in the R.I. Y. C. since 1968 when I tried it out unsuccessfully on Verve.
Hon~ Ed.)
Our departure was delayed somewhat due to the rush of last minute preparations and
we finally left on Wednesday 8 October - almost a week late in fact. The passage down
the Irish sea was uninteresting - mostly motoring in flat calm, but we were lucky to have a
moderate northerly from the Coningbeg to Kinsale when we first used the vane gear in
earnest and I felt it encouraging that it managed on a broad reach which I gather they tend
to find difficult. We left Kinsale on the 1 lth during an anticyclone. After two days of
reasonable progress in light northerlies the barograph took a quite remarkable plunge and
within a few hours we were lying-to under trysail only in a southerly gale. Incidentally the
vane gear was most obliging in holding the tiller a-lee when heaving to - just back the headsail and it automatically puts the helm down, though of course we lashed the tiller and unshipped the vane to take the strain off it. After the veer it steered, with the small vane,
continuously for almost three days. Conditions varied from F.5 under main and small genoa
to gale force under No.l jib only, with quite confused seas at times. It was at this stage that
it really became a bit trying but at least we continued to make progress in the right direction
and also we could all get plenty of rest as the vane gear enabled us to have only one person
on watch who was able to sit in the shelter of the spray hood most of the time. We anchored
in Corcubion on the 16th, 569 miles in 1Y2 hours under 5 days. Bayona was our target so we
motored there next day in a light southerly. We had planned to spend only a couple of days
there but persistent forecasts of southerly gales kept us there for a very pleasant week, for
my part mostly spent socialising with the young female member of the crew of the yacht
alongside.
The eight day passage to Madeira provided some quite good sailing, but a variety of
unpleasant conditions as well - starting with fog the first night out crossing the shipping
lanes. For three days progress was poor with light winds and slatting calms - one day’s run
of 47 miles was typical - and with limited fuel supply long distance motoring was out of
the question. On the fifth day out a short south-westerly blow made progress uncomfortable and after the veer there were more light winds. We finally settled down to a beat for
the last 150 miles or so and I suppose, if one has to beat, then sun and a warm F.4 together
with self-steering are not unreasonable conditions in which to do so. It was a help to be able
to get three good position lines for the landfall on Madeira and the wind obligingly freed for
the last night in, 773 miles in 7 days and 16 hours.
After one day in Funchal we have had a fast passage down here, 270 miles in 43 hours,
uncomfortable though, blowing hard from the north-east. We came to Santa Cruz de

Tenerife instead of to Santa Cruz, La Palma, as originally planned because John McConnell
sent me the address of his daughter Siobhan who has been most helpful. We were glad to
have an address both for ordinary mail and also for some B & G replacements which we
found we needed at the last minute. At present we are in a most uncomfortable anchorage,
the one sheltered berthing area being reserved for the St. Malo to Capetown racing fleet,
who have a resting stage here.
Re-reading the above I seem to have spent a lot of time saying how unpleasant or
uncomfortable various parts of the passage have been - I know now that I really am a
fair weather sailor! However we’ve kept going at about 100 miles per day and hope for
better progress in the trades. The wind has been consistently north-easterly since we arrived
so "touch wood" the trades may be starting early this year. It remains to be seen.

A summary, also received from Tenerife, of Wishbone’s summer cruise is included
with the other "’can not/will not/am too lazy "’ items.

AEOLUS TO WESTERN NORWAY AND BACK 1975
by Jeremy R.F. Eves
Life as a student may be impecunious but long vacations are a real boon to one who
aspires to the cruising life! Thus while the opportunity to go foreign without trying to break
any speed records still remained, I decided early in the winter of ’74 to plan towards visiting
Western Norway during the summer of ’75. My father greatly assisted the fulfilment of
these plans by entrusting his Arpege class yacht Aeolus to the vagaries of my seamanship
and navigation.
The season started early and ominously on 7 April with the launching of Aeolus during
a snow storm. This, combined with fearsome tales of the rigours of the North sea and
descriptions of Western Norway as "welly boot and umbrella country" often made me
question my sanity. However the compulsion of the challenge combined with sea water in
the veins brought plans to fruition and Aeolus was fully victualled and ready to go one day
before the scheduled sailing date! (A VERY rare occurance in this family)
Sunday 8 June was a gloriously hot, but rather hazy, day. Having collected my crew,
Roland Bean, new to the cruising game although an experienced dinghy sailor, from
Aldergrove, we slipped our moorings at Bangor on the top of the tide and motored north
into a warm and hazy evening. We passed north of the Mull of Kintyre light and enjoyed an
hour’s sailing in the early morning breeze which unfortunately disappeared as suddenly as
it had come. We continued northward under power seeing very little as the visibility was
usually not more than one mile, dropping our hook in Tobermory bay just 22 hours out
from Bangor. Tuesday was another glorious day. We motored out past Ardnamurchan and
through Eiln. Cathastail sound at Eigg. A gentle breeze and favourable tide carried us slowly
up the Sound of Sleat to Isle Ornsay, a favourite stopping place while ..waiting for the tide
through Kyle Rhea. Thick fog on Wednesday morning made for a slightly nervous passage
Scottish plans between pages 50 and 51
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through Kyle Rhea which was followed by a glorious sail in a SW3/4 and pouring rain up
the east side of Raasay, through Caol Rona and into Acarsaid Mor, which must be one of
the best, if not the best, anchorage on the whole of the West Coast of Scotland. Having
enjoyed the respite of a stop for lunch, we were well refreshed to cope with the strong
gusts (unpleasant when carrying full sail), strong tides, treacherous rocks and poor visibility
which were encounter6d on a fast passage to North, harbour, Scalpay (E. Loch Tarbert,
Harris)° North harbour is an excellent anchorage (with 9ft. on the bar at M.L.W.O.S. by
courtesy of the Army Ordnance Corps) in a most interesting and prosperous island, a good
example of a successful Highlands and Islands Development Board project. The skipper had
planned (and even attempted) to study a little Operational Research for an exam the following Monday morning, but found the local company and geography rather more enthralling!
Late in the afternoon we moved, for change of scenery, to Tarbert where we were stopped
by the local constabulary, not for any misdemeanour but to swap cruising and racing yarns.
Friday saw us tied up in Stornoway harbour vainly thinking we were being serenaded by
the local pipe band but later discovering that Friday night is Practice Night in Stornoway.
Roland spent the week-end touring the north of Lewis on a rather undersized girl’s
bicycle while I disappeared to Edinburgh, intending to study, an ambition cruelly dashed
by the intrusion of a most enjoyable party! Nevertheless an OoR. exam on Monday morning
was successfully passed, due no doubt to the experience gained in organising the transport
of various crew members to the back-6f-beyond by public transport rather than by
academic knowledge. At this stage my parents, Maitland and Eva Eves, joined the expedition
and we flew together to Stornoway. Passage from Stornoway to Kirkwall was uneventful ff
uncomfortable, but we had a good slant from Cape Wrath to the Brough of Birsayo Although
the wind was light, the strong tides and large Atlantic swell gave one an idea of what a
ferocious and exposed place the cape can be. Strong tides in Orcadian waters have to be
carefully considered and we encountered short sharp seas in Eynhallow sound. Kirkwall is
a vibrant little town and the local people most friendly. Its inner harbour is smallish and
shallow on its west and south sides and I imagine, a send would set into it in strong northerly winds. Amongst other yachts we met Wind of Clynder, whose owner G.B. Vinycomb
edits the C.C.C. Sailing Directions, and was engaged this summer in the preparation of
Directions for Orkney. Many sources of detailed local information were being tapped and
this will be an invaluable book for anyone cruising these waters. The remainder of the day
was spent sight-seeing and in the laundrette. The next day, Thursday, saw us sailing north
amongst the islands to PierowaU in Westray, taking care to avoid very fierce overfalls to the
south of Eday. This is, I gather, a normally treacherous area, but the vast mountains of sea
caused when the tide met the swells left over from the previous day’s southerly gale were
truly terrifying. Roland is fascinated by old mills and when he discovered one ready packed
for shipment to the U.S.A., I had visions of carrying a rather heavy cargo or losing my crew.
However these dangers were avoided and we left early on Friday morning to motor north to
Lerwick. Strong tides, a large westerly Atlantic swell and the remains of the swell from the
southerly gale caused a most confused sea, which as there was not enough wind even to
steady us, made the boat corkscrew horribly° A thick fog kept the navigator busy trying to
avoid the Sumburgh Rost, a tidal race to the south of Sumburgh head, the boundaries of
which are fortunately fairly well defined°
Lerwick is a picturesque town, the face of which is rapidly changing as it bustles with
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oil activity° While we were there a drilling rig and vast new pipe-laying barge were being
serviced, and there are several camps of hurridly assembled accommodation for the oil men
situated on the outskirts of the town~ Our berth in the harbour was alongside several smallish fishing boats who proceeded to put to sea in the middle of Sunday afternoon while we
were ashore. They left Aeolus swinging by her bow warp only and inflicted minor damage.
We suspect that the vast amounts of alcohol consumed the previous evening after a carnival
parade to mark the shortest night of the year were still taking their tollo The presence of a
yacht seemed to be strongly resented by the fishermen. The beautiful sunsets and long
evenings in these northern waters were a novel experience° There was almost enough light
to be able to sit in the cockpit and read at midnight.
A forecast of N4/5 becoming variable or westerly sounded good for our crossing of
the North sea and we left Lerwick at 2055 on Sunday 22 June with a SE 3/4 blowing. We
had good fast sailing for the first ten hours until the wind fell light and started to veer. Early
in the evening the wind settled down again to a steady NW 2/3 and the engine was put to
bed again. Marstein light is an excellent landfall as it is relatively free from outlying dangers,
unlike many other entrances to the Fjords° We tied alongside at Godoysund Hotel at 0935
on Tuesday morning, only to find that Passport control required us to proceed to Bergen.
Later that evening the Customs visited us as we lay at Bergen Yacht Club (Kviturspollen).
The yacht club is situated in a magnificent natural narbour about 15 km by road from
Bergen to which there is quite a good bus service~ They gave us a warm welcome although
we had to pay for berthing and the use of showers, During a shopping expedition to Bergen
the next day we really wished that we had brought umbrellas as the heavens opened!
Rumours of the price of goods in Norway are not exaggerated. Food seemed to be twice as
expensive and most other things, particularly textiles, three times as expensive as at home°
A crew change was due to take place on Saturday in Bergen so the next two days were
spent circumnavigating Osteroy island which lies to the north-east of Bergen. We were lying
alongside at little jetty at Bratth on the east side of Little Sotra island enjoying lunch when
the steep wash from a paNialg hydrofoil caused some very nasty moments, Many of the
small quays in Norway are platforms mounted on wooden legs and are not very easy for
a small boat to lie alongside satisfactorily, the wash from passing vessels being a real hazard.
However the afternoon gave us good sailing until the wind dropped and we were further
sheltered in steep-sided fjords~ We spent the night enchored off the north end of Pado island
with a line ashore The shores round the north end of Osteroy are very steep and the winds
very fluky or almost non-existent, certainly a place where an auxiliary is very useful. Tides
are pretty well non-existent at the head of the fjords, although melting snow and heavy’rain
can cause a flow towards the sea, Remarkably the surface water in Sor fjord was so fresh
that it was almost impossible to taste any evidence of ~lto We sailed in a NW 6 down By
fjord and into Bergen harbouro The harbour itself had a considerable scend in it caused by
the north wind, although we managed to tuck ourselves into a little dock at the side of the
harbour thereby escapiilg the worst of the swell. The weather by this stage had picked up
and we had only one slightly cloudy day until we left Norway nearly two weeks later.On
Saturday 28 June two more of my friends, Martin Leiper and Robin Taylor arrived on the
MV England from Newcastle-upon-Tyne and which parents then boarded and sailed for home.
Martin and Robin were both inexperienced and so Aeolus took on the added role of sail
training ship° That night we spent anchored in a little inlet near Telnes on the eastern side of
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Sotra, an anchorage which would always be sheltered and, for Norway, is not deep at 7
fathoms. The next day we sailed gently south through a maze of little islands on the coast
between Kors fjord and Sebjorn fjord and anchored in a completely landlocked little pool
at Landroyvag, the entrance to which is shallow (8 ft) with silted sandbankso
On Monday we visited Tysnes and Godoysund before having an excellent sail across
Bjornafjord and back into Lokksund where we encountered a 2/3 knot tide. Kalvasund, near
Rosendal, was our resting place for the night and Robin had cause to practice his hastily
acquired elementary knowledge of Norwegian while we tried to find out from the locals
where we could find water. Tuesday was occupied by visits to Rosendal and Jondal on our
way north to Norheimsund, Wednesday took us to Odda, a most unattractive industrial town
with a large open harbour which seemed to manage to amplify every wash and sea. When
the ferry to a large chemical plant started up at 5.30 in the morning, life became so unbearable and rolly that we cleared out rapidly and had a glorious day’s sailing to Utne, the head
of Eidfjord and Ulviko The water at Ulvik was warm and we enjoyed a number of swims,
particularly after a long day’s hill walking on Friday. We climbed about 4000 feet through
the trees and above thesnow lineo Between about 1000 and 3000 feet the forest was infested
by large flies and we began to wish that we had tails!
On Saturday, leaving Ulvik rather late in the day, we motored south into a SW 3 down
Samlafjord until we caught up with a slightly larger German yacht beating down His fjord.
(I should perhaps explain that the large Hardanger fjord is subdivided into fjords of different
names). The competitive urge took over and we had an unofficial race to Gjermundshamn
in Bondesund Having been rather soundly beaten we avenged ourselves the next day while
sailing in light winds down to Mosterhamn, which has a small sheltered harbour and is near
the open sea in Bommele fjord. Its peace was however broken by a local ’Boot boy’ driving
a large speed boat, rather than a motorbike, recklessly.
Monday provided our most exciting day’s sailing in strong winds and bright sunshine.
Leaving Mosterhamn in a N.3, we hoisted the spinnaker However the wind promptly
increased to N5/6. Having avoided three West German minesweepers in a narrow channel we
experienced some anxious moments while handing the spinnaker as various ropes which
ought not to have been let go were (No names, no pack drill!) Picking our way carefully
through the rock-strewn entrance to Haugesund we roared down Karmsund with a knot of
tide under us as well and then into Skudenes, a fascinating old clipper and fishing port°
Later in the afternoon we sailed across to Stavanger where we tied up at the Yacht Club
jetty~ It was amazing to see the f.k~rds littered with redundant supertankers and yet the
yards busy building new ones° The Yacht Club is on an island in the harbour, but a frequent
ferry service to the city means that one can leave the boat in safety while visiting the town
itself. On Tuesday we sailed for a day’s expedition into Lyse fjord to view the famous
pulpit rock, returning to Stavanger Yacht Club that evening
We set out for home at 1340 on Wednesday 9 July having to motor in a flat calm until
midnight when a quartering wind of SE 3/4 sprang up and then held steady for the next
36 hours This passage was in every way uneventful but fast as we attained an average of 5.6
knots and tied up in Kirkwall harbour at 1510 on Friday Fairly thick visibility on Friday
morning gave the skipper a few anxious moments while making a landfall, but it was gratifying to find that we were exactly on course, the consol beacon at Stavanger being a real boon.

After dinner on Friday evening, just as we were settling down to relax, the loo jammed
and mending it was an unpleasant task, although we were thankful that it had not given up
while crossing the North sea.
We spent a very enjoyable week-end in Kirkwall with friends, although heavy fog on
Monday delayed our departure for a day. Monday, however, proved to be an entertaining
day° Not only did we have the company of British, Swiss, West German, and Danish yachts,
but incidents of angry heifers swimming in the harbour, dropping Robin’s glasses into the
deep and the ignominious fate of the Kirkwall fire engine on the prongs of a fork lift truck
all added to the fun! Our departure on Tuesday was carefully timed to carry as much of the
tide with us as possible and to avoid being sucked into the turbulent waters of the Pentland
firth.. Despite the windless day the waters even two and three miles east of the Pentland
skerries were quite disturbed. Wick provided our’haven for the night. The presence of a
Norwegian coaster which had been damaged in a collision in the Pentland during the previous
day’s fog made us glad that we had stayed in port. Wednesday morning was overcast but
a NW 4 promised a fine sail down to Inverness. However the wind dropped after a couple of
hours and we motored south in a cold damp day°
At Inverness Martin left us and the skipper’s young cousin Alistair Eves joined the
crew° We spent two very enjoyable days in the canal in the company of two yachts from
the East Coast, having an excellent spinnaker run down Loeb Ness and a gentle beat through
Loch Lochy.Roland left us at Corpach although we then cruised in company with one of
my uncles down to Oban where a sudden strong westerly wind forced an early morning
move on Sunday to Ardentraive bay° The forecast of strong west and SW winds made it
more prudent to return home via the Crinan canal. We headed south on Monday morning
21 July and had a good view of the Tobermory Race heading north up the sound of Luing.
Tuesday was spent negotiating the canal. Unfortunately the diesel oil depot at Ardrishaig
will supply only a minimum of 40 gallons and we therefore hurried on to East Loch
Tarbert where we toppefl’up the tanks. A meal in the Tarbert Hotel fortified us for a sail
through the night in F.4 winds until we picked up our Bangor moorings at 1235 on Wednesday 23 July, having covered 1788 miles.
We had enjoyed excellent weather with too little rather than too much wind and
visited many new and interesting places.
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SUMMARY
Date
Distance
8/6 & 9/6
Bangor - Tobermory
132
10/6
Isle Omsay
40
11/6
Acarsaid Mor- Scalpay
63
12[6
Tarbert
3
13]6
Stomoway
30
17/6 & 18/6 Kirkwall
132
19/6
PierowaU
25
20/6
Lerwick
84
22/6 & 24/6 Godoysund - Bergen Y.C.
224
25/6
At Bergen Y.C.
26/6
Vikanes
54
27[6
Bergen
42
28/6
Telnes
14
29/6
Landroyvag
24
30/6
Kalvasund
32
1/7
Norheimsund
32
2/7
Odda
38

Date
3/7
4/7
5/7
6/7
7/7
8/7
9/7 to 11/7
12[7 to 14/7
15/7
16/7
17/7 to 19/7
19/7
20/7
21/7
22/7
23/7

Ulvik
At Ulvik, climbing
Gjermundshamn
Mosterhamn
Skudenes - Stavanger
Lysef]ord - Stavanger
Kirkwall
At KixkwaU
Wick
Inverness
:
In Caledonian Canal
Corpach- Oban
At Oban
Crinan
Crinan Canal &
Ardrishaig - Tarbert
E. Loch Tarbert - Bangor

Distance
49
48
28
57
38
274
47
70
62
29
24
18
74
1787

Hours (excluding those spent in canals): Power Only, 157 hrs 52mins. Sail Only, 136 hrs 07mins.
Motor-Sailing, 27 hrs 25rains. Average Speed (excluding canal passages) 5.34 knots.
Aeolus is a Dufour "Arp6ge," L.O.A. 30’4", UW.L. 22’0", Beam 9’11", Drought 4’5"
Rig - Masthead Bin. Sloop Engine - Volvo Penta MD2 16.5 h.p. diesel Built - 1970,
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by John Gore-Grimes
Van Der Stadt designed Shardana. He gave her a 23 ft. water line, 26 ft. overall, an 8 ft.
beam and 4 ft. 3 ins. draft. These dimensions proved to be admirable on the way to La
Rochelle with an almost constant north-westerly, but, as the Gods will have it, we had to
pay for our good fortune on the return trip.
Shardana left Howth at 1430 on Thursday 12th June with Bob Fannin, Tom O’Gorlnan
and myself, bound non-stop, we thought, for La Rochelle. We reached south to Wicklow
head with good speed. Fine cooking smells wafted from galley to cockpit and all seemed
well until it was revealed that there was no butter aboard. Arklow was at hand and the tide
had started to flood; anyway no one had sailed from Howth to La Rochelle without butter.
We berthed at 2100 and ran up the town lbr butter. Determined to waste as little time as
possible we ran past the grocery to a welcoming pub where we were detained till closing
time by two of Arklow’s most hospitable sons, Michael and Jimmy Tyrrell. We bought the
butter and gammon steaks in Arklow’s all-night grocery, where the grocer’s wife tried to
delay us with yarns of the grocery trade in Arklow and of her daughters’ antics. The
daughters blushed prettily from behind the counter but we fled and cast off at 1159 to
motor down the Avoca into Friday the 13th June.
The wind blew favourably at 1 2-15 knots from W.N.W. until 0530. The dawn was
hazy and we motored until mid-day when Tom said that he caught a glimpse of the
Smalls. Last year Tom had spotted the Faroes from 53 miles off: nevertheless the D.F.
Bearing on the South Bishop seemcd to agree with him. Nobody else saw the Smalls and we
kept a watchful eye on Friday the 13th. Nothing occurred apart from beer, gammon steak,
See/Jltm opposite Fage Z¢.
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the butter, whiskey, sleep and the occasional thought of the Arklow grocer’s blushing
daughters, As evening approached we saw the timid Manx shearwaters returning towards
Lunffy island to feed their young. The shearwaters land in darkness to avoid attack from
seagulls and gannets and they crawl along tunnels which run from the cliff face to their
nests which may be several hundred yards inland. We ate much, Hasler steered for 14 hours
and we suffered no attack from predators. Friday the 13th how are ya!
We picked up a D.F bearing on the powerful Round Island station (Scilly) and found
that we were on course. The wind held until 0300 on the 14th June and we found that we
had averaged just over 5 knots under sail since our departure from Arklow. Tom pressed
the button but the engine would not start. Friday’s peace was shattered by the man with
the beard whose 14½ stone was uncomfortably stuck in the port locker. There were screams
for spanners and shouts of abuse to an engine factory in Malmo. Malmo paid no attention,
the injector was changed and a faulty fuel line was patched up. We motored into dense fog
using the Marine Radar Check to take several bearings on shipping which passed close but
safely by,
At 0800 we were abeam of the Longships, having travelled 202 miles in 38½ hours.
Bob decided to call home and he booked a link call through Land’s End Radio. The reception was clear and the people in Dublin giggled when they said "over." We thanked Land’s
End Radio and advised them of our destination. They then asked, "what is your position?"
to which Bob replied in his most diabolical Limerick accent "Civil Servant, Grade 2,
Pensionable, Sir!" Land’s End got cross for a minute so Tom apologised and gave them our
position. We got cross with Bob for 30 seconds and then we ate a laughing breakfast and
drank some laughing coffee.
The passage across the English Channel was fast and windy, It blew N.W. at between
20-25 knots. At first, we sailed some degrees east of the rhumb line to cope with the ebb
tide. By 1500 we had a clear D.F. signal from Ushant and although the wind was too far aft
of the beam for Hasler we had some exhilarating sailing with the needle showing a steady
6 knots and occasionally surging up to 9 knots. By 0200 on the 15th June Ushant fight was
abeam and five miles to the east. We had averaged 6 knots during the 100 mile trip across
the Channel. Ushant, as usual, was busy and Shardana must have looked something like a
small pedestrian on O’ConneU Bridge at rush hour. The wind dropped at 0400 and we
motored south into a confused sea. The tide had turned against us. It was foggy and cold
and at 1000 we arrived at a point about 4.2 miles west of the Ar Men light, inside the buoy
marking the west end of the Roche Occidentale. We were in 32 fathoms and it had taken
8½ hours to travel 26 miles from Ushant. By the time we arrived at the Roche Occidentale
the tide was in our favour and we were swept swiftly southwards. (Later in the season Ross
Courtney was to travel the same route in Bandersnatch. When he arrived west of the Ar Men
light the tide was against him and he experienced a dangerous eastward set which brought
him into shallow overfalls all too close to the Ar Men light. The safer course is clearly to the
west of the buoy marking the extremity of the Roche Occidentale).
By mid-day we had 26 knots of wind from the N.W~ We boomed out the genoa and
were unable to hold our course without sailing by the lee. We gybed several times and during
this passage we cleaned the boat and noted that the starboard impeller stopped every time
someone used the heads. We blessed the Walker Log and the port impeller and we thought a
lot about the crazy location of the starboard impeller. We had another perfect day’s sailing
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and in the evening we found it impossible to ween Tom from the gin bottle. ’He finally
arose from his perch in the cockpit, consigned the empty bottle to the deep and felt sound
asleep at 0200 on the 16th June° He awoke nine hours later when we were abeam of the
Ile~ d’Yeu. It rained and Tom did several hours penance.
By 1500 we were abeam of Les Sables d’Olonne in sunshine with a fresh N.W. wind.
The sea was f’flled with lobster pots, buoyed with tall markers bearing colourful flags. We
reached Ile de Re an hour later° By 2000 we were approaching La Rockelle We sailed up to
the Tour Richelieu before starting the engine and we arrived at the inner basin at 2145 just
as the lock gates were being opened. It had taken 4 days 3 hours and 15 minutes to sail
from Howth to La Rochelle. The rhumb line distance is 531 miles and we had logged 556
miles,. Our average speed was 5% knots. We had used the motor for a total of 28 hours and
15 minutes.
La Rochelle has been dredged and it may be approached at any tide by a vessel drawing
up to 6 feet. There is ample waiting space outside the dock and the lock gates in the town
are open for one half hour on either side of high water. (The gates are sometimes left open
for longer but one cannot rely on it). Apart from the basin in the town, there is also a
modern marina on the port hand before the harbour entrance called Les Minimes.
La Rochelle is oysters, langoustine, wine, sunshine, fuel, engine spares, water, provisions,
late nights, hangovers, croissants and cafe au lair for breakfast. La Rochelle is beautiful and
its people are exceptionally friendly. Customs stayed aboard for 2½ hours without asking
any questions or offering~ single form. ~he harbour master thought there was a charge but
after some liquid discussibn he did not wish to enforce it. We prepared to leave on the 18th
June but our farewells were so engaging that the lock gate was closed by the time we
returned to Shardana. Drat, we thought happily, and settled into another night’s merriment
with two off duty Naval Officers, one of whom was so completely overcome by a lovely
French girl that he became gramaticaUy confused hi making his final declaration of love.
"Mademoiselle," he said with evident feeling, "Je m’adore."
We departed reluctantly at 1400 on the 19th June bound for Belle Ile, a distance of
117.5 miles. The wind was W.N.W. blowing at 10 knots across the deck. We had a gentle
sail to Belle Ile with Hasler in control for some of the time.. We had to tack out from the
land several times but by 0200 on the 20th June the wind had dropped and we motored
until 1515 when we moored fore and aft to the pier at Le Palais0 Le Palais has a dry dock
which may be entered at H°W. The dock is not as unattractive as Adlard Coles’ description
of it and it world be a useful berth in unsettled conditions.
We stayed the night at Le l~alais and set off at 1000 on the 21 st June bound for
Camaret through the Raz de Sein. We motored until 1400 when the wind blew at 10 knots
from N.N.E. Pteo de Penmarc’h was abeam at 2200 and the wind blew at 18 knots across
the deck. We sailed close hauled in heavy overfalls up to the Pte. du Raz. The Raz de Sein
lived up to Adlard Coles’ warnings. It was dark, and as we approached Le Vieille light the
wind went dead ahead° Being unsure of the passage and unwilling to beat through in darkness, Bob took down the genoa and the engine was started° We had a favourable tide until
0400 on the 22nd June but the current flowed into the wind and caused the seas to break
clean over the boat. It took from midnight until 0138 to travel from La Vieille to Tevennec
lighthouse, a distance of two miles. The tide, at times, took control and the heavy seas on
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the bow caused us to lose steerage way. By 0200 we were well clear of the Raz and beating
north towards the Basse du Lis buoy° The wind freed and we set tile working jib° We sailed
close-hauled at good speed in 25 knots of wind until we cleared La Parquette, when we paid
off and sailed into Camaret arriving at 0535 We had travelled 1017 miles from Le Palais
at an average speed of 5 knots, motor sailing much of the way°
On the 23rd June at 0900 we left Camaret with 8 roils in the main and a No.2 working
jib. We reached quickly up to Pte. Sto Mathieu° We started the engine as we hardened sail
and set a course for the Chenal du Four We tacked frequently to stay as close as possible
to our rhumb line. The wind registered 35 knots and the cabin floor was soon awash as
Shardana plunged into heavy overfalls in the Chenal du Four. As we left the French coast
the wind decreased to 25 knots and blew NoNoEo We set Hasler and a working jib and
bounced on uncomfortably into a heavy sea. The wind veered to the north and then to the
north-west and settled at a steady 20 knots° By 2100 there was no wind and we motored
until 0215 on the 24th June when the wind re-appeared from the N.E. and freshened~ We
tacked several times and found that we went through between 110° and 120°. The sea
rolled in from the NoW. Atlantic and the roll was confused by the N.E.. wind which met it.
We were caught, unhappily, between the two. All that can be said about beating a 26 ft.
light displacement hull into these conditions was said, and repeated, and most of it was
obscene. We needed boots in the cabin and boots and oil-skins in the cockpit and it really
became quite difficult to decide whether it was more uncomfortable on watch or lying off
watch in a sodden bunk. Eating, even drinking, became tiresome so that it was with great
relief that the Stilly isles were sighted at 2100o We arrived’at Hughtown at 0035 on the 25th
June where we demolished the rest of the French veal and drained 1.5 bottles of whiskey.
We had travelled 172 miles since Camaret on a rhumb line distance of 120 miles° It had taken
38 hours and 35 minutes and our average speed on distance travelled, was 4°5 knots° The
engine had assisted us for 27 hours.
The customs officer came aboard at 0750 and found a sleeping ship. He was genial
enough but his sense of humour was entirely wasted on our hangovers. The harbour master
followed and very kindly provided us with a punt service to the shore. Tom went ashore
while Bob tidied ship. The skipper spent the morning filling forms. After the harbour
master, we received a visit from the sergeant, a constable and four leather soled feet. We
took on provisions, had some pints to cure the thirst and set off for Howth at mid-day on
the 25th June in a light S.E. wind° The island winds are perverse and when we left them,
the true wind settled in from the N.E. Again the N.W~ Atlantic roll was confused by the
N.E. wind which blew across it and we were forced to put on the engine to lay a course
which would take us some miles weSt of Waterford harbour. We spent an uncomfortably
wet night tossing to and fro and passed into a grey misty dawn. The wind now blew at a
steady 30 knots across the deck and we took in 5 rolls on the main and set the working jib.
During the night the wind had backed to the N.W. and this helped us considerably as we
were able to sail with freer sheets. Four hours later the wind veered to the N.Eo and we
tacked again°
At 1100 on the 26th June we sighted a large oil rig in the mist. It looked wet and cold
and we tried to speak to it on the V°H.F. It said nothing and continued to look grey and
miserable. A fishing trawler steamed close by which Bob said was a Russian spy ship waiting
to report on oil strike. We spoke to the trawler on the VoH.F., but it said nothing. Tom spoke
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to it in Russian but it still said nothing at all. We left all this grey radio silence and at
1400 took a fairly reliable bearing on the Tuskar which put us some miles west of
Dunmore East. Land was sighted at 1700 and we made several tacks and arrived at the
Saltees at 1940. The wind remained N.E. and continued to blow at a fairly consistent
30 knots across the deck. When we were well to the east of the Tuskar at 2300 we
tacked and lay a course for Wicklow head. It rained and was very cold. Bob’s log entry
for 0200 on the 27th June reads "Grim!"
We reached Wicklow head at mid-day and tacked out for a short distance, when the
wind suddenly backed to W.N.W. and later to the west. The wind strength registered 25
knots and we shook out the TOOls and set the genoa. We reached north to the Baily and
arrived at Howth harbour at 1705. The trip from the Stilly isles had taken 53 hours and
5 minutes and we had logged 265 miles on a rhumb line of 207 miles. Our average speed,
on distance travelled, was exactly 5 knots but we had used the engine for a total of 42%
hours.
We had been away for 15 days 2 hours and 35 minutes. Our total rhumb line
distance was 1,076 miles and we had logged 1,214 miles. We had been at sea ~or a total
of I 0 days 19 hours and 45 minutes and the engine had run for 5 days 2 hours and 45
minutes. Our average speed on the distance logged was 4.7 kfiots and the average speed
on the rhumb line distance was 4.1 knots.
EAST ANGLIA, WEST ANGLIA
by W.M. Nixon
For me, 1975 was a mixed sort of sailing season in which the highlights involved
cruising in the far east and extreme west of England. This venture in the east was a fortnight’s springtime cruising in the Thames Estuary, an area I have tong wanted to
explore, and somehow over a pint or three of the black stuff at the London Boat Show
I was given the loan of Leslie Landamore’s Hustler 35 Pala II to go and see it with the
family aboard.
After a leisurely lunch at the famous Butt and Oyster inn (very sensible pub) at
Pin Mill on Sunday April 13th, in late~ afternoon we took over Pala from Leslie and his
wife at the new Suffolk Yacht Harbour at Levington on the north.side of the Oia~/ell ’we’
being Georgina and I and the two kids, Patricia aged 11 and Brian just over one year,
together with Jim Blaikie who was coming along for a day or two.
Spring had been slow a-coming, so we stayed put that first night; the morning
brought a damp sou’wester, forecast to become damper and fresher, but while Jim was
with us I wanted to cover a bit of ground and get up [or is it down?) The Wallet to
Brightlingsea, so after some extra shopping in Felixtowe while we still had the car we
headed out shortly before noon, and with the no. 2 genoa and some rolls in the main,
had a good plug to windward down past the Naze, out to the Gunfleet Sand where we
tacked, and with the wind backing were lifted up past Clacton and made the Colne Bar
buoy in late afternoon with the breeze how blowing great guns and Pala revelling in it.
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The spray coming aboard was cold, as was the driving rain, so the ladies stayed
below out of choice, while Brian stayed with them as he was strapped in his carri-cot in
one of the saloon berths; thanks to Avomine there was no sickness, the only problem
was that Jim and I both wear glasses, and with the flying water being somewhat muddy,
we used up a whole dispenser of kitchen roll just maintaining vision.
As we neared the bar buoy, having worked our way along the north side of the Eagle
shoal, the sky cleared suddenly from the west, and we felt mighty pleased with ourselves
arriving in Brightlingsea in a splash of sunshine. Being so early in the year the place was
relatively uncrowded, and we soon had a visitors berth and were ashore in that mock
Tudor confection which is the Anchor Hotel, swilling pints and gossiping° Back aboard,
the magic of the creeks began to work on us, and it was fascinating to hear that West
Coast of Scotland enthusiast Jim sitting back in the cockpit, savouring the sunset, and
eulogising about ’the liquid call of the curlew bubbling across the saltings .... ’ real
Maurice Griffiths stuff.
The morning brought mist and rain, so we just ambled up the Colne with the flood
for a pub lunch at Wivenhoe, going on up past Rowhedge with the top of the tide in the
afternoon, and then heading downriver and exploring Pyefleet creek before heading back
into Brightlingsea, getting to our berth under main only which made us dangerously smug.
Wednesday, (April 16th) was Jim’s last day, so we decided on high adventure - a sail
of nearly ten miles! Actually, we’d been invited to lunch with John Harrison at West
Mersea, but the sail took somewhat longer than expected as we spotted the Thames barge
Dawn making slowly along under sail a little bit out to sea, and had to go and have a
look at her before heading along for the Nass beacon and so into Mersea, where the crack
was good. We visited Don Pye the designer in his office in the old part of the village,
which with its tiny houses leariing at all angles is a bit like Disneyland.
A nice southerly breeze with sunshine took us back to Brightlingsea and friends
came down from London for supper aboard and then took Jim back to town with them,
a handy bit of logistics. Somehow the next day was spent I don’t quite know how, but
very pleasantly, as we’d become real ’Brittlesea’ types by this time, and found the slightly
scruffy charm of the place very much to our taste.
ThaV night Ed Wheeler joined us aboard; since last appearing in the Annual, Ed has
become married and had brought Jan along with him; he has also become one of these
’Real Ale’ ehthusiasts, and for his long weekend in Essex had brought along the Good Beer
Guide; I was using Jack Coote’s excellent little East Coast Rivers, published by Yachting
Monthly, and any forward planning had to be something of a compromise between the
recommendations of the two volumes.
Actually, our first effort showed total lack of forward planning on my part; the vague
plan was to head up the Blackwater to Heybridge with the afternoon tide, so as the morning
was sunny we sauntered ashore, and among other things found ourselves enjoying coffee in
a little hotel the building of which had been built in 1250; this failed to impress Brian, who
with his newfound ability to Walk was going around hauling things off tables; Ed retreated
behind The Times and pretended not to know us.
Such a delightful morning left us in such absentmindedly good humour that when
getting under way I managed to wrap a mooring around the propellor, good and proper so
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there was nothing for it but to go over the side with a carving knife, Ed and I taking it in
very brief turns; eventually we succeeded, even restoring the mooring with a new buoy
rope. The North sea in April is not warm; I remarked on this to Ed, and he replied that
as he was in the water he’d decided he might as well have a pee, but having made the
decision could do nothing about it, as the plumbing system had disappeared entirely.
The only damage had been the shearing of the rubber bearers on the flexible coupling
of the drive shaft, something we were able to fix temporarily quite literally with a lash-up,
and with me made very gloomy by the whole business, headed out and reached up the
very beautiful Blackwater estuary in sunshine, arriving off the lock at Heybridge basin at
precisely the time I’d told the lock-keeper over the phone that morning, so the day was
beginning to be redeemed.
The redeeming process was continued by Ed, who appointed himself the Heybridge
headshrinker. "Nixon is in a state of shock, a combination of making a fool of himself
round that mooring, and then spending so long in almost freezing water" he told the girls.
"My complete cure will be necessary." Poor things, they accepted his diagnosis. The cure
consisted, once we were snugly berthed in the basin, in walking briskly the hundred or so
yards to the Jolly Sailor pub, where they sold nearly real ale, and there imbibing same until
an appetite had been induced. There then followed a rapid return to the boat through
pouring rain to gorge ourselves on delicious roast lamb washed down with a real fighting
little red wine. Dr. Wheeler by this time was throwing himself into the therapeutics with
such gusto that he broke off a tooth while gnawing at a bone, but nothing daunted, went
on with the final phase of the cure, which required a further visit to the Jolly Sailor, this
being necessary in any case as we’d borrowed mine host’s umbrella to return to the boat in
the first place. By midnight, the patient was hble to inform the doctor through a cloud of
mutually supplied cigar smoke that he felt the Incident at Brightlingsea would not result in
any permanent damage to his psyche, upon which the doctor strode proudly back to Pala H
arid walked straight into the spray-hood which had been erected in view of the night’s
dampness. Thus the administering of the cure had taken a severe toll of the medical staff,
what with the broken tooth and now severe cuts on top of his bald head; the hangover, of
course, was yet to come ....
Heybridge basin, a delightful spot packed with a huge diversity of craft, comes to life
with each high tide, and at 0600 next morning I was awakened by the heavy beat of old
diesels as a number of them locked out into the Blackwater. It was pure Essex at that early
hour; George Clark the lock-keeper was whitewashing one of the gates; just outside in the
river with much varying advice an old fishing boat was being positioned off the wall to dry
out for a scrub; and away to the eastward, across the flatland of Northey island where the
Blackwater twisted its way seaward past Osea island, the distinctive rigs of two Thames
barges showed above the grey-green Essex fields as they swept on towards open water with
their tanned sails filled with a good sou’west breeze, a very evocative sight.
The plan for the day in any case had been to stay on in Heybridge, going out on the
evening tide, so the morning was spent in an expedition by road down to Burnham-on-:
Crouch, where we got replacement rubber couplings for the engine, getting a lift from Bill
~E "lliott, whom we’ d met " m the bbo~er the "ntght bedore~.,
" the ~¢ntio~n
’
for a quick
outing, but somehow we found ourselves sampKn~l~he r~fl:ale~/i~ a~b, i
the famous Queen s Head in Maldoff,~ri~’t~t beside the cluay pack~, k W"i~i:~s

barges, oyster smacks and steam tugs; the rest of the day passed with a cheery lunch aboard
of Brightlingsea cockles, winkles, museels and whatnot, and visiting some of the more exotic
craft in the basin, before we locked out and sailed in the evening sunshine down to Bradwell,
where we went into the spanking new marina and spent a calm night under a starlit sky.
Next morning (Sunday April 20th) we’d an invitation to ship aboard John Harrison’s
impressive new Hustler 38 Crazy Wolf for the opening of the cruiser-racing season across at
West Mersea, only three miles away on the other side of the Blackwater. Ed and I went
aboard Wolf to find that John being a hospitable soul, there were something like a dozen in
all, when with the light breeze on a sunny morning, five or six would have been more
appropriate. Despite this, with an excellent start he led at the first three marks, only losing
out by being on the wrong side of every shift during a flukey beat back into the finisil, but
even at that he managed to hold onto third.
We’d a quiet night aboard in order to get away early next day, and in the cold of early
morning headed out from Mersea, to find a nice fair wind, a southerly, out in the Wallet,
and Pala tramping along hamdsomely on her way for the Walton Backwaters, Ed on deck
in a remarkable leopardskin hat thoroughly delighted with being there on a Monday morning.
Distances are generally short in the Thames Estuary, so it was well before noon by the
time we were into the Backwaters, Arthur Ransome’s famous ’Secret Water,’ gently sailil!g
along under main only and finding our way in and out of the creeks with the sun breaking
through. Finally just about as far up the creek as we could go we stopped for lunch,
Georgina and Jan working in the galley, Brian snoozing in the foc’s’le, Patricia and I ileading
off in the dinghy to explore the muddy creeks, and Ed reclining in the cockpit with a glass
of sherry in hand, giving himself over to the idle contemplation of his own masterly
inactivity, in the midst of which onerous pursuit he heard the first cuckoo from a nearby
clump of trees.
Through the afternoon his good’ humour evaporated, as time was running out and he
and Jan had to catch the train from Walton back to London, which annoyed him no end;
they left us with Pala berthed in the new marina at Twizzle Creek.
After the cuckoo, next day - Tuesday April 22nd - was the Krst real day of Spring,
the mist clearing slowly to a sparkling sunny morning, and above the marina a lark singing
its silly head off° We headed out to find a gentle easterly which wafted us up the coast with
the ebb; bound for the Deben, we naturally found the ebb swilling out through its shinglebank encrusted entrance, but with a bit of engine we broke through, and went on past that
curious tittle spot, Felixstowe Ferry, with of all things the familiar transom of Karl Smyth’s
St Michael of Cape Clear conspicuous among the bunch of boats hauled up on the beach,
as she was sold a couple of years ago to a Suffolk sailor,
Administratively speaking, we were now into Suffolk though for its first couple of
miles between low banks the Deben is more like an Essex river; but up ahead, sailing once
again, we could see the sunlight on the gentle hills which begin at Ramsholt, where they’ve
a nice old pub and we stopped for lunch. Ed’s parting words had been: "When you get up
to Suffolk, be sure to ask for _Adna~ Southwold Ale." Not wishing to seem unduly pretentious, I just asked for a pint of bitter in the pub° "D’you want that stuff?." asked the
landlord, nodding at Brand X in the front bar, "or d’you want Adnam’s from the back bar."
It seems that Suffolk begins at Ramsholt.
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And it’s a magnificent county, one of the best in England; we spent a couple of
idyllic days wandering about the Deben, that loveliest of rivers, whose only drawback is
the nearby presence of a USAF base which sends noisy jets hurtling low across the sky.
But the little ports - Waldringfield and Woodbridge - are delightful, the latter in
particular as the yacht harbour is in the old tide mill basin, and contains a host of interesting craft including boats like Restive and Amadea 11.
The time passed pleasantly in leisurely family cruising; suddenly it began to run out,
and one foggy morning we headed back to Harwich harbour, picking our way from buoy
to buoy, and then spending the last weekend exploring the Orwell and the Stour, including
further visits to the cruising man’s Mecca, Pin Mill. Finally and a little sadly, we returned to
Levington, spent the evening cleaning out Pala II, and headed for home in the morning.
To someone used to the Irish coast, or the West Coast of Scotland, Essex and Suffolk
make for a marked change which requires a little adjustment. It’s all on a miniature scale,
the coastline is usually rather low with few distinguishing features, and of course the bottom
is always getting rather near the top. But it provides fascinating pilotage at all times, the
little ports are delightful, and place abounds in an intriguing selection of craft, and the
people are the friendliest you could meet. It may all be different, but it’s an excellent cruising ground nonetheless.

"WEST ANGLIA"
A quick calculation showed that 1975 would see my fifteenth time past the Scillies
without ever having called in. Just not good enough, so when Otto Glaser’s Tritsch-Tratsch
//had to be delivered from Cork to the Hamble for the second stage of the Irish Admirals
Cup Selection Trials, I jumped at the chance as enough time was available to make a cruise
of it, and we could make a Scillies visit the highlight of that cruise.
After the usual excellent supper in the Royal Cork, a motley crew of six strode down
the pontoon on the evening of Thursday 29th May, and Tritsch-Tratsch headed out under
power into the calm evening; later in the night a’breeze from the east had us tramping
along, sailing our course down the path of the moon, but then next day the wind fell away
again and we approached the end of the 140-mile passage to the Scillies under power once
more.
Visibility had closed down, and the islands appeared close ahead, lumpy little grey
heaps on that grey afternoon. We went in through the Irishman’s back-door route, New
Grimsby sound between Tresco and Bryher, and as there wasn’t enough tide at that stage
to head on across the Tresco flats, sent the hook down through the clear water to a patch
of sand off the little pier at New Grimsby, and took the opportunity to go ashore to Tresco.
A fit of mountaineering came upon us, assuaged by a very gentle climb to the top of
Vane hill, which gave a good view over many of the islands, grassy hillocks and rocks and
sea succeeding each other in every direction; I was particularly interested to be able to see
St. Helen’s pool between St. Helen’s and Tresco, which is reputedly the best ’hurricane
hole" in the islands; looks a bit difficult to find your way into, but seemingly is mighty safe
once you’re there.
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Down in the stone-built pub (where they accepted Irish money with alacrity), we
discovered that as it was Friday it was the night of the weekly Scillies gig race. The gigs
are superbly elegant craft, somewhere above 20ft in length with an exquisite little transom
lifted jauntily clear of the water; some of them are reputedly 150 years old. They’re rowed
by a crew of six with a cox’n, and in the old days each of the inhabited islands had at least
one boat of its own. Nowadays with the population tending to concentrate on the biggest
island of St. Mary’s, some of the smaller islands need to make a joint effort to get a crew
together, and the men of Tresco and Bryher do this, but their cox’n, Long John Jenkins,
is straight out of times past - that summer evening we met up with him, 82 years old and
with a walrus moustache straight out of a Victorian sepia-tint photograph; he was sitting
on the waterfront at New Grimsby getting psyched up for the race.
As 2000, the starting time, drew near boats packed with spectators came heading
from the islands for the Nut rock at the north side of St. Mary’s roads, starting point for
the 1¼ mile race to Hughtown. The races aren’t always as short as this, in settled weather
they occasionally row the 30 miles to Penzance. The Tresco-Bryher crew headed out in
their purple gig, the Czar, and as it was a change-of-boat race, transferred to the Dolphin
from one of the other islands. Meanwhile, guided by some new-found friends from New
Grimsby, Tritsch-Tratsch II threaded her way over the sands and round the rocks of the
Tresco flats, and arrived at the Nut rock with minutes to go to the start, the excitement
tremendous with every spectator boat crowded to the gun’ales with noisy supporters.
They started with a roar from the crowd, and the sea was churned into foam by the
spectator boats, but those lovely gigs left scarcely a ripple as they streaked away. Gradually
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the Dolphin and another boat began to show ahead, and as the pierhead of Hughtown
drew nearer it became a race between the two of them. With one final burst, nicely calculated by Long John, Dolphin surged clear, and with hundreds of watchers both in the
motorboats and on the pier shouting their heads off, the men of Tresco and Bryher won it
with more than a boatlength in hand.
Naturally the celebrations in the Mermaid were considerable, and in the morning with a
a jaundiced eye we looked out upon a wet easterly sweeping across the bay° From a sailor’s
point of view the harbour at Hughtown is one of the most annoying places in the world,
for with only at1 extra 1½ cables length in the pier, it would be quite a decent anchorage, as
it is, it seems frighteningly open to the west, but of course the islands have many other
places where shelter can be had from such a wind. As it was, we were snug enough in the
easterly, but having had such a hectic time in our first 20 hours in the Scillies, we reckoned
anything else would be anti-climatic and headed out at noon to start beating up-Channel.
The head pulled out of the main as we were plugging along, nicely snugged down, and
this gave us a handy excuse to go into Newlyn that evening to retrieve the halyard, staying
on for a quiet night in port to catch up on sleep which seemed to have eluded us for a day
or two. Next day, Sunday June 1 st, brought a fine fair wind off the land, and we’d a perfect
sail up-Channel, getting into Dartmouth in the evening and feeling so pleased with ourselves
that we’d a highly enjoyable meal ashore in a little bistro in one of the back streets, as a
result of which I was like a bear with a sore head when I roused the crew out at scrake of
dawn next morning.
This was because the weather was becoming a little peculiar - it was the time of snow
in Yorkshire and Force 9 in the Irish Sea - and I felt we should get on our way while we’d
the chance. It became the sail of a lifetime, with a favourable tide helping us to notch up
100 miles in ten hours, starting with a wet strong wind from south of west which veered
rapidly towards noon to give us a sunlit roaring sail along the white cliffs of Dorset,
screaming into the Solent in mid-afternoon.
Remembering this glorious delivery cruise, truly it seemed better to travel hopefully
than to arrive, as Tritsch-Tratsch failed to make the Irish team. But we’d a grand time in
Cowes Week, with Davy McBride being declared the world’s champion at riding bicycles
into the sea, and then in the Fastnet we got things right at the Scillies calm, thanks entirely
to Otto’s tactics, and ended up well placed, ahead of all the Irish team.
That resulted in some massive parties around Plymouth, but curiously enough everyone who was there agrees that the best party aboard the old girl was the one at the
Drogheda Rally in September - truly it is also better to travel short distances!
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CONNEMARA REVISITED
by R.L. Berridge
The wind buffeted the car and the wipers swept endlessly to and fro as I drove up from
Cork to Connemara on Sunday 13th July. It seemed the marvellous summer was over. I was
to join Dave and Ros Putnam on their Faith and Hope, C.C.A., a powerful 39 ft. yawl built
by Le Compte in Holland. On the way out from Galway the rain stopped so I made a short
diversion to look at the work on the new fishing harbour at Rosaveal in Cashla bay. There
was still a lot of work to be done. There had been many delays and the crane failing into the
sea had not helped.
I arrived at Cashel to see the Putnams going on board, they had been away for a week
while the boat lay in the bay. Soon all was stowed and we were ashore for a wonderful
supper with the Robbs at my old house, Scrahallia.
Next morning we motored to Roundstone for stores, including a fine salmon, then out
through the Inishlackan pass to anchor off the strand at Gorteen for lunch. The wind was
southerly, 5, with showers as we made sail to work west along the shore just outside the long
line of half-tide rocks which front this bit of coast° We ran into Bunowen bay and anchored
just beyond the pier. A lovely evening with a fresh southerly breeze blowing right in but
luckily Faith and Hope lay peacefully enough bow on to the bit of swell which found its
way into the anchorage.
Tuesday morning found the wind round to the S.W., a day of sun and cloud and white
caps on a sea as blue as only Connemara magic can make it. It was a grand sail with the wind
on the quarter and all the familiar mountains and rocks, strands and islands opening up in
turn. Between Deer I. and the Hard islands and south of Lebros rocks we sailed till the tiny
oratory appeared round the shoulder of St. Macdara’s island and we could round up and
come to off the little beach. There was scaffolding round the church and a currach put out
to bring us ashore. The Board of Works were restoring the chapel and re-roofing it witla the
original stone slabs which lay scattered around. It is hard to know whether this re-building
is right or wrong. The lovely little oratory, neglected for centuries, became a shelter for
cattle. Unless something was done the ruin would soon have become complete.
What a lovely island this is. Wherever one looks there are mountains and islands, golden
beaches and saffron rocks and the restless sea. These old saints had great vision in choosing
places for meditation° It was hard to tear oneself away to go back on board for a quick
lunch then up anchor to pass out through the sound with the rocks clearly ~isible below the
keel. We ran on through the Inner Passage across the entrance to Mweenish bay with the long,
golden beaches of Finish I. gleaming in the sun, then the wide expanse of Kilkieran bay
disappearing to the north° More fishing boats than I had seen were working here. It was early
evening as we slipped through the narrow entrance to Golam harbour past the grim old
tower and rounded up at the head of the bay to anchor south of the sunken rock with its
long weed streamers. As the sun went down the colouring of rocks and tiny fields and white
cottages was perfect as we sat at peace with our drinks in the cockpit.
Dave is a wireless ’ham’ and has a long-range set as well as the medium-wave ship’s set.
This evening he called Vatentia for a forecast and then his family in New Hampshire.
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0735 on a fine Wednesday morning found us with all sail and engine clearing the harbour,
the wind light in the south. We retraced our passage of yesterday in very light conditions
and a smooth sear It seemed an ideal dayto go through Joyce sound inside Slyne head where
the tide would be favourable all morning, We brought Carrickascoltia abeam and bore away
for Duck island With this island close aboard we steered to pass inside Carrickclunamore
and Carrickclunabeg. I prefer this approach to passing between the two rocks. The condition
of the sea can be seen through the rocks of Blind sound and there is ample room to turn and
clear away south if necessary~ With the prevailing wind no tack is necessary~ Some of the
locals prefer the approach between the two rocks but they are under power and can turn
away straight into the wind, As Carrickclunabeg comes abeam the sound opens, appearing
incredibly narrow. "Right, let’s go," said Dave and we gybed her round° It is incredibly
narrow with the tide racing through and we feel that we can see the difference in level from
south to north° The water was all swirls and little breakers and in minutes we were bouncing
in the steep, tidal seas on the north side. Looking back we could see Deer I.over Carrickclunabeg, the marks for the passage coming from the north° We were lucky to have the
conditions to make this very dangerous channel possible., "Well I reckon Faith and Hope is
the first American yacht to have gone through there" remarked Dave as we reached out past
Carrickarone and Clark’s Rock. Who was Clark, and what sort of a boat did he have, and
did he hit it? We sailed on north across Mannin bay and I suggested that Dave make it
another first for Faith and Hope by anchoring for lunch inside Inishturk South and Turbot
island. It is a nice anchorage off a pleasant beach where a currach rowed out to us to pass
the time of day There is an unchartered rock off this anchorage~ We didn’t hit it!
In the afternoon we sailed east of Inishturk, past the entrance to Streamstown bay and
up. to the anchorage south of Omey I, both pleasant places. The anchorage marked on chart
2708 off the little cove on the NE. comer of Inishturk is uneasy and subject to swell. Then
on out through the passage between Inishturk and Omey island, the next hour being spent
rock-dodging among the many reefs which obstruct this passage and the Aughrus passage
till we came clear and could lay up for Bofin where we anchored in the evening and enjoyed
an excellent dinner ashore,.
Later, Valentia Radio asked us if we had seen or heard anything of one of the contestants in the 1Tound Ireland tac~ which was reported missing° Shortly afterwards she came into
the harbour and Dave contacted Valentia to set their minds at rest° This had been a long and
very perfect day with the Connemara waters at their most fascinating~
We made a start on Thursday to drift around the west side of Bofin, passing through
the sound between it and Inishshark. From this side it is an island of stacks and cliffs and
bays Then on past DaviUaun and the north side of Inishturk, a very bleak island There were
huge flocks of razorbills and guillemots with a few puffins to add interest to the scene. To
the east the Connemara mountains and Muilrea filled the horizon We made out four small
yachts close along the coast° Sailing in company they could only have been from the
Glenans school at Baltimore. They disappeared into Killary bay
Lunch was enjoyed anchored off Granuaile’s castle on Clare island~ Improvements had
been made to the pier there but it still did not seem to be of any use to a yachtsman and we
did not lando
A nice breeze filled in while we ate and this gave us a lovely sail to Salruck in Little
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Killary bay. What a contrast each anchorage has been. Bunowen, open with the ocean
restless, Golam closed in behind low rocks in the desparately poor lind of tiny fields with
their granite walls, Bofin, an island outpost fiercely independent, a snug anchorage behind
its ruined castle, and now Salruck with the big mountains rising steep from the bay and
its thick, strong woods running down to the shore. A shepherd and his dog came down the
road and we watched him collect some stray sheep and round them up into his main flock
while the evening sunlight bathed the mountains in gold.
Friday brought fog and a fresh wind. We sailed round into Killary bay to look at the
approach to the small quay near its mouth. No joy there for a yacht, rocks off it and too
deep to anchor. We returned to Little Killary and anchored among the rocks off the beaches
at its entrance while we worked out a route to Cleggan which would be safe in the prevalent
bad visibility° As soon as we had finished our home work on this the fog lifted and we had
a hard sail in the fresh breeze to Cleggan. Again we could see several yachts out by Bofin
and Clare but too far off to identify. We went alongside in the harbour and found good
water laid on the quay with a hose and all. The tanks were empty and we were glad of a
chance to fill up so painlessly. There was no diesel available, each fisherman seems to have
his own tank on the quay. The only berth available was alongside the steps at the outer
end of the quay and it was a bit tricky getting clear with the onshore wind and having to go
astern. Anchored out in the bay and acquired a couple of fine lobsters from a boat on its
way in.
Dave wanted to contact his home so we went to sea to clear the mountains and hove
to while we got through. It was as clear and even better than a local call. There is something
in this ’ham’racket, no charge, no time limit! When all was finished we let draw and went
into Fahy bay in Ballynakill for the night. The evening forecast was not too good, SoW. 5-6.
Saturday proved the forecast true as we sailed out under headsail and mizen. More
yachts seen in the distance bound north. We could just lay High Island sound in a moderate
sea. The sun came through as we cleared the tip of Friar island, highlighting the breaking
seas on each side of the sound. The tide was foul with a nasty swell rolling into the sound°
If it had been wind against tide it would have been very dirty. We beat through, Faith and
Hope going splendidly under jib and mizen, a powerful ship. We could then lay up for the
tip of Cruagh island past the tide sweeping north through Friar Island sound. This sound
and the Aughrus passage with their strong tides and uneven bottom are poor places in bad
weather. In the swell all the rocks were breaking so it was easy to find our way into the
welcome shelter of Inishturk South whence we carried on into Streamstown bay. This bay
is very narrow and the tide sluices in and out like a river in spate. Half way to the overhead
cables across the bay (4 cables inside the entrance and marked 50 ft. high on the latest
chart 2708) we found clean sand bottom to anchor. A good anchorage but it would be
necessary to moor if staying over a change of tide as swinging room is very limited. Later
we beat out between Turbot island and Inishturk, the big swells creaming over the rocks
on either side in great acres of surf. We reached past north of the beacon on Carrickarone
and into Clifden bay, then up Ardbear bay coming to anchor at its head. Later in the
evening Adrian O’Connell came on board.
We had hoped to get back to Cashel bay on Sunday but with the B.B.C. giving a gale
warning for Shannon at 0630 and with the wind S.W.6 with heavy squalls we decided Slyne
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head was no place for us that day Moved over to an anchorage off Adrian’s delightful house
at the mouth of Ardbear bay~ Close to it there is a little creek which dries and leads to a
small, landlocked pool with deep water where it is possible to moor a boat in perfect
shelter under any conditions~ Adrian is a boat-builder and marine engineer who would look
after a yacht left moored here°
I had hoped to get back to Cashel bay with Faith and Hope but I had a firm date on
CorofJn in Baltimore with grandchildren so had to leave her in Clifdeno It had been a
delightful cruise on a fine yacht and with splendid company and a joy to re-visit so many
of the old anchorages in Connemarao However lovely West Cork and Kerry is there is
something about this bit of coast which one can find nowhere else.,
CRUISING ROUND IRELAND IN THREE EASY STAGES
by J.B. Law
Crew: Brian Law and Brian Danielso Yacht: Sai See, Finisterre Class, CB. Yawl 39’-7"x
2T’-O’x 11 ’-4"x 4"O"-8’6"draught. Designer: Sparkman & Stephens. Built 1960 by
Wing on Shing Shipyard, Hong Kong.
The Baltic, the Mediterranean and the Caribbean Seas are all tied up in the dreams and
ambitions of any cruising yachtsman° Sun swept sand, nosing into secluded coves amongst
the Greek isles or the Norwegian fjords. Rolling down the trade winds at night with every
star bright above, the soft swish of the bow wave and the patter of the reef points tapping
gently on a corpulent mainsail° Georgeous thoughts but, hardly practical, when ones cruise
is limited in time to the "Twelfth Fortnight°" Something different was looked for with
more of a challenge than repeating previous cruises to the West of Scotland with variations.
Round Ireland, swopping yachts with someone on the Baltic or a Brittany Cruise, departing
and returning to Dunmore East, where all possibilities so that the first rumours of a Round
Ireland Race were eagerly pursued°
Sheenamara~ our 35’-0" yawl rigged Waterwitch was put on the market and the hunt
began for a boat that was to be all things to all men, in our family at least° Big enough to
carry a family of four, the kitchen sink and the flotsam and jetsam of the previous three
beaches, plus a couple of guests° Small enough to be sailed single handed and to be trailed
by road, all be it on a large trailer° To be fairly fast but not fin and skeg, shallow draught
but not bilge keel, preferably two masts and definitely lots of teak and lockers and things.
Magazines were thumbed, brokers contacted, bank balances and assets checked a dozen
times and eventually a trip was planned to the south coast of England to view about nine
boats~ Accompanied by George Blair of Down Cruising Club and Dickie Gomes, your
author set forth on what proved to be a foul-weekend of rain and sleet,. Sai See was the
ftrst of half a dozen visits planned around Chichester, ’just to drool’ as Gomesie put it and
to set a standard for the other yachts~ Well, if you can like a yacht that has been afloat all
winter, viewed while freezing m a sleet shower, after rowing half a mile in a soaking reefer
and torn oilskin trousers, then obviously, she must have something. Half drowned we went
through the motions of examining other boats but our hearts were not in it and when eark-
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ness came we retired to the nearest pub where the barmaid was instructed in the art of hot
whiskies. Four weeks later after much negotiation with conscience, bank manager and
brokers, in that order, Sheenamara was delivered to Scotland and we were homeward bound
in Sai See hoping to complete both deliveries during one week’s Easter Holidays. Now, one
would normally expect that after four weeks of northerlies they would then have blown
themselves out, but, after a screaming reach along the South coast and two days sampling
the cornish pasties and mead of Newlyn, they were still with us. Time was passing so one
long tack from the Longships was made which laid Kinsale, where we put in to repair the
mainsail and top up with stores. Leaving here, a two hour spinnaker run turned into a hard
beat along the coast as the wind veered north easterly, force 5.-6. At 2230 that night Dickie
Gomes came below to say that the wind and sea were increasing and as this would mean
wind against tide at Carnsore Point, should we not put into Dunmore East. I agreed when the
beautiful world of, warm sleeping bags and lamplight gleaming on varnished teak, viewed
through drowsy eyes, was shattered on opening the hatch. We tied up at Dunmore East at
0440, confirmed our fears with the 0630 forecast and promptly rang home for a car. On
rejoining the following week-end, we had a trip north that was completely as per brochure.
The sun shone, the wind was westerly and every headland clicked up like a train timetable.
30¾ hours from Dunmore East to our mooring in Strangford Lough at an average of 5.9
knots°
July approached, sails were ordered and oars made, self-steering gear borrowed and
Brian Daniels, who had been with Chay Blyth on Great Britain II agreed to crew. Entry
forms were completed, stores stowed, gear taken off and more gear put on, then, suddenly,
there was no time left, we were moored at Ballyholme attending a reception at Ballyhotme
Yacht Club.
Start of Round Ireland Race, 1200 Saturday 7 July, 1975
Wind light, south-easterly. Rufflno, a Ruffian 23 owned by Jim Poole of National
Y.C. and crewed by Eamonn Crosbie was first across the line closely followed by Korsar,
an S. & S. 34 co-owned by Robert Mollard of Royal St. George Y.C., crewed by Dick
Watson. Sai See third, followed by Shoestring, Brian Coad’s folkboat from Waterfordo Our
first ’sneakie beakie’ which by definition is some form of rock hopping or tide dodging
was by nipping inside the South Briggs rock and through the Gillet. Although this avoided
almost two knots of foul tide we lost our wind and had to row around Orlock point watching the other boats come level again and then gradually pull away. Wind very light and
variable along the Co. Down coast, Korsar and Rufflno increasing their lead and Shoestring
astern going into Ballyhalbert for a pint. We were almost thirteen hours reaching Strangford
Lough, a trip we have previously done in four and a half. Wind through every point of the
compass and the deck log records eight gybes of the :mizen staysail alone. Sunday 0140, off
Ardglass. All plain sail plus mizen staysail and spinnaker. Wind NW force 1. This we carried
with occasional gybes until 2350 when a downdraught off Wicklow head gave us a spinnaker
wrap. Outside Glassgorman, Blackwater and Lucifer banks, close to Splaugh buoy with
Fundale perch abeam by 0945 Monday. Turning west around Carnsore point up went the
spinnaker and the deck log reads. Monday 1055 Wind E.NE. force 4-5, seas building, over
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St Patrick’s Bridge° - Whee-ee, another sneakie beakie clocked Upo We carried the spinnaker
for a further four hours, dropped it in a rain squall and ran the remainder of the leg to Cork
with poled out headsail~ Crossed finish line due west of Roches Point at 2216 Monday
Cork to Killybegs
The start, off Roches point at 2000 on Thursday 10 July, was completely windless~
with the boats tossing around in an old south-westerly swell° For the first half an hour the
Ruffgm was virtually the only boat to move under sailo Aboard Sai See we unshipped the
wooden topsails and rowed about 200 yards where we caught a light south-westerlyo Unfortunately, everyone else caught it at the same time and off we went on an 80 mile beat to
Dursey head°
Passed between Dursey head and the Calf at 2315 Friday and for the first time sheets
were started and the mizen staysail hoisted° We later found that Korsar was about four and
a half hours and Ruffino two and half hours ahead with Shoestring somewhere behind at
this stage. Through the night while going outside Great Skellig and the Blaskets the wind
piped up to around force 7, west to southwest° We dropped the mizen staysail then the
main and reached through the night under Noo 2 and mizen, surfing for a good part of the
time. Daylight, Saturday, and back up went the reefed main and then great excitement at
breakfast time - a sail ahead, on the same course, and we were overhauling them° Then it
disappeared as visibility dropped to around half a mile. By mid-day the sail had reappeared
half a mile astern and now it took some shaking of£ Reefs out, No.. 1 up, then mizen
staysailo A shoal of dolphins playing round the bow gave us moral support and eventually
the mast which later proved to be Ruffino disappeared into the murk behind° Sailing through
the night we could not be exactly sure of our position on the final stage of the rhumb-line
from outside the Blaskets to Black Rock lighthouse, a distance of about 120 miles~ Visibility was poor and the DoF° lines from Slyne head and Eagle island were almost parallel to our
course. For a long while we watched for the loom; then at 0015, Sunday, suddenly it appeared very bright, up in the air, miles above the horizon and to starboard° "Gybe O", and
we headed for Newfoundland plotting surroundings and a running fix° There is clear water
inside Black rock but foul ground runs out to the west for a least half a mileo As it turned
out we would have missed this by a further half a mile but the adrenalin was certainly going
for a while. Eagle island abeam as dawn broke and a smooth water reached across Donegal
bay propping our eyes open with matchsticks, about four hours sleep so far. An hour below
and ’Killybegs here we come’° "Maybe we can carry the spinnaker across the lineo"~ This
was not to beo Five miles out and the wind went all round the clock with a fluky light
weather beat to the finish at 1928, Sunday 13 Julyo
Killybegs to BaUyholme
Thursday 17th July, began with a whimper° The pre-race dinner in the Killybegs Hotel
being a notable success, indeed at one stage ’Black Bush’ was sliding around like oysters at
a sea food festival° Start 1000 with just three boats, Shoestring still somewhere about the
Aran islands, making a grand tour of it and taking in local colour by the pint° Winds light,
westerly, giving a beat out, just the conditions we do not like. This proved to be the

pattern all day. At every headland the wind seemed determined to head us and we had to
watch the fighter boats draw further ahead. Through the night and all day Friday conditions
were similar. The Donegal coastline was looking its best. Headlands shimmering in the sun,
mountains standing out clearly in perfect visibility and hardly a ripple along miles of golden
beaches. Unfortunately we were reacing and not really going anywhere very fast. For about
an hour we had had good reaching conditions past Bloody Foreland, mizen staysail pulling
like a train. I’m sorry, by the way, to go on so much about our second stick but, as Donald
Mo Street quotes, "The mizen is good for the navigator to lean against when taking a sight
and a wonderful handhold for straphangers offering suggestions to the working crew. At
times it will support a mizen staysail but, most important, it is a psychological weapon to
be wielded against the owners of sloops and cutters." He adds that this is probably selling
a yawl slightly short.
Cloud moving constantly from the south-west but light airs from all around. Spinnaker
and staysail up, then ten minutes later beating in light headwinds with the final indignity
pushing off from the rocks with oars in InshtrahuU sound. Seas like a mirror and the forecast giving Malin S.W. 5-6. Then, at last, wind! All plain sail, broad reaching at 6-7 knots
below the cliffs east of Malin head. Through the night the weather deteriorated and the
forecasters had their revenge. East force 5-6 going south-east. We dosed Rathlin sound by
0530 Saturday, without having seen any of its lights. Rathlin lay crouched under a cloud
like some great grey sea monster and we hurried past Fair head burying our sail in savage
gusts which flattened the angry little overfaUs. Visibility a quarter of a mile and the tide
turned against us by Torr head. Under No. 3 and reefed main we thought the only way to
make progress was to risk long and short tacks down the coast in shallow water trying to
avoid tide and catch every back eddy we could. This got the adrenalin going again, closing
a lee shore in squally conditions with visibility at times down to fifty yards. Detailed chart
in one hand and tiller in the other with crew poised between echo sounder and jib sheet,
we worked our way into Cushendun, Cushendall and Carnlough bays; each time rewarded,
when we emerged, by seeing the ripple as a counter tide met the main ebb. The sneakie
beakies were working but Boy, was it tiring!
Out of Carnlough bay by 1445, visibility improving and wind backing, set mizen and
changed up to No. 2. Able to lay the courses now and the sun gradually breaking through
to give a glorious beat, close past the Maidens, to avoid the eddy at Muck island° Here we
passed through the fleet racing up to the Comet Wheel Series and were delighted to see an
old gaff cutter, with finger thin jibs and a massive main sitting comfortably among the half
ton spinnaker wrestlers. Great sailing, pounding along with real sunlight dancing on the lee
bow wave, marred only by a boot full of water as the skipper tried photography while
perched perilously on the pulpit. Wind falling lighter and being headed into long and short
tacks across Belfast lough. A slight sense of disappointment as the finish line came closer
and, finally, the supreme effort of shaving, delayed for a while to have a drink with Brian
and old Billy, the boatman, who was waiting to take us ashore. Tidying things that could
very well wait, a longing look at the bunk and O.K.!. Right! Let’s go, the voyage is over.
Still, its hard to leave a friend.
Finish at Ballyholme Y.C. at 1935 on Saturday 19 July.
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Notes
The Aries self steering geat was not used other than for two periods of about I 0
minutes each, We were probably not able to achieve the best performance from it but it
was felt that neither the drag nor the amount of yaw was acceptable,
Watches were not worked as such., Both of us were on call at all times and certainly on
deck during the hours of darkness, On the first and third legs we had a total of 4 to 4½
hours of sleep each and about 5 hours on the second leg, all snatched while things were
quiet in 15 to 75 minute spellso Remembering that the period leading up to the race and the
stopover periods were not as restful as perhaps they should have been it is amazing how
one could go below, after possible 45 hours of these conditions and awaken an hour later
feeling refreshed and fit
One hot meal was cooked each day - on the first leg we had stews and casseroles to
heat~ Coffee with lots of sugar was taken every hour or so, with cold meat rolls, biscuits or
sandx~iches Boiled sweets~ chocolate and nuts were constantly being nibbled but no other
for of stimulants were used

SUMMARY

Ballyholme to Cork
Cork to Killybegs
Killybegs to Ballyholme
Aggregate

Distance

Logged

Time

miles
235
317
169
721

mtles
237
365
218
820

h.m°
58.16
71o28
58o12
187.56

Average speed
be,’ween per
ports log
4D3
4°07
4~43
5~11
290
3°75
3°84
4.36

Placing
3rd
2nd
3rd
3rd

Comment on B, YoC, Round Ireland Race - 1975
Ballyholme Yacht Club deserve every praise for their courage in running this race,
especially in the face of the criticism before the event, Generally one would hope that this
race could become a biannual event, with I OoR, and cruiser classes. Much has been learned
from this first race and the experience to be gained is directly relatable to normal family
cruising when a husband and wife can be even shorter-handed with perhaps the added
complication of small children The temptation of starting the engine to beat the tide round
a headland or to make port before the pubs close is removed° There is the added attraction
of using perhaps one or two legs of the race as a passage race to attractive cruising grounds,
with the additional safety factor of a race organization and other boats sailing in the same
area.~
Our congratulations and admiration must go to the other competitors, Robert Mollard
and Dick Watson, who won in Korsar with an elapsed time of 169 hours 49 minso They
sailed an immaculate race, executed in a gentlemanly and seamanlike way and yet were
ever ready to share a pint when in port Jim Poole and Eamonn Crosbie were second in
Ruffino With the determination and endurance of ten men, they sailed every second of
thier elapsed time of ] 92 hours and 33 mins, to win two of the three legs on correct time°

Above: Sai See

Gorilla up Angel’s mast. (Ref.. Page 663

Stormdrift under all plain sail I

ij!~i!i!

Above: Ainmara, designed and built by J.B. Kearney in 1912 and still going strong. (Ref page 72)

Below: Shardana’s cabin with Bob Fannin on watch (Hasler steering). Photo: J. Gore-grimes. (Ref page 9)

Brian Coad and his crew Derek Wyndham are sportsmen of the old school. They, in fact,
sailed 1½revolutions, Waterford to Ballyholme, round Ireland and back to Waterford. When
it suited, they put into port for rest or refreshment and like all good cruising men, their
story of the voyage loses nothing in the telling. (Millions of whales at one time) Surely, this
is what its all about.

BADGER OF BALTIMORE 1975
by Roger de Quincey
It was Admiral’s Cup year, and there would surely be many interesting people to meet
and boats to see in Cowes, There was also the prospect of racing as a one-design class; for
our boat was a Contessa 32. These have proved the most popular one-design cruiser class on
the Solent, being built by 1974 Yachtsman of the year in England and having LOA 32’,
LWL 24’, Beam 9’6", Displacement 9000 lbs, Lead keel 4500 lbs, SA 450 sq. fro So we
decide to make the trip and gathered a fine crew; Jeremy Hackett who was to be with us
for the whole cruise as well as the racing, an old friend from Cork and a good seaman Harry
Wolfe, and Richard Smyth a young doctor who had been with us on many previous occasions.
We left Baltimore at 0600 on Saturday 19 July, wind SW 4-5, full main and NoN 3
genoa, a fine reaching wind for the 140 mile leg to the Bishop. Course 140°. Light rain
chilly. During the day we all succumbed to mal-de-mer and put in 4 rolls in the main for
the night watches. J & H 2100-0030; Skipper and R 0030 - 0600. Bishop sighted at 0500.
Course 150°° Light extinguished ten minutes later. Still steering 150° at 0545 when a light
high in the sky appeared through the rain and mist dead ahead. The shape of the lighthouse
appeared before us for a moment and was quickly swallowed in the murk. We altered course
quickly to south to give the Crirn rocks a wide berth and the Skipper cursed himself for not
allowing for the tide. Passed Bishop 0600 and blessed the keepers, later writing to thank
them. Bishop to Plymouth 99 miles, altered course and speed dropped. So we put on the
engine at quarter throttle sunbathing most of the time and entered Plymouth breakwater
at 2330. Wonderful night, moon on the water made a clear pathway to the Eddystone°
Snugly tied up in the new Marina at midnight: 230 miles in 42 hrs. 0430 Richard up to
catch milk train for Reading; gave him breakfast, saw him into taxi and kept my promise
that he would be back at the hospital in time on Monday morning.
We were pleased with the passage. Last year we had done Plymouth to Crosshaven via
the Longships in 39½ hours but that was a good 20 miles shorter. With the fin and skeg
hull it is easier to maintain a high average speed in most conditions° In its more extreme
form ’-- ton cup form - it has serious limitations for cruising. Having no reverse turn to the
garboards - the new boats have a flat ski form to the centre line and the ballast keel is
inadequately supported laterally. There is also no place (or sump) where bilge water can
settle and as soon as the vessel heels the bunks get wet. Thank goodness our boat has a
sharp V-shaped section with plenty of room under the cabin floor for a thirty gallon water
tahk as well as a fair amount of bilge water. She sails welEup to her rating in a breeze: takes
the ground for a scrub without toppling on her snout and has a fixed propeUor in a hole in
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the back of the skeg which encloses and protects it.
Plymouth is a fine place for replenishing stores, and the Mayflower Marina, where we
were berthed, looked after us well, providing showers and a laundry. So we stayed on an
extra day before visiting that lovely anchorage at Newton Ferrers. Then on in a fresh breeze,
after yesterdays gale, over the middle of the Skerries bank (least water being 4 fathoms) and
in to Dartmouth. Averaged 7 knots Dartmouth to Portland Bill finishing with a tearing reach
into Weymouth.
On to Lymington next day setting our spinnaker in the Needles channel off the Bridge
buoy without a hitch (the ’bucket’ with its rubber band stops is a must for spinnaker
setting) and in to the new Town Marina to be welcomed by Jerremy Rogers and told tickets
for the annual barbecue at Hurst Castle could be got from the club. We were a little reluctant
to do this as we thought we had earned a good dinner and a rest. But it was fun talking to
old friends round a huge log fire on the beach. We soon felt sleepy and left early. It was very
dark and we failed to locate the mark on the end of the Pennington spit. A serious error
which cost us an hour bumping up and down on top of the pipe with a spring flood under
us. The engine churned away ineffectively and with every bump the end of the pipe seemed
to be getting nearer. Eventually we did what ought to have been done at once-launched the
dinghy and laid off the anchor on the end of a long warp. We pulled her off without any
difficulty. How dim-witted one is after a good party! Having used up all our petrol on that
something pipe we sailed back and into our berth with the help of the faintest zephyr and
turned in at 0200.
We were having a leisurely breakfast next morning at about 0930 when a tap on the
coachroof signalled the arrival of an old friend who informed us there was a race in about an
hour out in the Solent and we were expected to take part. There were only three of us
aboard which is not enough to race this size of boat in the Solent but we managed to get
down to the start in time and discovered a most interesting thing. In the light going at the
start we were just as fast as the rest who all had oversize genoas to our No 2; but as soon as
the wind hardened they sailed away-at least most of them did. Because we finished 9th
out of 15 beating the Old Irish Mist into 11 th place. That race cost me £250, the cost of a
new No 1 genoa.
We spent the rest of the week cleaning, varnishing and polishing before moving up to
our berth in the Wilment Marina at East Cowes on the Medina river for Cowes week. In the
first ten minutes after going ashore we bumped into old friends and competitors: Jack
Knights, Simon Tait, Ian Macdonald Smith, ArthurSlater. The years fell away as we started
reminiscing.
We raced every day for the first six days; light winds and strong tides exasperate most
helmsmen but I had been racing in these waters since 1930 and knew what to expect. Of the 82
in our class 19 were sister ships (Contessa 32s) so we had plenty of level racing and did
reasonably well on two of the days getting fifth place. Next year we expect to be racing as a
separate O.D. Class and this will be an added attraction to someone who spends much time
assessing other disigners idiosyncrasies.
We left Cowes 1130 on Friday and had good weather for the trip home. Before reaching
Weymouth that evening we encountered the most spectacular thunder storm. Sheet and
forked lightning filled the sky and lit the landscape in stark outline. Torrential rain for

Above: Looking 032° from Vane Hill on Trcsco. Old Grimsby harbour extends along the Tresco shore in the
foreground. On the left is Northwethel island (72 ft.) and be~’ond it St. Helens (132 ft.) with Round Island lighthouse
visible over its N.W. end. On the right (with a knob at its left end) is Crow island (23 ft.) beyond which are West Gap
rock and East Gap rock. The gap between these rocks is the entrance to St. Helens pool which extends from between St.
Helens and Northwethel across to the right of the photo. The rock beyond West Gap rock is Black rock. The distant
rocks on the right are Lion rock and Lion island. The photo was taken at half tide.

Below: Looking west from Vane hill across New Grimsby harbour towards Bryher. Tritsch Tratsch is awaiting H.W. to
cross Tresco flats to the south. There would only be 2 or 3 ft. at L.W.S. where she is anchored. Photos: Tom Lawlor.

A bore: Barges at the quayside in Maldon.

Below: The pub at Ramsholt, where Suffolk really begins. Photos: W.M. Nixon.

hours. We learnt later it had extinguished the impressive firework display at Cowes~
Just failed to carry our tide across West bay and had a two hour beat in rising wind
into Dartmouth for the night. Met the first of the Fastnet casualties there, a One Tonner
with trouble with her keel fastenings. I mentioned this earlier as a source of trouble. A
good breeze next day round the Start at 1400 hrs. Bolt head at 1450 hrs, 6½ miles...
8 knots. Wind falling light at 1550, put engine on and passed some Class IV Fastnet boats,
and in to Plymouth to pick up our fourth crewmember - Mervyn Jeffers - for the last lap.
We called at Helford for next night and made an early start in the morning for the
Scillies. Very poor visibility. We anxiously awaited the appearance of the Manacles buoy
which seemed to take over long in showing as the tide was against us, springs and running
along the coast at perhaps 3 knots... Buoy abeam at 1000 hrs and the Lizard at 1210 i~rs
We were 40 minutes late and the tide had started to ebb with a vengenanceo Wind southerly
4-5, sea all over the place, and it seemed impossible to get the boat to shoulder her way
through it. Uncomfortable time for the next two hours, but as we came up to the Wolf
rock the wind started to ease off and we had a lovely summer sail in to Hughtown where
we tied up at 2030 and ashore for food. Glorious star-blazoned night; up at 0200 to
slacken warps. There is a 17 foot range at springs.
Over the Tresco fiats through New Grimsby sound and past Shipman head by 0945
hrs next morning. Some 30 to .4.0 yachts clustered round the Bishop on their way laome from
the Fastneto Wind 2-3 ahead for the next 26 hours. Sometimes we could carry a headsail
sometimes it was better going under power without it. So the engine was kept going for
21 hrs when it ran out of petrol (9½ gallons in a full tank). Estimated run 105 miles.
Nice breeze from the west settled in and we started to eat up the last of the distance.
Sighted Old Head at 0755 and tied up in Kinsale at 1215. Sheila prepared a fine luncheon
which we thankfully consumed noting What a civilising influence women were on a cruise.
Here our two crew left us, and Sheila and I went on to Castletownshend for the night
before arriving home early next morning.
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STORMDRIFT’S CRUISE 1975.
Wales, St. Kilda, Faroes, Shetland, Orkney, Inverness.
by Margaret Bridges.
Storrndrift is a 53 ft. M.F.V. built at Dunure in 1953. She is powered by an 88 h.p.
Kelvin diesel which gives her a cruising speed of 7 knots° When, after years of ocean racing,
Jim SmeUie decided to follow a slightly easier line, he made up his mind to get himself a
boat which he could use if he lives to be a hundred. After acquiring Stormdrift, he put in
two years converting her and the result is a thoroughly workmanlike ship with all and every
essential for seaworthiness and comfort. No detail was too slight for his attention, from an
invaluable Pinta automatic steering to the rack in the wheelhouse designed to hold your
drink unspilt, be it long or short.
It was therefore with great delight, Jim being a very old and tried friend, when we
received a letter from him in the spring suggesting we join him to journey from "Holyhead
to St. Kilda, thence to the Faroes, thence to Lerwick, Fair Isle, Kirkwall and Scrabster,
ending up at Inverness." Total distance about 1065 miles, to be covered between 3 and 22
June.
We crossed to Fishguard by the Rosslare boat on 23 May and were met by Jim who
ferried us aboard Stormdrift and introduced us to the other two members of the crew,
Norman Sheldrick and Don Stewart. Norman is working on sailing directions for the Welsh
coast and we were to spend until 2 June visiting as many small harbours as possible and
gathering information. His friend, Don, has a boat of his own on the Medway and they are
old sailing partners.
We spent ten very cold but interesting days on this project. We began by sailing south
from Fishguard as far as Skokholm, calling in at every tiny port on the way - Port Gain,
Port Eiddy, Ramsey, Solva, to name but a few. Usually we anchored outside and went in
with the dinghy. Nearly all these little harbours had mine workings or "lime kilns in the old
days and the harbour works were considerable. Port Gain was particularly interesting partly
because it was the most ambitious and had the remains of a railway. The harbour is completely artificial with a very long narrow approach between cliffs. The actual entrance
between the pierheads is no more than 40 ft. wide but gives access to a large drying harbour
with considerable quayage° Cut in the pier heads are slots, presumably for holding timber
baulks in bad weather as at North harbour, Cape Clear. I thought it would be a horrible
place to approach in an onshore wind and very difficult indeed to make out from the
offing. No Lot’s Wife here!
After anchoring at Skokholm, but failing to land on account of the easterly swell, we
turned north again and visited Skomer where there is a nice, sheltered anchorage in easterly
winds. Skomer is a bird sanctuary with a resident warden and nesting was in full swing. The
island is a high plateau carpeted almost entirely by bluebells and in some parts red campion.
The effect is quite magical as you look out to the other islands over a mist of blue or a mist
of rose pink.
We returned by Jack and Ramsey sounds to Fishguard and then turned north. An
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attempt to spend the night at Bardsey was foiled by a thin little onshore wind and we
carried on to Llandwyn Is. Thence, through the Straits, with a stop at Puffin Is. to look at
the birds, and so to Holyhead where we arrived on the evening of 1st June. We noticed that
the N. storm cone was hoisted.
Monday 2 June. Well, they were right! It began to blow during the night and all day
we had gale force winds, gusting up to F. 9. We shifted berth after breakfast to an
Admiralty buoy which gave us a pleasant sense of security. Three or four yachts broke
adrift from their moorings and had to be rescued. The windwas bitter. The midday weather
forecast gave gales for all areas and the sports news mentioned a cricket match at Colchester
abandoned because of snow. Don and Norman were to have left us, but we could not put
them ashore. We spent a very contented day watching great seas break high over the sea
wall. Then, after a good dinner, we had some excellent talk until far into the night. We are
going to miss Don and Norman very much°
Next morning dawned fair with a falling wind and we were able to get ashore and
change crews. We were,nowjoined by Danny Williams a r/t officer from Sealink and John
Barclay, an old friend of the Smellie family and of the Kelvin engine. After bunkering at
1700, we motored out into a lumpy sea and Westerly wind, F.2. A course was laid off for
the South rock and watches set.
All that night the weather improved and the following morning found us steaming
through the North channel with staysail and mizen set. The sun was shining, the air was
clear and there came to us yet again that familiar lift of heart which begins near the Mull of
Kintyre when the well remembered islands open one after the other and the unbelievable
colours shift and change on mountain, strand and sea. We went "through the Sound of Islay
and from its northern exit we could see Ben Nevis, white with snow; then on past Oronsay
and so to Dubh Attach and Skerryvore. By this time it was drawing on to evening with a
S.E. wind and a dirty looking sky. Since this was not a good wind for Village bay, Jim
decided to turn N.E. and poke under the lee of Tiree for the night.
We passed a quiet night but the engine had given some trouble with a sticking throttle
during the evening so we went to Tobermory on the following day° A lumpy sea and thick
weather.
Friday 6 June. Wind F. 6, S.S.E. Made a fast passage to Castle bay, Barrao
Saturday 7 June. Danny called up Bracknell and got a good regional forecast for the
next 24 hours with wind veering S.W~ and decreasing 4-5, so at last we are heading for
St. Kilda.
Though it was a sunny day with very fair visibility, the island had wrapped itself in its
own cloud so we did not see anything till John picked up the outlying stack of Levinish.
Soon after, the great peak of Dun appeared and then Boreray and its outliers, enormous and
ghostly. Village bay was filled with violet mist and we left the big swell outside and glided
across its quiet water as suddenly as if we had stepped through a door. A more dramatic
introduction would have been hard to imagine°
Safely. anchored, Danny called up Jim’s home and Jim was able to wish his wife,
Helen, many happy returns for her birthday. Followed a wonderful dinner cooked by Danny
while the rest of the idlers sat on deck and gazed at the stupendous scenery. We could only
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Above: Torshavn, Faeroe islands.

Below: Looking south across Village bay, St. Kilda. Army barracks and pier in the foreground, the far side of the bay is
Dun island. Photos: Margaret Bridges.

\

The Sheil family crew on Gailey Bay. Left: Hazel, Lenny and Bobby. Right: Skipper Len, Susie and Gilly.
Photo." Richard Clarke (Ref. page 51)

afford a morning ashore as Danny had to be at Stornoway in two days’ time so we split up
on landing and spent the two hours allotted on our several devices° I could have wished it
had been two months. After a drink in the Mess where we were kindly invited by Lieut.
Peter Warburton, the CoO. of the camp, he drove us in a landrover to the highest point of
the island whence we had a bird’s eye view of Village bay and of Stormdrifl looking like a
beetle far below, then we regretfully tore outselves away and took our departure.
We did, however, circumnavigate the island before leaving it and sailed close under the
great cliffs of Soay. There were myriads of seabirds of all kinds, white on the ledges amidst
the drifts of seapinks or swimming and diving in the sea. At the last we set a course for the
Sound of Harris and anchored for the night under the Groay islands at its eastern end°
Stornoway the next afternoon via the Shiants wl-~re, again, there were hundreds of
nesting birds, Here we parted regretfully from Danny and put in some time in bunkering,
shopping and taking on duty-free.
We got away from Stornoway at about noon on 10 June and set a course for North
Rona which was abeam by 2030; a lovely island wrapped in a light veil of haze lit by the
westering sun. Later on, as the sun went down over the calm sea, the water took on the
colours of a fire opal and a fulmar swooped and glided past Stormdrift hour after tireless
hour. We altered course to 0300 on the Pinta for Faroes and before midnight steamed into
fog which continued all night and brought with it a confused swell.
The morning of 11 June was still foggy with a mean, cold drizzle. We sighted nothing
till 1407 when Sydero could just be made out to the west. We altered course a little to
close with the land and soon came up with Lille Dimun where we encountered a strong
west-going tide and overfaUs which slowed us very much till we were past the huge headland of Dalsnipen. Steering through this mess was rather exl~ilarating. We carried on through
blinding showers and rising westerly wind to anchor in a little bay at the entrance to
TorshaVno Enthusiastic crews, both male and female, were out practising in 16 oar boats
for some imminent regatta° Though the boats looked pretty enough, they did not carry
their way at all and their performance was disappointing.
12 June. We got our anchor and moved into Torshavn to lie alongside the quay° It was
blowing a westerly gale with bitter showers° We passed a rusty old trawler, Blackburn
Rovers, perhaps the last survivor of the "Football" class which had been the very latest and
proudest of their kind at the outbreak of war. Though still working, she looked sad and
quite antidiluviano We went ashore to look around but the Shops were disappointing and
expensive. Braving the weather, we walked as far as the park to look at the impressive
memorial to the men who were lost during the last war carrying fish from the Faroes to
Leith in ancient Lowestoft trawlers° The risks were appalling in that sort of craft loaded to
the gunwales in winter weather and a tragically high proportion of them were lost. I took a
cutting of a rose growing hard by, stowed it in a plastic bag and it is now putting out leaves
in our garden.
13 June~ The wind had veered W.N.W~ and was blowing not more than F.5 so Jim
decided to make for Shetland and we were under way by 0720. He had intended to sail
round the northern islands but abandoned the plan regretfully partly on account of the
unsettled weather and partly because our next change of crew was due to take place in
Lerwick on the following day. Once clear of the islands, the sea was very rough and a

confused swell caused us to roll heavily. Jim set a course to take us to the entrance of
Yell sound, the ship was put on automatic steering and we spent most of the day sleeping.
We found the Pinta steered a consistently better course than we could ourselves and this
made a big difference to night watches since it was unnecessary for more than one man to
be on watch at a time°
The clear visibility which we had enjoyed on leaving Torshavn soon deteriorated and
Saturday morning came in with a thin drizzle. We sighted land ahead at 0530 and some time
later picked up Muckle Flugga to port. Jim decided to go down the east side of Shetland
partly to give us a lee and partly because of the possible difficulty of identifying the wide
entrance to Yell sound in poor visibility. We therefore altered course to leave the lighthouse
to starboard. The tide was foul and we encountered heavy overfaUs but once we were truly
round the corner we were in dead calm water. Jim piloted superbly through a maze of
islands with visibility down to 200 yards till we reached Lerwick where we tied up to the
pier at midday.~ John Barclay left and Helen Smellie joined us.
Sunday 15 June. A truly lovely morning and we had a whole week before we needed
to be at Inverness so "us oldies" laid ourselves out to enjoy a leisurely sail with no further
bustling. The wind was cold but the air was jewel bright as we motored to the charming
little island of Mousa, Here we climbed the Pictish broch and were scolded for our intrusion
by a small bird nesting in the wall of the stairway. Much later on, we made for Sumburgh
head which we passed close to on account of the roost and anchored at the head of West
Voe for the night.
Monday was another lovely day with a light N.E. wind. We set our mainsail, mizen
and staysail and took our departure for Fair Isle. We approached North Haven around
1300, went in and turned alongside Good Shepherd 111, the island supply boat. But tnere
was an uncomfortable swell so we cast off and went round to South Haven where we
anchored close to the boulder beach. The bottom is all kelp and there is no holding, but it
was perfectly sheltered in this wind. We spent a happy afternoon ashore°
Tuesday, we weighed for Kirkwall, Another lovely day with tremendous visibility. We
passed south of Sanday, through Spur Ness sound, past Shapinsay, through the String and
so to Kirkwall where we tied up in the inner harbour at 1600.
There was rain in the night and it was blowing from the south and raining in the
momingo The forecast said F.5, 6-7 locally but decreasing; so, after visiting Sto Magnus
cathedral which we found as impressive as ever, we cast off at 1130 and motored up Wide
firth and out by Eynhallow sound. We were now bound for Scrabster. Conditions outside
were not too bad, apart from a bit of a tumble off Brough head and the Firth, when we
reached it, was quiet enough, with the flood beginning to run more or less with the wind.
As we turned into Scrabster bay past Little head and opened the tiny grey village, memories
came flooding back., Soon we were inside the harbour and tied up to the new middle jetty
at 1725. But Scrabster harbour had changed a lot since we had last seen it in 1942 and was
greatly improved by a long extension to the eastern jetty. The village did not look very
different.
Next day it was blowing hard S.S.W. and Jim, who was becoming anxious about
reaching Inverness on time, contemplated sailing in the evening to catch slack water high
tide at Duncansby head, but Antony and I reckoned conditions would be bad there with
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the south wind meeting the last of the flood so it was agreed to postpone our departure till
next day.
Here it might be helpful to offer a few remarks about the Pentland firth and its tides.
It is certainly a place to respect, as Antony pointed out in his book Scapa Ferry but it is
predictable. As everyone knows, the violent tides and eddies are caused by the Orkneys
which oppose the meeting of the Atlantic with the North sea, while the Firth itself is further
obstructed by the islands of Swona and Stroma. The tide runs like a river between them
and, like a river, forms its eddies at either side of the obstruction according to the direction
of the main tide. If wind and tide are together, then the Firth is no more dangerous titan
any other piece of water, but let even a light breeze be against the tide and you soon reacn
the conditions described by the Pilot when "all distinction between air and water is lost."
Antony and I spent 2½ of the war years ferrying gelignite from Scrabster to Lyness
in a 40 ft. King’s Lynn pilot cutter. We managed without disaster, but only because we
took very good care never to be caught out in the Firth if the wind was against the tide.
We spent hours studying the arrows on the tidal chart inset of the Pentland Firth sheet and
by careful planning and the use of inshore creeps which began before the main tide, were
able to keep out of trouble° Even swell against the tide can be dangerous. One fine summer
morning with a flat calm sea and not a breath of wind, we were motoring eastwards on the
flood. As we approached Stroma we could see a line of breaking water stretching right
across from the island to the Caithness shore. It was about 6 feet high and perfectly stationary. We were in the grip of the tide and there was no turning back. By stopping the motor
and proceeding only at the speed of the water we escaped with a good tumbling, to be
spewed out into the North sea where we found the faintest drain of an old easterly swell.
However, to return to S¢ormdrift we left Scrabster early on Friday and motored
through a flat calm sea to arrive at Duncansby head at slack water. It was a totally uneventful run as we had tried to l~lan that it should be, except that for Antony and me it was our
60th passage through the Pentland firth. We carried on till late that evening and anchored
off Fort Rose in the Beauly f’trth.
And so we came to the end of our part of the cruise. We locked into the canal next
morning and all too soon it was time to say "goodbye." My brother and his wife drove over
from Skye to collect us and then we turned a corner which shut Jim and Helen standing
beside Stormdrift from our sight. It had been a merry venture and we had seen great sights
and wonders. I hope they will ask us to join them again some day.
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TOSCA IV OF BANGOR - 1975
by Hugh Kennedy
Tosca was launched on Friday 31 May and on the following Monday, despite careful
maintenance of her moorings, she parted a link in her chain in a fierce N.N~W. severe gale
and stranded in front of Ballyholme Y~C. Although she was pounding on a lee shore, thanks
to Frank Smith and his men from Bangor shipyard and to a large band of energetic and
generous members of B oY.C. and RoU.YoC. Tosca was saved, hauled out on her side like a
stranded whale. Despite damage to planking, keel, deadwood and rudder which were badly
scuffed and required replacement not a single frame or timber was even cracked. After great
efforts (mostly outside normal working hours) the yard had her ready for relaunching on
the morning of the R.U.Y.C. Regatta, Saturday 5 July.
On Wednesday 9 July my crew mustered for our annual trip south and west. They were:
Fergus McCartan, Kenneth McMahon (of B.Y.C.) and a new member Peter Cush. Anthony
Campbell, a regular member not coming this year, helped us to loadand presented a bottle
of Scotch "to be opened on a suitable occasion." After last-minute engine trouble (again
attended to by the yard outside hours) we cast off at 1820. There was virtually no wind
and we motored east to catch the young flood through Donaghadee sound. It was discovered
that there was no engine exhaust gasket and we succeeded in making one, which functioned
perfectly, from asbestos webbing imbedded in a patent copper compound. The engine was
restarted and Donaghadee light was abeam at 2020. Fergus cooked an excellent dinner using
fresh juicy steaks, onions, etc. At 2230 Skulmartin buoy was abeam and at 2350 we passed
close to the South Rock LoV., logged as "abeam and roaring" - visibility being moderate
to poor. The wind freshened and backed from S.W to SoEo and by noon on Thursday we
were abeam of Rockabill, The day brightened and the wind gusted 5 to 6 with lumpy seas
but in the lee of Lambay we were able to reef and change jibs quickly° While some of the
crew enjoyed the sunshine and crashing through the seas with flying spray others became
distinctly queasy and we decided to make for Dun Laoghaire for a short rest We lucidly
obtained a R.IoY~C. mooting there and enjoyed a splendid four course dinner on board°
After a short sound sleep, the wind having dropped considerably and veered, we set
off to catch the ebb which commenced at 0100 on Friday. Motoring into Dublin ?bay we
found the sea still lumpy and continued motor-sailing. At 0115 we passed outside the
Muglins and I retired below instructing the watckon deck to announce the sighting of
Wicklow Head right for which we had set course. A right duly appeared but it was not the
right flash, nor could it be identified from Reeds (with supplement) or from any chart°
Soon we saw it was a buoy and, inhibited by the noise of overfalls, sheered off and did not
see its name~ I now know it was the Breaches buoy, righted since March! (Sad that they did
not refer to the 1.C.C corrections sheet/- Hon. Ed.) Wicklow head was abeam by 0430
and we continued south, tacking between the Arklow bank and the 9 fm~ line off the coast.
At 0500 the wind veered, sheets were eased and we steered 190° M. At 1240 we were due
east of Tara hill with Arklow L.Vo bearing 150°. This left 31 miles to the Tuskar. Soon we
were headed again but with 6 hours of favourable tide from 1330 we made good progress
and sighted the Tuskar at 1715 bearing 290° on the lee bow. After rounding it the wind
decreased and we met the start of the flood So progress was very slow to the Coningbeg but
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dawn brought a useful S.W. breeze enabling us to lay a course the clear the Old Head of
Kinsale some 80 miles to the west° The 0630 forecast was ~’wind S.W. becoming 5 to 7,
perhaps 8 later." The wind rose steadily and with it the seas and at 0950 we reefed, changed
headsail and plugged on in worsening conditions. Sea-sickness became a problem. Cooked
breakfast was out of the question and lunch was soup and sandwiches. In the poor conditions
R.D. bearings were difficult but it became obvious that we were not going to weather the
Old Head. The wind increased to F.6, rather cruel weather after the gentle hot days of June
and early July! When we eventually reached the coast northwards of the Old Head the
wind had faded and mist concealed the lighthouse° Temptation to go into Kinsale for Saturday night was removed when fog closed down and Tosca warily headed out to sea on the
starboard tack. At 2035 visibility improved, the lighthouse was seen and we tacked once
more and weathered the head° Course was set to clear the Seven Heads and the Galley. Both
appearedin the due order, but we were so close to Galley head that I eased sheets and took
a board to sea to keep well clear of both the head and the Dhulico At dawn on Sunday we
sighted and cleared Toe head, passed inside the Stags at 0500 and motor-sailed to Baltimore
through lumpy seas with light winds°
After the noise and rough seas of Saturday the village seemed very peaceful and calm
on that damp summer morning and at 0700 Tosca was neatly secured to the nortn q~ay
with one weary crew-member still fast asleep in his bunk. The water tank was filled and
soon the ship was clean and tidy. Early as it was the complement enjoyed a tot from
Anthony’s bottle. Peter and Ken were joined by another friend plus their car, 14’ sailing
dinghy and Irish wolfhound but Fergus remained overnight in Baltimore to join in a lively
cocktail party in the Sailing Club.
During the long hot summer Tosca sailed in and around Baltimore and we met old
and new friends ashore and afloat. Happy memories include the fleet barbecue at East
Skeam I., the.race from C. Clear Io with a massed start in glorious sunshine off Nortil
harbour and the race from Schull to Crookhaven finishing with an exciting tacking duel
through the entrance and up the crowded harbour in bright sun and a lively breeze. The
many spectators, racing dinghies, racing motor boats and the profusion of bunting and music
all contributed to the memorable fiesta atmosphere° Tosca "s sail back was notable: from
weighing opposite Sullivans in Crookhaven, via the back channel, to her mooring at Crturch
strand Baltimore she took 2 hrs. 10 mins. with the dark blue sea and high mountains
looking theft best in the brilliant sunshine.
The return to the North was planned for Tuesday 26 August. Nicholas Hanna from
Belfast (formerly a crew in Harry Patton’s Failte) arrived on Monday and Niall Devlin and
Stephen Cross from Baltimore were ready and eager for the start.
Unfortunately thick fog .,envelope.dthe south coast and the Cork Met. Office told us it
was likely to persist. While we were debating whether to start Eric Sutton’s Marie Victorie
arrived from Schull and Clayton Love’s new motor cruiser (which has radar) from Crossiaaven.
Three boats were eager to sail west, viz. Marie Victorie, Bernie Cahill’s motor cruiser and
Tosca. The start was postponed and at 1630 next day we left under engine, following Marie
Victorie and followed by Bernie. There was still patchy fog but we motored on, averaging
4% knots, and at dawn entered past Roche’s point where the engine stopped, apparently out
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of petrol. We proceeded under sail to the Royal Cork Y.C. pontoon. After breakfast l~lr.
Harry Deane obtained assistance for us from the Crosshaven Boatyard and soon the faithful Coventry Victor was running smoothly again; fuel starvation due to a bent pipe was
apparently the trouble. We obtained fuel, water andstores and sat back in the sun to enjoy
a drink on the Club lawn. A moderate N.W. breeze encouraged the belief that the boring
hours of motoring were over for good.
We set off again and t~leared Roche’s point at 1210 but though the sun still shone
brightly the wind failed completely and we had to go on motoring. By 1400 we were
again moving into a bank 6f damp, white, confounded fog and for the rest of the day we
continued to motor in variable visibility. We saw basking sharks, also a creature identified
as a grampus by reason of its high dorsal fin; it never came near us, unlike one of the careless
sharks which passed so close we could see its mottth wide open swallowing plankton. Sometimes the wind tricked us into hoisting sail, including spinnaker, but it was not till near dawn
next day (Friday 29 August) that any genuine breeze appeared. Mine head light was observed and Niall took great delight in motor-sailing close to windward. Soon he picked up the
Hook lighthouse on the nose and we headed for Dunmore East to obtain fresh supplies and
tied up at 0615. It was firmly resolved to wait here for a reliable breeze. It was here that 1
began to think of getting a new engine which wohld give Tosca more than 5 knots.
After a short but sound sleep we marched up the hill to the nearest hotel to enjoy an
excellent breakfast. The forecast had been for N.E. wind F.4 and overlooking the harbour
on this dull grey day we imagined that at long last a breeze was arriving. So despite our
resolution we cast off and proceeded past Hook head and towards the Coningbeg, arriving
there at 1430 under engine. The wind had failed again and the light vessel announced its
presence through the haze by powerful roaring. Eventually at 1700 a fresh N.N.E. breeze
arrived and we set about clearing Carnsore point at long last. The weather was poor witn
overcast sky, limited visibility and frequent showers but the movement and life in the ship,
after two days of frustrating calm, was very welcome. The wind settled at N.N.W mere
was colour in the sky at sunset and at dusk we could see the shore lights. The forecast,
north F.5 to 6, proved correct. Meanwhile, having passed 2 miles inside the Tuskar, the sail
past Rosslare was exhilarating. Our new "Calor 700" oven proved its worth by producing
two excellent steak and kidney pies (the ready-made ones in tins). It was rather eerie lying
in the bunk watching the oven dancing about on its gimbals and casting its flickering shadow
up and down the ceiling behind the stove. On course for the Codling Tosca sprang swiftly
into the seas scattering spray in the moonlight.
After midnight the wind increased and a smaller headsail was indicated. On deck making
the change I?decid6d to reef the mainsail as weir, for as so~often happened, when you go on
deck the wind seems to increase. Reefing the mainsail I released too many slides from the
track and we found it impossible, try as we might, to put back the extra 3 or 4, due to
the strength of the wind. This meant that the lower 8 ft. of the reefed sail was blown away
from the mast, reducing efficiency. In addition when changing the headsail I can’t have
closed the spring clip properly on the cringle for the halyard got free and wrapped itself
round the rigging. Niall hoisted me up the mast in the bosun’s chair and I was able to catch
the halyard but could not pull it down again so we had to use the spinnaker halyard as a
substitute. By dawn most of the clips had broken off the luff of the working jib and it was
sagging sadly to leeward - more like the spritsail of a galleon than the headsail of a modern
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yacht! At 0600I changed to the storm jib. During the day conditions became very bad.
We were faced with a long beat to windward to the next convenient port, Dun Laoghaire.
Visibility being bad I didn’t fancy trying to go between the India and Arldow bangs in
order to make Arklow. At 1030 during a short clearance I got an accurate bearing with
the "Ebbco" monocular which gave both a bearing and a fix of Mizen head in line with
Croghan hill, the highest point on the coast in that vicinity. I decided that two long tacks of
15 miles eachwoUld: take us to the Kish light. At this time we were about 2 miles to lee
of overfalls marked on the chart to the east of the India bank and this may explain the
very disturbed seas we were encountering. The tide turned in our favour at about 1100 but
while this helped our progress it made it very rough indeed. Having established our position
I hove to to confer briefly with Niall who, though feeling cold, declared he would be fit to
take over at 1400. Accordingly I set the jib, hauled in the main sheet and headed north-east
on the port tack into a steady F. -6 or 7. The seas grew steeper and swept the little ship from
end to end but she performed magnificently and crashed to windward under this reduced
rig at 5 knots. At the appointed time we changed to starboard tack and Niall and Stephen
took over. Conditions were wild and Tosca crashed down on the seas with a r~sounding
bang as if she were striking something solid; she proved that she had been well repaired at
Bangor! Two or three times when I was lying in the lee bunk in the saloon I was momentarily suspended in the air. Eventually the mail boat was sighted heading for Dun Laoghaire
and soon the hump of the Hill of Howth was discernible. The wind slackened, the Kish was
sighted and in Dublin bay we shook out the reefs and tacked into Dun Laoghaire harbour in
the gathering darkness. There was still too much wind to go alongside so we picked up a
mooring off the Royal Irish Y.C. and enjoyed a five-course dinner with trimmings. Then,
tired but contented, we turned in for a sound night’s sleep. Next day, 31 August, the wind
had faded to a gentle breeze and a bright sun bade us welcome to a Sunday morning in
Dun Laoghaire. At 0930 we went alongside the R.I.Y.C. wharf. Some went to church and
all of us enjoyed hot showers in the club followed by an immense breakfast on board.
Afterwards we relaxed over drinks on the club terrace admiring the activity below; a juniQr
Regatta was in progress and it speaks well for the future of sailing in Dublin bay to see so
many enthusiastic juniors. Amongst others we met Tom Sheppard (formerly of R.U.Y.C.)
whom I hadn’t seen for several years. The R.I.Y.C. boatman assured us it had been blowing
a full gale on Saturday and subsequent enquiries from the Met. Office revealed that the
wind had been F.6 but with 37 knot gusts recorded at Rosslare.
At 145(~ we headed across Dublin bay motor-sailing and admiring the large variety of
yachts out for their Sunday afternoon sail. The sun shone and while we enjoyed our salad
lunch it was difficult to realise that we had been in such poor weather conditions a mere
24 hours earlier. At 1640 the Hill of Howth ~vas abeam and we turned north~ It was a lovely
day, Wicklow head clearly visible to the south and the Mourne mountains to the north°
The breeze was light easterly and by midnight had veered south. We passed the South Rock
LN. at 1000 on Monday morning. Three large and businesslike trawlers sped south - we
wondered were they Russians? The ebb had started at about 0730 so we enjoyed a fair tide
till after mid-day, which was as well for the wind failed us yet again and the Coventry
Victor had to push us across the calm sea. When the tide slackened we seemed to be stationary off Miilisle for a long time. Niall and Nicholas optimistically set the spinnaker and soon
a light breeze filled in astern. In hot sunshine Tosca "s red and yellow spinnaker pulled l~er
slowly through Donaghadee sound against the flood. After rounding the South Briggs buoy
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we trimmed the spinnaker shy and in no time at all were moored securely in Ballyholme.
Customs were notified and came down from Belfast and having tidied up the ship we
bade her goodbye for 1975. The return journey had taken five days involving three stops,
two for fuel and one for an overnight rest, as compared with 48 hours all under sail in
1974. I decided to install a more powerful engine° I reflected that despite fogs, calms, head
winds and gales, sickness and dampness below, it is all well worth while provided one is
fortunate, as I was, to have a happy and cheerful crew for company and a sound ship to
carry us.

DARATOBARRA
by J.D. Beckett
August 9tho Left Dun Laoghaire at 1000, too late to catch much tide at Baily. Wind
N.NoW.4. Decided to head for the Isle of Man. Set Q.M.E. steering gear and hoped for a
peaceful passage, but although the vane steered the cruise very accurately the boat was inclined to stop in the short head seas. I felt a hand on the tiller would have moved her along
faster.
August lOth. Poor visibility had us tuned in to Craigneish, but we were 23 hours out
before Chicken rock appeared on the starboard hand about half a mile off. We thought of
carrying on to Peel but the tide was strongly adverse, so we lef off for Port St. Mary°
A yacht off west entrance to Calf sound now showed flares. We turned up towards net,
motoring into a very light head-wind but could not gain a yard against the tide. Decided to
fire parachute flares ourselves and proceed to Port Sto Mary to report. There was no
response to our flares and shortly afterwards we saw the yacht drifting round the Chicken
rock There seemed a better chance of reaching her now so we put back and had no
difficulty taking her in tow~ She was a Fastnet34 with engine trouble. The light airs blowing
down tide were not enough to give her steerage way She was lucky not to be swept on the
rock. It was heavy towing for Dara ~s 5 h.po Stuart, but in port St. Mary we were rewarded
with lunch and refreshments aboard. (68n.mo, 23 hours).
August 11 th. A misty morning soon gave way to sunshine° Left at 1400, withSouth
Rock as ourtargeto. As soon as Calf sound came abeam we were back in the fog. Rounded
Chicken rock on compass at what I hope was a respectful distance. Visibility improved to
about half a mile (judged from encounters with shipping) and we motored over in calm
conditions Picked up the flash of SouthRock light at 2130 and set course for Mew island.
Visibility improved to a mile or two~ It was my intention to go into Donaghadee and when
a light showed up ahead I stupidly steered on it. But if this was Donaghadee where was Mew?
Decided it was not visible over Copelands and carried Ono Brian was asleep below and I did
not wish to disturb him to check it out in Reed’s~
August 12th. Duly came up with Mew light at 0530. As tide was now running strongly
north and there was fog in Donaghadee sound there was nothing for it but to carry on. Set
course for Black head and plunged into thick fog. We felt very exposed crossing Belfast
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lough in these conditions and a hand was kept in the bows away from the sound of our
engine listening for shipping. We experienced an easterly set and came in on the Island Magee
coast well north of Black head. The land, when it did appear, was closer than I have ever
experienced. It looked barely twenty yards away and was certainly less than fifty. 1 looked
a seagull standing on a rock straight in the eye. Fortunately, the cliffs are steep along here
though Dara’s shallow draught (3’9") was certainly a help. We carried on keeping at the
extreme limit of visibility. Muck Island was invisible to starboard and we were fortunate to
find the drying shingle beach well out of the water~ Made a U turn, rounded Muck close
to and returned to sanity and sunshine in Brown’s bay at 0830° Anchored here for breakfast,
a swim off the pleasant sandy beach and a walk ashore (66n.m, 18~/2 hours)
Left again at 1115 sailing with a fresh south-easter and made good speed witn favouring
tide to tie up in Carnlough at 1845 (11 n.m. 2% hours).
August 13tho The morning was spent trying to cure a presumed feeble petrol supply as
engine had been running unevenly and stopping betimes° A mechanic straightened out a Kink
in supply pipe but did not think this was the trouble, I cleaned a not very dirty tilter and
we assembled everything and the engine ran more feebly than everu We left at 1445 with
engine running uncertainly and edged out over the bar into a south-easterly 4 and steep
short seas. Fortunately she made it and once clear we had a brisk sail to Garron point. From
here to Fair head the wind was curiously fickle and the engine was needed at times to
maintain speed. From Fair head we had a pleasant sail to the anchorage at Ballycastle where
we decided to spend the night° The shelter here was excellent and it was easy to get ashore
where the amenities were good. (20n.mo 5 hours)°
August 14th. Set alarm for 0400 to catch last of flood east of Rathlino But we were too
dilatory getting under way and the first of the ebb overpowered our enfeebled engine and
we had to let away to pass west of the island. A compensation was the wild cliff scenery
looking very romantic in the rising sun. Set course for Ardmore point (Islay) and at first
could see the Mull of Oa gleaining in the sunshine. Soot/, how.ever,the fog returned, and with
the engine running uncertainly and stopping at times my calculations for the strong cross
tides became more and more irrelevent and I began to worry about where we would come
in. Strained eyes and ears for the Otter Rock buoy but never saw it, Eventually rocks
appeared ahead apparently in mid ocean° Approaching them warily we saw an island inshore
of them and we identified this from its beacon as Texa. The fog slowly dissipated in tne sun
and we moved cautiously to seawards of a series of rocks and islets with a loi3k-out
permanently in the bows. The quiet weather, calm seas, and our shallow draugiat allowed us
to get away with this° Located Ardmore point and anchored in the charming bay at 1410
(35 n.mo, 9V2 hours).
Had an enjoyable meal and rest before moving on to Port Askaig, arriving unfortunately
at the same time as the ferry~ It was hard work getting her moored as a strong tide sets
along the pier and a fresh breeze was blowing up the sound° The attractive little hotel was
too busy to offer us a meal so we dined crossly aboard° There is a small shop which now
sells petrol. The midges bit ruthlessly. ( 10n.m, 2~/2 hours)
August 15th. Left at 0950 after rapid fueling and shopping, and caught the last of the
north-going tide to take us clear out of the sound° Handed over to the vane and enjoyed a
sunny and tranquil sail in sparkling waters to north end of Colonsayo Took over manual
See plans between pages 50 and 5 L
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control again and set course for Ruadh Sgeir and Iona, reached at 1900. Anchored in
Martyr’s bay in good shelter and rowed ashore. We were surprised to find an excellent
restaurant open and after a meal walked up to admire the cathedral where an out-door
service was in progress. The settled weather gave us a quiet night in Martyr’s bay..
(32 n.m., 9 hours).
August 16th. There is no petrol available anywhere near Iona. However, we had a few
gallons in hand and meanwhile a south-westerly was blowing, so we left at 1300 for Staffa
in cool conditions. Found bottom with some difficulty off St~iffa and went ashore to inspect
Fingal’s cave. This was well worth while but we were rather la~ getting off again. We found
the wind heading us and commenced a long beat out to Arinagour on Coil, which we finally
reached at 2200 with the very last of daylight. There is a useful flashing buoy in the entrance
and the anchorage could be made by torchlight as the south shore is clean. There were two
yachts in the anchorage and it blew hard in the night, but we had perfect shelter (17 nom.)
August 17th. A morning forecast of N.E.4/5 was too good to miss. So rather sadly we
left Coil for another day and weighed anchor at 0930 for Barra. Through Gunna sound two
hours later we found a nasty steep tide rip at west end tending northwards. Held south to
avoid this and then steered for Barra, plainly visible some forty~ miles away. Enjoyed a grand
sail over - a close fetch to almost north wind - with the clear visibility lasting throughout.
Nearing Muldoanich I failed to correct sufficiently for a strong south-going tide, and spent
an hour beating round this obstruction. Anchored at 2100 in Castle bay having sailed every
yard for a change (44 nm. 11½ hours).
August 18th-21st. In Castlebay. We took Monday off in beautiful weather, but Sunday
brought drizzle arid fog and Wednesday and Thursday southerly 6/8. The two mile fetch
across the bay allowed quite a chop to get up and on Wednesday we funked going ashore
until evening when the thought of home comforts was too strong for us. Returning after
dark with spray flying round us, we were picked up in the searchlight of an incoming
trawler. The skipper kindly illuminated Data for us, and a cheer went up when we struggled
aboard,
By now most of the fishermen were known to us in the Castlebay Hotel bar, where a
snooker table helped to while away otherwise dull hours° That night I awoke uneasily to find
the anchor dragging and a neighbour sounding;Iris fog horn to alert us to danger. In the panic
I forgot at first to turn on the petrol before starting engine. The penny dropped in time to
keep us off the rocks. Safely anchored again with more scope, and a second anchor, I
wondered why she had dragged after holding fast for two windy days and nights. On this
trip I was using warps instead of chain to save manhandling. Clearly more scope is needed in
a blowo Had simple, adequate, inexpensive meals in Castlebay Hotel during our stay°
August 22ndo Not much joy at dawn, but the forecast gave N.6, decreasing 4o Left at
0830 with 6 roils in the main and working jib. Set course to leave Hawes bank to starboard,
and thence to Tobermory. Enjoyed grand sailing with sunshine picking out the white crests
everywhere. Anchored in perfect shelter in Tobermory at 1900 and had good meal in the
"Galleon." (56 n.mo, 10½ hours)
August 23rd to 29th. Home via:Oban, where we were chiwied about at the quay and had poor meal ashore. Where
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should one eat? (24 n.m., 6 hours)
Poll Doran, sought out to escape from misery of above there we took the well sign-posted
sheep track to the inn at Clachan Bridge. Ran out of light coming back and ran into serious
navigational trouble. There were nine yachts in this beautiful, quiet anchorage (7 n.m., 2 hours)
Crinan, where we anchored off the hotel and enjoyed good landing facilities. Excellent
dinner ashore (20 n.m., 4½ hours).
Gigha. There is petrol here now. (30 n.m., 7 hours)
Cushendun, where we anchored to await the tide round Garron point. Lea.ving at half tide
we found a eddy which took us clear round the headland, very close in. (33 n.m., 7% hours)
Carnlough, where we had to anchor off as it was low water springs. Sounding from the
dinghy in the entrance I could only find three feet. (9 n.m., 2% hours)
Donaghadee (27 n.m., 7 hours) Ardglass (27 n.m., 8 hours)
Loughshinny, (46 n.m., 12 hours) where we enjoyed fair shelter from a fresh northerly and
awaited the tide to take us home to our moorings. (16 n.m., 2¾ hours).
An interesting cruise, even if we didn’t see much of the Outer Hebrides. Warm and
foggy at first. The long spell of fine weather finally broke and we had cool weather and
fresh winds coming home. A total of 598 n.m. made good in 151 hours. Engine was used
35% of the time. It surprisingly recovered and ran well when needed on the way home.

RECOLLECTIONS OF A REFORMED ALCOHOLIC
or Shalade in Scotland
David Ryan
Shalade is a 32 ft, wooden, Nicholson sloop (not a Nich 32), which was built in 1968.
Normally she carries a crew of four, but for our cruise this year, we squeezed in two juniors.
Our crew list reads as follows:Dermod Ryan: Owner, skipper, father, and known as the "Admiral" (amongst other things).
He seemed to be a fairly reasonable sort, at first. Sheila Ryan: His wife. She seemed to be a
gentle soul but was too fond of the bottle. Mary Glennon: This was Mary’s first time at sea,
in a boat I mean. Like Sheila, she was fond of the odd drop, as we soon found out. She was
also a "spud" peeler of considerable skill. Yvonne Ryan: Daughter, known as the "Vulture",
ate everything in sight, but has a weird sense of humour. Paul Ryan: Son, known as
"Aquarius" in recognition of his water-carrying exploits. Dave Ryan: No relation to the
above, known as the "Doofer", the less said about him the better - an unsavoury type.
Pre-planning is an essential part of cruising and, as usual, we went about things in our
well-known, highly-organised Shalade style. Brittany was the target for this year, the call
of the "duty free" and sunshine being the deciding factors. So June 20th found us in Skerries
with the boat alongside the pier. Our STD was set at 3 p.m. that way we would carry the
north-going tide for a good six hours. North-going? Never mind the detail.
The "Admiral" (this title was granted by some little known American Airline) as usual
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arrived bang on time, at 8.30! Apparently, he was delayed when he heard that someone was
trying to buy some obscure type of German car, you really have to chase business these days.
A few quick pints in Joe May’s and then on board in good time to catch the last half-hour of
the north-g0ing tide. Admirals seem to take command automatically, even when they own
the boat, and this one was no exception. As a result, the unsuspecting crew were forced to
hoist a spinnaker before we were two hundred yards away from the pier. In fairness, possibly
as a result of too many pints, the spinnaker went up and filled flawlessly - the only time it
did for the entire season.
In a gruelling F2-3 we set off for Craighouseo This was a fairly pleasant sail, the only
disturbing features being that (a) Brittany was getting further and further away, (b) our
perfect timing gave us full advantage of the foul tide, and (c) we finally realised that there
was a compass error - Dundalk really is quite attractive when seen in the early dawn.
The wind fell away and the engine switched on. A quick drive out of Dundalk bay
and up along theNorthern coast in bright sunshine was made fairly enjoyable by liberal
doses of "noonerso" The Admiral wasn’t taking any chances. He had read widely about
diseases which are prevalent in the more southerly latitudes so he prescribed frequent
doses of medicines. These, however, were in short supply so we had to make do with gin
and vodka Our two ladies turned out to be genteel drunks, consumiiag vast quantities of
the stuff at freq~tent inter~als.
By late afternoon we were running short of booze and petrol so we decided to head
for Campbeltown instead of Craighouse. At about four in the afternoon a fleet of lunatics
passed us on their way south. They seemed to be racing, at least there was no evidence of
drunkeness on board, and one of the leaders, Siolta, seemed to be quite serious about the
whole affair. The Admiral claims that they were even using light spinnaker sheets. Maybe
their engine packed up or something. (Jim Dempsey, late of Shalade, and now the owner
of a 36 hp engine, certainly would not approve).
We arrived in Campbeltown at 0930 and reached some obscure hotel in time for a few
quick pints before being ejected. Customs arrived the following morning, and, after a quick
inspection of the local toilet facilities, more petrol, and a quick sing-song with the Salvation
Army, we headed off for East LochTarbeft.
On the way through the Kilbrennan sound, in a flat calm and sweltering sunshine, we
spent half-an-hour chasing some gigantic sharks. Finally, after another liberal helping of
gin, we hoisted the spinnaker and ran into Tarbert. It’s an attractive place, but was spoiled
to some degree by having breakfast ashore. I don’t know what it was we ate, but take my
advice to cook on board instead,
Ardrishaig was our next stop, and, with the minimum of delay, we headed up the canal
for Crinan. This turned out to be our fastest ever run, mainly due to the large crew and
Donnie, the itinerant lock-keeper. He goes ahead and prepares the locks in advance, this really
speeds things up. (He gets even better if he gets the odd taste ofwhiskey)~ Crinan was almost
deserted, very few yachts were there and, when we had dinner in the hotel that night, the
only other person there was the manager. Business must be fairly bad - last time we asked for
petrol in a plastic container, we were refused; this time we had absolutely no problem.
Tobermory seems to act like a magnet on Shalade’s crew° Gone was the usual early
morning lethargy Everyone was up early and champing at the bit to be out of the basin at
See plans between pages 50 and 51
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Crinan as early as possible. God! there is nothing like being up early on a good, crisp, clear,
summer morning, so, at 1120 sharp, we staggered out of the sea lock and away to Bert Hall’s
pub, correction, Tobermory. Conditions were good, bright sunshine and a light breeze as we
were sluiced out through the Dorus Mor and up past Pladda light.
This was an ideal chance to have yet another gastronomic experience at the hands of
"Doofer." Liberal intake of wind was required to cool down the effects of excessive use of
the black pepper which was rapidly becoming the staple diet on board. At some stage or
other some ungrateful lasker dropped it over the side - good job he didn’t find where the
garlic was hidden. While all this was going on Shalade was slowly turning round in circles in
the tide race° The Admiral made yet another short note in the log about the side effects of
drink, he was just about able to scrawl some vaguely intelligible notethroug~ his alcoholic
haze.
A lively beat in a sudden, and totally unexpected F7 had a remarkable sobering effect
on all of us and, feeling quite cold and a little miserable, we sighted Tobermory. This was
the real Scotland we had known on the previous few years,wet, windy and fairly uncomfortable. However, after a quick meal we hurried ashore to Bert Hall’s for ~.well earned drink.
Dermod (the Admiral) thought that drink was going to be banned or something, so we did
our best to get our share of what was left, in fact, we got considerably more than our share.
In an effort to stall our creeping alcoholic paralysis we decided to leave Toberrnory the
next day and head for Coll. We had been told of a small hotel there which would stay open
until well after the early hours of the morning° It was blowing about F5/6 as we headed
towards Collo The Admiral, well known for his 20/20 vision, suddenly saw a buoy we were
looking for off the entrance to Arinagour on Coll. It was a welcome sight indeed, these new
Admiralty buoys are a great improvement, particularly the ones with bright red spinnakers
which do about seven knots - vodka bottle again consigned to the locker° Take my word
for it, Coil is a ’"four letter" word. It’s barren, and we arrived in the hotel at 9..45 and
were thrown out at 1015o We won’t go there again.
Our next port of call was Castlebay on Barra. The journey from Coil was made in about
ten hours in cool weather. Castlebay is well worth a visit, it is a superb anchorage and uncrowded° It was agreed that we would have a quick nightcap in the hotel which overlooks
the bay, no excessive drinking was permitted. We spent a brief thirty minutes or so in the
bar and left the hotel for the boat. It had to happen, we met a local fisherman on the road
who insisted that we drink a half a bottle of Scotch, neat, while we chatted with him - so
much for our resolve.
The highlight of this visit was hiring bikes from the hotel, real boneshakers they were,
mad riding round the island. The Admiral thinks that bikes have a bright future in view of the
cost of petrol nowadays. The next morning was an even greater change, the entire crew
went to Mass in the local church. This was a Gaelic Mass, but we managed to understand
the odd word here and there. The rest of the morning was spent stocking up the boat. Tiae
shops on the island aregood and the variety of goods would shame many a respectable Irish
shop.
Eriskay was picked as our next stop for two reasons (a) it was close by, and (b) it’s
a dry island. We were really moderating our drinking at this stage° En route from Castlebay
"Doofer" decided to get the ensign flying° Our ensign only flies in a FT+ so, with the aid of
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a coat-hanger and tape, he managed to develop the first all-weather ensign in the world. It
even flies perfectly in a flat call, much to the amazement of some other yachtsmen.
Eriskay, in many ways, was the best place on the cruise. It’s quiet and quite beautiful.
We spent the evening climbing the mountain, all 650 feet, and then walking down to the
village. One moment of excitement occurred when we saw a lot of cars outside a small
building. The place was crowded and our first thought was of a few badly-needed pints. The
place was really full of action, this was going to be good - no such luck, all we heard was
the local priest saying "all the sixes, 66", and so on, so back to the boat and our own stock
of booze.
Our plan was to head for Canna the next day, but shortage of petrol, "necessary supplies"
and food forced us to divert to Loch Boisdale for an hour or two. Contrary to what we had
been told in Barra, Lock Boisdale is an attractive anchorage and worth visiting. However,
we left fairly smartly and headed for Canna. Again the spinnaker was hoisted for an hour or
so that we could take full advantage of the breeze. Visibility gradually closed-in and the
wind headed so the spinnaker was dropped. A visit to the mast-head was called for, so
Doofer again had to make the trip. It’s amazing how insignificant the bottles in the cockpit
looked from the top of the mast.

At about 1900 we sighted Canna about a half mile to port, obviously visibility was
much worse than we had thought. We picked our way around the island and into the
anchorage. Weatherwise it was miserable, cold, damp and very overcast. We were quite glad
to drop anchor ~ abou~ t 930.
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That evening, the 30th June, was Paul’s birthday, so a party was arranged. He asked for
and got his favourite meal, homemade, or rather shipmade, hamburgers ..with loads of reg.
This was followed by a multi-coloured dessert of doubtful quality and cake, complete with
candies. All in all, he reckoned that it was a fairly good cruise and this was the highlight.
(He was quiet for the rest of the evening).
While at Canna we met Brian Cunningham with his wife and son. They were cruising in
their Ruffian, Rascal This was yet another excuse for drinking and quite a few hours passed
pleasantly, or so I’m told by the others. The other highlight of our Canna visit was our water
problem. The Admiral and Paul walked over a mile to get a few gallons, they took our only
~¢ater bag with them. Unfortunately, when they were about 100 yards from the boat, on
the way back, Paul dropped the bag on the rocks and burst it. (Admiral’s self-control was
remarkable, he never said a word to Paul. Me? I’d have clobbered him in a flash).
One or two thoughts about Canna. The island has one church for every nine people
with three churches in all, that’s a little over the national average. Why do people insist on
painting the name of their yacht on the cliffs around the anchorage, it looks unsightly to
put it mildly.
We upped anchor at about noon on the 2nd July and headed for Tobermory. Initially,
this was a fairly uncomfortable sail in a lumpy sea with a No. 3 genoa and several rolls in the
main. the wind gradually dropped and freed, so, by the time we had cleared Muck we were
back to full sail in pleasant sunshine. We passed two other yachts which had left Canna
some hours earlier than we had - this "race" gave us yet another excuse for a few quick
"balls of malt" - we had to make do with scotch at this stage of the cruise. It was in a
light-hearted frame of mind that we managed to anchorat Tobermory at a~ooul seven. The
accurate aim of a low-flying seagull didn’t even seem to bother the unfortunate helmsman.
Tobermory seems to mean one thing, Bert Hall’s pub. It is one of the few civilised
establishments in the Western Isles. Bert himself has a keen interest in good malt and in the
"needs" of his customers. Once again we fell by the wayside and staggered back along the
pier at a very late hour. Two in the morning seemed like a good time for a swim. The much
maligned "Doofer" found that both he and Mary were floundering around in about five
feet of water. She was still firmly holding his hand, so maybe he was trying to dampen her
ardour - seems like an extreme way of doing it. While all this was going on, Sheila managed
to pull the handrail off the steps of the pier - we told her to lay off the vodka earlier on,
she doesn’t know her own strength. The Admiral finally managed to row the two sodden
miserable-looking drunks, and Sheila, back to the boat. Both Yvonne and Paul seemed to
think it was all a great joke - some joke!
Wishbone was moored close-by and, at about nine in the morning, a bag of fresh roils
was dropped into the cockpit on top of a pile of wet clothes. This was used as an excuse by
the skipper for paying a visit to Wishbone later in the day. He arranged to meet the
Leonards in Puiliadobhrain that evening. They were making to Oban but allowed themselves
to be led astray - they were not in a hurry.
We left Tobermory for Puilladobhrain at 0430 and motored the whole way. We
arrived at seven-thirty and anchored beside Wishbone and Galley Bay. It was nice to see all
three yachts flying the I.C.C: burgee. Well, ff you intend to go drinking with I.C.C. people,
you might as well pick a few of the more eminent members.
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We had a quick bite on board, a well-planned foundation for a night’s drinking, and
boarded Wishbone at about 8.30° DoVicee-Commodores get free supplies of drink for their
boats? We thought so, there was no shortage, so we took advantage of the situation and
did our best to drain their stocks. Gerry Leonard was the perfect host, but he, had one or
two small manias, (a) he had decided that pressure-cookers are a great invention - does he
not know that food doesn’t taste the same in these~eW’-fangled gadgets? (b) he seemed to
be a sailing enthusiast. We suggested that a motor division of the I.C.C. should be started to
cater for people like us~ Sails should be used either in F. 1 or when petrol is not available.
Navigation could be done with the aid of road maps and a school atlas, instead of Admiralty
Charts which have too much detail. He made some vague promise to raise the matter at the
next A.GoM but I don’t think he will. He suggested that we should join the A.A. or
something (which A.A.?)o
Next morning Wishbone beat a hasty retreat, at an early hour, towards Oban - why is
it that people are always anxious to get away from us? Hazel and Leonard Sheil invited us
on board Galley Bay for a quick jar before we headed for home. They had another week or
two to spend in Scotland and it seemed a bit unfair that we had to head for Skerries at the
end of our holidays.
We headed out of PuiUadobhrain at 1315 and motored south past Fladda. We were
in company with T.S. Captain Scott for a few miles - this was a fine sight and looked
magnificent as she slipped along under full sail in the light airs. At 2100 we were passing
Cathsgeir bay, off Gigha, when somebody suggested food. Good idea as we were all starving,
so the cook headed for the galley° There was a sudden outburst of profanity from below,
which scared the wits out of the whole crew - "Who forgot the --(expletives deleted) gas,
not my job to get the-- (deleted again) gas, I’m only the-- (and again) cook!" Some
musty bread and rancid cheese was finally produced, before the cook was lashed to the helm
for a few hours in punishment (small note in log about the need for a sober cook in future
cruises).
We were still running under engine so the skipper decided to head for Portpatrick to
get more petrol and gas for the final leg. The winds were still light as we rounded the Mull
and the forecast gave little hope of much wind. We arrived in Portpatrick at ten in the morning of the 5th and swept into the inner harbour in fine style. Gas and petrol were quickly
purchased but, unfortunately, we had to pass a pub on the way back to the boat. O.KJ So
it happened again, we had a few too many pints - some people never learn. So at about
1.30, an hour before low water, we staggered back on board and headed for home. Farewell
Scotland for another year.
There was a large audience on the pier who seemed to be waiting for something to
happen. It did, we surged out of the inner harbour under full throttle and stopped dead on
the sand-bar, That’s always good for a laugh, certainly was judging by the reactions of our
audience. However, help was at hand, a boat-load of heavyweights arrived, so with two or
three heavies on the end of the boom, we were towed out of the harbour. Curses, that cost
our last bottle of whiskey.
The journey home was pleasant with light winds and fine weather. We even managed
to get our tides right for the first time in weeks° We arrived back in Skerries at eight in the
morning of the 6th feeling happy.
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By the way, we did manage to complete a cruise of 564 miles during our two week
binge. Scotland was at its very best with perfect weather on all but two days. We might
even go back again next year.
ME......? I’m off now to dry out for the Winter, my liver has had enough.

MAID OF SKYE on the West Coast of Scotland 1975
by John Dorman
Part I. My crew for May were Ernest Cooke and Maurice Brown
Friday 23rd May. The cruise was scheduled to start at 1500 but the engine would not
fire. The recently adjusted stern gland had leaked enough water to flood and corrode the
starter motor solenoid. To get at this, the engine - a B.M.C. Captain diesel - had to be
disconnected and lifted from its bed. This done, it was too late to get a new solenoid
so the old one was dismantled, dried, cleaned and resoldered.. The reassembled engine
started first time at midnight when we set off for our first anchorage at Ballyhenry bay.
Saturday 24th. Leaving at 0600 we got the last of the ebb from Strangford Lough. It
was a cold and windless day which improved, becoming sunny with a light but very cold
N.N:E. breeze so we motor-sailed. In spite of a short stop at Donaghadee for fresh milk, we
were going to be at Carnlough much too early to get in. We switched our destination to
Sanda where we arrived about low water at 1800. None of us had been before and all
thought it a delightful, shelterd and tideless anchorage. Shortly before midnight the
skipper, having retired early found himself dumped on the floor. With high water and a force
5-6 .easterly wind a big sea was coming into the anchorage between Sheep island and Sanda
where at low tide a sheltering reef had dried out. A strong eddy was holding us abeam on
to the sea making us roll spectacularly.
Sunday 25th. It was a sunny but cold morning. The wind had backed N.E. and with a
failing tide all was delightful again. The force 5-6 Wind gave us an invigorating sail just
dropping off as we approached Gigha but letting us get to Ardminish in good time to visit
the gardens.
Monday 26th. There was now an iritensifying anticyclone over the Faroes giving a cold
breeze (F. 1 - 2 N.E.) and a brilliantly sunny day. Motoring through Gigalum sound we
got the tide through the Sound of Islay and using John Olver’s "20 fathom passage" through
the Torran Rocks, still had some tide through the Sound of Iona and so into Loch Lathaich
for the night.
Tuesday 27th. With a rising glass it was again a calm and sunny day. Fresh stores had
been got at Bunessan and we went north coasting close to Mull and into Loch na Keal,
circumnavigating Eorsa before picking up a mooring in Ulva sound for lunch. This is one of
the most beautiful anchorages in these parts. The mooring, apart from the tricky approach,
is fdyUic with green pastures sheltered by fine trees and probably the best view of Ben More
in the background.
See plans between pages 50 and 51.
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The spnng tide had been flooding for about an hour when cautiously we moved into
the upper part of the sound° It was much narrower than we had anticipated so when we
touched bottom from time to time there was some apprehension lest we should be swung
athwart the channel by the now strong current and cause some sort of a dam.
Safely through into Lough Tuadh we had a look into Port Ranneach~ which seemed
too small even for a craft of our size, and into Archar said Mhor an almost perfect landlocked harbour. It has, however, a narrow entrance which could be difficult in onshore
winds. We tied up alongside the pier at Arinagour, Coil for the night and a mandatory visit
to the hostelry to sign the book
Wednesday 28th~ There was a cold force 4 wind from the north and a clear sunny sky.
We beat until abeam Muck when the wind died but a light air from the east let us make slow
progress to Canna. Here the cIhmb to the top of Compass hill rewarded us with magnificent
views. Skye and the Coolin were absolutely clear and to the west the Outer Hebredies
could be seen from Barra to, we thoughL Harris.
The weather held for the rest of the week. We turned south calling at Tobermory, then
via the Cuan sound, Atdinamour, Arduaine and Rich anchorage to Ardfern. Here Paul and
Lindy (the skipper’s family) met us with a car. They took over the Maid for a short cruise
while the more elderly crew took the car the next day back to base.
PART H
Saturday 14th June° My crew were Barle Hobson, George Mann and Fred Price, with
Paul to bring the car back We left early to join the Maid of Skye at Kilmelfort where she
had been left, at a mooring:, in the care of the Arden Yacht Centre.
Sunday 15th. "The glass is falling and a depression over Bailey is to move into the
Irish Sea." We set off early, in heavy showers and a light westerly breeze, out through the
Cuan sound where there were~ a few steep overfalls with the slight westerly swell. We carried
the tide into the Sound of Mull where it turned. We put into Louth Aline to wait for the
north going stream and made Drumbuy that night.
Monday 16tho "The glass is still falling. A trough of low pressure is moving south
from Norway to Maim."~ It was a very pleasant day with an easterly F.3-4 to take us north
of the Red rocks and south of Rum to Canna.
Tuesday 17th. "The glass has started to rise It’s a clear crisp morning, Wind F.4 - 5
NoE" At 0400 with all sails up the Maid of Skye set out for Barra. clearly seen to the
south-west. At 1030 she was anchored in Castlebay, Barra, in hot,sunshine. By afternoon
the weather started to deteriorate and that night it was a very difficult manoeuvre to get
back on board in the inflatable dinghy°
Wednesday 18th. This was a very bad mooring; visibility less than haft a mile and
gusts 6-8 from the west° Although reasonably sheltered, Castlebay was uncomfortable. In
the early afternoon the wind moderated and the clouds lifted to give a visibility of 5-6
miles. Taking local advice, we left Castlebay and motoring in the lee of the land. in two
hours reached the anchorage in Northbay. This is where the local fishermen keep their boats
during the winter and there is a very adequate hotel nearby.
At Castlebay we had met an old shipmate J~Go McVicker who now lives on Barra. He

had a car at Northbay and took us all to his home for a meal. Shortly after we came ashore
a severe gale blew up and our host kindly insisted that we stay ashore until it abated which
was not until the next afternoon.
Friday 20th. The glass had started to rise on Thursday afternoon, and continued to
do so slowly for the next six days. Friday morning was warm and sunny with a moderate
off-shore south-west wind. This took us very comfortably to Dunvegan where we anchored
under the Castle. We were joined here by old friends in Ceres - a ballad from Scarborough,
trailed overland each year to Oban to be launched for the annual cruise. (They had spent
the days of the gale at Canna, very uncomfortably with much swell and boats dragging all
over the anchorage)°
Saturday 21st. Another nearly perfect day - but only light winds° It took us over
twelve hours to make Lough Ewe where we moored in the small cove in the south-west
comer of Loch Thurnaig. This is a beautiful little spot spoiled by numerous buoys and
moored fish boxes, and a raft with a pumping engine which went on all night - presumably
from the local marine biology station.
Sunday 22rid. This was another pleasant day with an uneventful sail to Portree for
stores.
Monday 23rd. In spite of steady high pressure the morning was overcast with low cloud
and steady, drizzle, iri whic~ unpleasantness we motored to Totaig to wait for tide and better
weather. In the late afternoon the sky cleared and although the tide in the Sound of Sleat
had still over two hours to run north we set out for Isleornsay under motor. We got an eddy
close inshore along the east side of the sound and were at our anchorage in about two hours.
Tuesday 24th. With clearing skies and F.3-4 N.E. wind we had a memorable but uneventful sail to Tobermoryo
Wednesday 25th. "Falling glass and a warm calm morning." We were impressed by the
servic, e offered by Mr. Johnstone the family butcher. He kept our order in his fridge overnight and claimed to be open at 6 aom. to supply fresh milk, hot rolls etc. etc. We collected
our stores somewhat later and set off with the tide for Puilladobhain where we put in to
wait for the next south-going stream. We left five hours later in a steady drizzle which
changed to thick fog inside Sheep island. We hugged the coast through Easdale sound and
then set course by compass with echo sounder going for Cuan sound, which we found
aided by tide rips without too much terror. Inside Luing the fog cleared and we got into
Ardinamour without difficulty.
The weather improved steadily over the next three days and we had a pleasant but
uneventful return journey calling at Gigha and Portpatrick to arrive at Whiterock on
schedule on the afternoon of Saturday 27tho June~
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THE HONORARY TREASURER’S FAMILY CRUISE IN SCOTLAND
or

Not just a log, more a piece of driftwood
by Hazel Shell
Dear Members - I realise that this is not a log by your standards. I wrote it for the family
annals. But on reflection I thought it ~night encourage those members’ wives who do not
hold a 1st Mate’s ticket to take courage and go to sea. And also to encourage the menfolk
to have the patience and fortitude to share a little of their cruising experience with their
families alone. The rewards are a hundredfold both for now and for later. And after all it
is Woman ’s Year!
PSo As the Hon. Editor tells me my story is three times too long I have authorised him to
do his best to condense it and publish as much as possible. H.S.
Galley Bay left Dun Laoghaire on Friday 20 June in the evening with one experienced
yachtsman, two boys (Lenny aged 13 and Bobby 10) already good sailors, and two girls
(Gilly 8 and Susie 4) also useful - and all exceUer~ company. Also one wife/mother/cook
and part-time crew. In addition there were dolls, crayons, drawing paper, mouth-organs
and tin whistles (in case of fog) as well as provisions, sleeping bags, clothes etc., everything
beautifully stored, for in the last eight years we have learnt how to convert a three-berth
5 ton Bermudan sloop into a six-berth one - and still have space to work on charts. We
sailed away with great ceremony, waved off by our nearest and dearest, and set course for
Lambay where we anchored very peacefully for the night.
21 June. Set course for Peel at 0700 and motored all the way in light N. airs except
for the last hour. Moored at the outer pier at 1940. No sign of Customs so after a respectable
wait first,called at the Harbour office and then explored the town. It was rather quiet, no
Chipper shop open for the children, so they had to make do with ship’s supper - quite good
of course at this early stage.
Sunday 22 June. All slept well in spite of bad rolling. After breakfast we went into the
fiver to dry out like all the other craft - much quieter when you get used to it. Found a
little church for attending Mass, then back for coffee,’af~r which l.took ~he girls to the beach
while the Skipper mouched with the engine. On such a golden beach in glorious sunshine
small children could spend all day playing with the soft sand, and its a joy to watch them
However in the afternoon the family took the bus to Douglas, the boys’ Mecca. Fortified
by chicken and chips we rode on the horse tram and ended up on two bicycles~made-forthree m0ther and~ two sons tearing after father and two daughters.
23 June. Five hours of pleasant motoring, still in light N. airs brought us to Portpatrick,
entering which for the first time is sensational. You have to sail almost ashore before you
can see the little sheltered harbour round the corner. To start with we tied up to some offshore racers but the ladders on the wall were rather rickety so fortunately we were able
to berth at the steps, one important advantage with small children. Going ashore we saw
the gaily painted town through the eyes of children setting their feet for the first time on
See plans previous pages.
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Scottish soil. The magic really grewwhen a shop-keeper presented them with free ice-creams
- that charming man will never really know how much he did for Scotland.
24 June. The children spent the day playing in the paddling pool, swinging, swimming
and playing clock-golf just beside the harbour. But at 1600 Skipper decreed we should
leave. Wind was northerly 4-5 with heavy seas. With the north-going ebb~we made good
speed to Corsewall point where we set jib and bore away for Alisa Craig. It became very
uncomfortable so Skipper altered course - mostly for me I must admit, the children quite
enjoyed the thrill of the waves. We headed for the recommended anchorage in Loch Ryan
but after an uncomfortable supper we sought ~ better shelter further up the loch. We anchor,
ed in the lee of an old wooden warship moored to a jetty on the east side - very eerie in
the moonlight.
25 June dawned bright and calm, a joy for me if not for Skipper. We left at 0700,
children all asleep despite the engine and the anchor chain, which goes in a few inches from
Bobby’s ears. Two hours out, just off Ailsa Craig, we all had breakfast on deck. Up along
the Isle of Arran the wind picked up a little so we had a lovely sail to Loch Gilp and finally
entered the canal - a new and exciting experience for me and the children. There was a
touch of Scotch Mist, the last we were to see of it on our whole holiday.
26 June. Into lock 2 and into a new world of peace and tranquility with the advantage
of see~g it through the perceptive eyes of children. I have memories of rhododendrons,
wild roses, honeysuckle, willows trailing in the sunlit waters and swans out for their morning
swim. We made very slow progress as our two boys were working the lock gates and found
it rather heavy going through they really enjoyed it. At 1630 we were only half way and
stayed the night at the next lock which had a bridge. The sunset over Mull and Jura was
unforgettable. The countryside was bathed in pink light with the distant islands a beautiful
soft grey.
27 June. Off bright and early, helped by a charming lock-keeper..Accompanied now
by two small trawlers we moved more efficiently. We could see the silver ribbon of the
canal winding its way down towards Crinan where it turns abruptly and suddenly you see
the basin full of yachts. The hotel charges 43p for a bath and was very accommodating
considering there were six of us. At 1600 we went out through the sea lock. The evening
was perfect with just enough breeze to sail up into Loch Craignish which was so breathtaking that we lapsed into utter silence (Susie fell asleep) till we anchored at 1900 in
Ardfern, a beautiful natural harbour but with more yachts than we were to meet anywhere
else.
28 June was another glorious day. We sailed down the other side of the loch watching
out for a beach. We dropped :anchor in a cove which gave thi~ impression that it had never
been visited by mortals. We lazed all afternoon on the silver beach, soaking up the sun, one
of the advantages of sailing with a young family who s~re happy digging, drawing and
swimming in the crystal clear water. In the evening we sailed through Dorus Mor to Loch
Melfort and anchored at Arduaine in Ashnish bay.
Sunday 29 June, another lovely day. The boys swim three times round the yacht before
breakfast, after which we take the girls to the beach for their swim. We decided to go to
Iona, something we had only vaguely hoped to do. First we had the excitement of following
a local yacht through the tide swirls and between the rocks in Cuan sound. Then we settled
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down to a lovely sail, passing north of the Garvellachs - how I pitied the Irish monks who
went to these barren exposed rocks to rest - then with Mull hazy and majestic to starboard,
and all around the pink and silver sea glittering like diamonds in the sunset. We anchored
at Iona at 2330, still daylight and not a sound of a living soul. We rowed ashore and crept
up the hill to the ruins of the nunnery, mistaking it for the cathekiral. We sat awhile soaking
up the silence and magic of the place. At that hour it seemed as ff we had the island all tO
ourselves.
30 June. Ferries arriving from Mull with people of all ages with the dedicated look of
pilgrims. Rowing ashore we could see our anchor and every link of the chain; I had a momentary sensation that there was no water there at all and that we were about to fall down to
the bottom. We decided to follow the crowd and were utterly amazed at what we learnt
and saw - the cathedral almost fully restored, sixty kings buried there, a feeling of total
peace.
After our usual lunch of soup, sandwiches, fruit and chocolate we set out for Staffa.
Skipper said conditions were perfect for landing there and we might never get the chance
again. Personally I’m happy with the one chance and glad its over! The sea was calm, but
the swell very unsettling when we anchored off the landing steps. I began to get the "silent
shakes" as we rowed cautiously in With the sourld of the sea surging through the rocks and
Galley Bay disappearing every now and then in the swell (what if her anchor dragged??). A
large log was attached to the jetty, swaying in and out with the swell; we had to hold onto
it and watch for an opportunity to jump ashore one at a time when it moved ino Just xound
the corner was Fingal’s famous cave with the Atlantic rushing into it and echoing in the
dark interior. I had never imagined anything like it and was glad to sit down on one of the
natural hexagonal stools and try to relax. The boys thought it "Fab" and wished they could
"shoot the rapids" in the avon. What a relief to be back on Gailey Bay again, it really felt
like home!
Skipper decided to go to Coil for the night and after that to turn for home, just in case
the weather broke. So about 2000 up anchor again (our two young deck apes were now
experts at this) and we set off through the mist. After preparing and ejajoying a Fingal Special dinner and when the washing up and hairbrushing, toothwashing, etc. was over and three
young ones asleep it was almost 22Q0o At 2245 Coil was sighted through the fog. It was
still bright so we could sail north quite close in looking for Loch Eatharna. When we spotted
Cairns of Coil light we realised there had been a slight error and had to turn round and go
back again. It was a good endurance test for young Lenny who kept cheerful and helpful to
the very end. We finally anchored at 0130 and were asleep within a minute.
’Tuesday 1 July. After a late breakfast we went ashore about midday. The whitewashed
cottages, sheep grazing and the odd turf rick reminded us of Irish islands but by contrast
a new supermarket and laundrette indicated a busy tourist season was expected. We set sail
again, including our ancient spinnaker, for a very pleasant afternoon passage in a westerly
3-4 to Tobermory where we anchored in time for our usual exploratory walk.
2 July. Another glorious day, the twelfth successive one, and here we were flying down
the Sound of Mull, a broad reach in force 4-5. At last Skipper was having a good sail, not
that he ever dared complain about calm weather! In Oban we dropped anchor close to the
seafront where it is very steep-to. Ashore we discovered there was a show being held in a
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converted church. We got tickets and "This is Scotland" was another unexpected highlight
of our holiday, with a pipe major,a lovely dancer and an excellent singer called Ian McGregor,
resplendent in kilt and lace-trimmed velvet jacket; also an excellent slide-show of the beauty
of Scotland° We had a great time, joining in the act as much as possible. The girls fell madly
for Ian McGregor and went to the stage door to meet him, much to the embarrassment of
the men. It made our day - and so to bed.
3 July. Oban seemed the place to buy souvenirs. But the excellent shops displayed such
a huge choice of high-quality gifts that after an hour of shilly-shallying we made a few hasty
decisions and crept back on board. Oh the joy of being able to sail away to the peace of
Puilladobhrain where one could just unwind and listen to the birds singing. Such a contrast .
We had dropped anchor close by Wishbone and were invited on board by Gerald and Alan
Leonard, as were Dermod Ryan, his wife and Shalade "s crew, ten of us in all; we had a
hilarious time till the early hours, the only evening of the whole cruise that we were in adult
company.
4 July. A calm sunlit morning, everyone totally relaxed, the children rowing about and
scavenging among the rocks, so happy in this natural environment. We now had some days
to spare and Dermod suggested looking at the west side of Jura. So we left with the tide and
headed out past the Gulf of Coirebhreacain. Even in flat calm you could see the overfalls
quite clearly - I would hate to be around there in bad weather. We drifted along keeping a
look-out for a bathing beach. We found one like a picture on an airline calendar, azure sea
lapping the silver sand. It was Shian bay and we anchored as far in as possible and rowed
ashore like explorers ~-laot a living soul to be seen. There were enormous rocks flat and
grassy on top, huge sand dunes and inshore ferns and wild flowers and a waterfall where I
disturbed a fawn which sprang up the cliff like a ballet dancer. We stayed till we saw the
sun go down over Iona, then motored round into Loch Tarbert. As we dropped anchor there
was a herd of deer on the foreshore.
5 July. Awoke to glorious sunshine and had breakfast on deck gazing at the deep loch
with hills all round and not a sigia of habitation. We landed on white untouched sand and
decided to walk up a hill and see more of the view. The children got tired of it half-way up
and ran all the way down to the beach, whence their laughing voices were wafted up to us.
From the top we saw heather-covered hills for miles and miles, in the distance the deep
blue of two inland lochs and below us the burn, knee-deep in ferns and wild flowers. Skipper
said "We are never likely to see this place in such weather again." and as the day began to
close we were sad to be leaving the west coast. We sailed down the Sound of Islay where
several places looked inviting but we were heading for Craighouse, where we tied up for a
while to the old ferry pier and found we were beside Larnita, Gerald Leonard’s old yacht
about which he had been talking to us. The boys spent the evening diving under the pier
for sea urchins. Craighouse was quiet and peaceful but, to be honest, we found it a little
tame after the grandeur of the west coast.
Sunday 6 July. On the move again as we plan to be in Crinan tonight. Say goodbye
to the Customs officer and to his wife who comes from Tipperary! Kept looking for a
beach but this side is rocky and wooded. Anchored at Ardlussa, a little inlet at the mouth
of a river. Swam and lunched in intense heat, really uncomfortable. Finally had to move as
we were attacked by horse-flies, but not before I had visited a graveyard with headstones
recording the great age at~ined by some Jura people. One lady lived to be 128 and
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"her forbear in the time of Charles I spent 180 Christmases in his own home." Out again
in the sound it was a bit cooler and we motored into Crinan where we again enjoyed the
glory of a Scottish sunset.
7 July. A busy day. Into the lock by 0900 and away with four other boats, sharing
the work of the lock~ gates. The outstanding feature of this canal trip was hunger! Somehow
I had slipped up and for breakfast there was only 1½ cream crackers each and a cup of tea.
The crew accepted the situation until from Douglas Mcllwaine’s Sheenan there came the
smell of best quality rashers - Oh, the agony of it! This time we really hurried through tlae
canal and reached Ardrishaig :iia, normal time for lunch, or was it breakfast? Out to sea
again, down Loch Fyne, and into the Kyles of Bute, where we anchored in Loch Riddon
at Glen Caladho The scenery here is softer and pretty, with cultivated land.
8 July. Another sunny morning. We explored what used to be a private estate. I was
fascinated by two beautifully built boathouses with a cobbled slipway laid out in various
designs. I sat there while the children swam and tried to rustle up the ghosts of that
gracious past. It was very pretty but a bit too civilised after the Western Isles; to appreciate
it, I feel that one should come here first. In the afternoon we set course for Rothsay. We
had a pleasant sail down the East Kyle but at the entrance to Loch Striven the wind went
around and we had to motor in. Rothsay bay is rather exposed but one can tie up behind
the steamer pier though we found it very crowded. Rothsay is the local Blackpool with
everything ashore from cream cakes to one-armed bandits. We climbed back on board
exhausted.
9 July. I went ashore for fresh bread and then we set off for Lamlash. The afternoon
was rather wet and uneventful and we anchored in Lamlash in the rain but mercifully it
stopped so we were able to have our customary stroll. Such a pleasant place, a popular
holiday resort~ b£ the quieter kind, with a beautifully equipped children’s playground which
the Shell family put to good use. And our day was made when a Chipper-van arrived!
10 July. Left early in flat calm and heavy mist. Passed some huge oil tankers that made
us feel very small Children settled into the routine they reserve for longer trips, setting up
shop with ship’s stores and other complicated games. Ailsa Craig rose dramatically out of
the mist like Staffa. Now we were surrounded by a school of basking sharks; they seemed
quiet enough, so we didn’t bother about them till we nearly ran one down! Skipper raised
his voice in prayer, nearly frightening the life out of us. At Corsewali point it again turned
very fresh and we were motor-sailing into the wind which on Galley Bay means getting
really wet. This is where Gillian comes into her own. She loves the rain and wind. It makes
her sing, and she will do this for hours, at the top of her voice, with the water streaming
down her, her eyes dancing and her face wreathed in smiles. She has always had this habit.
We reached Port Patrick at about 2000 and tied up beside a luxury motor cruiser. Stocked
up with milk etc. to save time in the morning.
11 July. We were just getting breakfast when the skipper from the motor cruiser
presented us with six lovely fresh rolls~ what a kind gesture! Left as soon as possible,
motoring again most of the time, and anchored in the outer harbour at Peel in the late
afternoon. Rowed ashore to phone home. It was lashing again so all six of us crowded into
the telephone booth; the exchange forgot to cut us off so we just kept on talking
to Killiney till the rain stopped.
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12 July. I awoke partly about five to find that we were under way - Skipper said
he could not sleep as we were rolling so much. Two seconds later I was asleep again, no
problem. About eight I struggled out to get him some breakfast. The children slept till ten
so they were really surprised to see the Mountains of Mourne and the Isle of Man just a
haze on the horizon. A pleasant southerly wind 3-4 enabled us to steer for Lambay under
full sail but by mid-day the wind had freshened and we hove-to ~x~ reef and change jibs. It
was raining with reduced visibility and the sea built up. At 1700 we picked up the coast
about ½ mile away and soon identified Balbriggan viaduct - 16 miles off course! We headed
for Dun Laoghaire but the windwas now 6-7 and dead on the nose and soon we were soaked
to the skin so we handed sail and motored the three miles to Skerries. We berthed at the
tip of the pier and the me~ went and got large quantities of hamburgers and chips so we
dosed the hatch and were able to warm up again. We watched some folkboats, here for the
Regatta, drying out alongside. We were luckily just far enough down the pier to remain
afloat but to make quite sure, and to get some quiet, we anchored off for the night. In the
morning the folkboats, who had moved out to our berth, were aground again!
Sunday 13 July. In greatly improved weather with light wind and everything visible
we left around 0800 and sailed along lazily for a while but before long decided to motor.
We were saddened by the sight of Ireland’s Eye so badly charred° At Howth the wind picked
up and Galley Bay sailed gloriously across ito Dun Laoghaire. The children, looking forward
instead of back (and thus dispelling the sadness of all good things ending) kept asking will
Granny have chicken or roast beef for dinner? This is the grand finale, no Sheil Family
Cruise would be complete without the welcome home from those we love, the gaily set
table, the flowers, the good food, the laughter and happy reunion. Could anything be more
perfect?
Distance covered 620 miles, 60% under power. Visited 23 new anchorages
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VERVE’S CRUISE TO SCOTLAND AND ROCKALL
by R P Campbell
My crew for the first week were Jerry Kingston and Leslie Latham, a most competent
and enthusiastic pair and the best of company We left Dun Laoghaire on Friday 27 June
at 2045+ It was a beat across the bay but from not far outside the Baily we were able to
fetch Lambay where we anchored just S W. of the harbour at 2330. In spite of a steady
roll we had a good night’s sleep (13 miles)
On Saturday we made Ardglass in ten hours on the port tack. We started close-hauled
in F,4, which gradually decreased as the clouds disappeared. We motored for three hours
and finished by drifting slowly into the harbour under sail+ After a meal, and no customs
appearing, we rowed ashore for a drink, (49 miles).
On Sunday we took the early morning ebb and motored across a calm seapassing alongside the South Ridge buoy and anchoring in Donaghadee in time for breakfast. Later in the
morning Dick Gomes kindly ferried out the Customs officer. Before lunch we moored to a
fishing boat and had to walk rather far for petrol It was warm and sunny. Leaving at 1500
we had a spinnaker run in light conditions to Black head but from there had to motor. A
strong ebb brought us to Red bay by 2040 (Total 60 miles in 10 hrs. 10 mins.)
On Monday we again made an early start with the ebb+ The wind was rather variable
and we had to motor twice and reached Ardminish bay, Gigha, at 1035+ We had seen a
yawl astern and when we returned after a couple of hours ashore found her anchored near
us. To my surprise she was Aspasia under this new rig+ It was disappointing that the
Pritchards were apparently asleep After lunch we sailed slowly across to West Loch Tarbert
and anchored about half-way up on the S+E side off Whitehouse burn, as arranged by
phone with Iain Rutherford+ He was waiting for us on the shore and led us through fields
up the hill to his car, We spent a most enjoyable evening at the Rutherfords’ home. (Total
50 miles in 9 hrs. 10 mins)
On Tuesday morning, 1 st July, we ran up to the head of the]och and anchored inside
Laggan I. (It would be unwise to anchor further up as one would be obstructing the large
car ferry) We went by dinghy and outboard to the ferry pier and went shopping in Tarbert. Walking back heavily laden (there was no taxi) the 1 Y2 miles seemed rather longer.
Leaving before lunch we beat down the loch under main and engine, then sailed past the
north of Gigha towards Jura in variable light winds, We finally started the engine to get into
Islay sound in time to carry the tide through it After a brief halt at Port Askaig we continued under power and occasional sail to Loch Tarbert, Jura, reaching the beautiful inner
anchorage at 2200. (Total 40% miles in 9¼ hrs )
Wednesday It was 0030 before we turned in In the morning, after a walk ashore to
view this most attractive place, we sailed across to Colonsay in light conditions and anchored in the rather restricted gut south of Scalasaig pier While I prepared lunch my crew went
for water and petrol In the afternoon we had a nice reach closeiiash0re to the north end of
Colonsay but after clearing it the wind died and we motored across to Mull. We spent the
night in the Tinker’s Hole (Total 28 miles in 6 hrs.)
Thursday morning was calm and damp We motored round to Iona and spent a couple
See plans between pages 50 and 51.
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of hours ashore. Then we crossed to Fionnport on Mull and got 5 galls, petrol (ordered by
phone) and at 1235 set all sail to a light S°E. breeze bound for Mulroy bay. This course
leads past Dubh Artach which makes a useful departure check. Later we motored for
three hours after which a breeze came obligingly from the N.W. At 2200 InishtrahuU light
appeared on the port bow.
Friday. We sailed slowly till 0200, then motored for four hours.. We had to disconnect
the dynamo, which was emitting sparks, due (we found later) to a loose bolt I had allowed
to get into it. We got an offshore breeze N~W. of Fanad head and passed several salmon
netters. It was 2 hours before L.W.when we reached Mulroy but it was neaps and we passed
quickly through the fwst narrows and anchored at Fanny Hole at 0730. (83 miles, 19 hrs.
from Iona sound)° At ,noon we left with a fresh northerly breeze and sailed up to Cratlagh
I. in two hours. John and Pat Osborne, who were preparing to take a friend out on Segala,
came aboard with him and I’m afraid their afternoon’s sail was somewhat curtailed. They
gave us their usual warm welcome and arranged tx~ fetch us for dinner. Later we berthed
at Milford bakery to fill our tank, a slow job as water was scarce and there was only a
trickle out of their 2" pipe~ We spent a most enjoyable evening with the Osbornes.
On Saturday morning we had a pleasant walk to Milford, which has good shops, and
we made a large food dump in the Osbornes front ~ hall. At noon Michael .if’Alton, John
White and William Dick arrived in my car and all of us together with the Osbornes had an
informal lunch in their local Hideaway Inn. John Osborne had examined our dynamo and
pronounced it safe for this season but suggested a spare belt; Michael succeeded in buying
a couple. John then helped to transport us back to his harbour at Cratlagh where it took
quite a time (by dinghy) to land Leslie and Jerry’s gear and embark the new crew’s luggage
and all our food. At 1700, after mutual and sincere expressions of thanks, I said goodbye
to Jerry and Leslie and at 1740 Verve, with her IoC.C. crew, motored down the lough into
the N.E. breeze. Later we set the mainsail and at 1930 anchored west of Dundooan beacon
inside the ftrst narrows. This anchorage is subject to irregular tidal eddies but we all had a
good night’s sleep.
On Sunday 6 July we left after breakfast and motored as far as the bar. The wind was
still N.E. so it was a reach on course for Rockall which we had planned to visit unless the
forecast was bad, or if the wind had been N.W. we should have ftrst headed for Sto Kllda.
In fact conditions were almost ideal, a quiet sea and a light breeze which increased a little
in the afternoon. We carried full sail including mizen staysail all day and through the night.
The only disappointment was that William was a bit seasick, but he remained fairly cheerful.
On Monday it veered a little in the morning and we changed to spinnaker for ten hours.
It was another lovely sunny Fo3 day and Michael was able to check our D.R. with sun sights.
Since Melmore head we had averaged 6 knots till in the evening it went light and slightly
variable, which made the night watches somewhat frustrating.
Tuesday 8 July. We had not seen the Rockall light as we reckoned we should before
dawn, when, progress being negligible, we started motoring° About an hour later William
who was on watch sighted the rock fine on the port bow and we stopped close south of it
at 0525, having made good the 246 miles from Mulroy bay in 44% hours.
We spent almost an hour examining the rock. Stood off for a good breakfast. Launched
our two dinghies. Then, as described after this by Michael, he landed William on Rockall and
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afterwards landed on Hasselwood rock himself. While all this was in progress John and I
motored slowly to and fro and several times round Rockall towing the wooden dinghy, the
idea being that in the event of an emergency John could row promptly to the rescue. We
got a bit dazed looking at William and Michael - John remarked it reminded him of watching
the men on the moon on T.V. When they were finally back on board and we could think of
nothing more to do we started getting ready to leave. We were just hoisting in the yacht’s
dinghy when there was a sudden loud noise and there overhead was a R.N. helicopter. We
stood by while they landed three men and some gear on the rock and finally at 1500 waved
them goodbye and headed for Sto Kilda. We naturally assumed they were putting back the
works into the light turret which William had found to be empty. Had we known, as I found
out much later, that the light had been extinguished since May 1974 we would certainly
have waited to see what they were doing. The wind was still N.E. so we were full and bye
port tack. In the evening we changed to the smaller genoa and made good progress during
the night.
Before dawn on Wednesday we were headed 5° and from then on steered by the wind.
At lunch time we set the large genoa again. It was overcast all day and we did not see the
sun. All afternoon the wind was dropping till at 2100 the log line was vertical. We rolled
the genoa, stowed main and mizen, had a splendid 3-course dinner and all turned in.
At 0130 on Thursday the N°E. breeze returned and woke us by flogging the genoa. We
continued on the port tack in slight drizzle and when daylight came it was difficult to assess
visibility. We were of course depending entirely on D.R. based on the log and our hourly
estimates of course made good. When by this reckoning St. Kilda was to windward we
started tacking towards it and as we drew close to its supposed position and still saw nothing
(except a ship passing astern which disappeared rather quickly) we began to fear we had
missed it. Suddenly Michael cried "The Dun" and there on the starboard bow was its unmistakable outline a mile or so away. A couple of minutes later Hirta and Soay appeared
ahead. We held the starboard tack and decided to sail round this group of islands and were
well rewarded by the impressive views of the strange mist-topped rocks and huge cliffs. We
arrived in Village bay in time for lunch and were pleased to find it nicely sheltered in the
light N.E. breeze. The return passage of 169 miles had taken us almost 46 hours.
We called on the O.C. We also met S.N.T. volunteers who were restoring the cottages
as well as ornithologists who were investigating the large decline in thepuffin population
on the Dun. We were invited to a party in the evening; the others went, but I needed to
catch up on sleep.
Friday was another day of low cloud. We spent most of the morning ashore. The O.C.
kindly gave us some butter and freshly baked bread and we presented him with some of
William’s onions. In the afternoon we crossed to the uninhabited Monach isles, at first
under power but later with a light S.W. breeze abeam. We anchored in Croich harbour
(35 miles, 6 hrs.)
Saturday was another misty day. The crew went ashore before breakfast and returned
with much plastic jetsam from the outer beach.We beat southward in light conditions, mostly on starboard tack, till off Barra sound. Visibility had improved and we could see the
distant marks and motored through around the various rocks and islands to North harbour,
Barra. (41 miles, 10½ hrs.). There is now a pub S.E. of the P.O.
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On Sunday morning, 13 July, there was fog. After lunch I reckoned we could reach
Castle bay by steering carefully from buoy to buoy. Michael decided to walk round the
west of the island and meet us there° In fact when we got out to sea the fog lifted but the
breeze died° It was a sunny afternoon and approaching Castle bay we got a little breeze
again° We guessed we were too early for Michael so we sailed slowly through Vatersay
sound and from outside it critically examined the leading marks and the rocks in the entrance°
We had not seen a yacht since leaving Mulroy but on returning to Castle bay we found seven,
also that Michael had arrived° (16 miles, 3% hrso).. During the night it freshened from the
south and another yacht came in, making nine altogether°
On Monday we topped up with petrol and water and procured some sroceries from
the meagre selection available. We were the first yacht to leave and sailed smartly out past
the others but before we got out to sea the wind was easing; what was left of it was southeasterly so we decided to go to Canna° In the afternoon we were motoring over calm sea in
the rain° One shower was so heavy that Michael and William stripped, went on deck and
washed themselves° Soon after there was thunder and nearby lightning and William urged us
to go below where he assured us we would be immune from a direct strike° We got to Canna
at 2000 and found three yachts there We anchored inshore of them in this splendid roomy
harbour (37 miles, 9 hrso)o
On Tuesday, in steady drizzle, John, Michael and I went for an hour’s walk round the
policies before a slightly late breakfast~ We left under full sail and had to beat out of the
sound, but having rounded the point of Rum we found the true wind was westerly and so
heading south were able to set mizen staysailo Visibility was poor but the wind increased to
F.4 and we had a good sailo Between Coil and Mull the sea became very choppy. We proposed landing on Staffa but there seemed rather much sea for anchoring so we visited Fingal’s
cave two at a time° We then continued to Iona sound and anchored south of the slip inside
Matawa R.CoCo (45 miles, 7% hrs.)°
Wednesday was sunny. After a couple of hour’s ashore we left with a N.W~ breeze and
ran through the passage east of Muc Io To let them have a good view of Tinker’s Hole I
passed east of the drying rock just outside it° The rock was covered and Michael was
horrified that it is shown so faintly on the chart - it also happens to be almost on the foldo
We set the spinnaker and ran out close NoEo of Ruadh Sgeir beacon. We had a most pleasant
sail on past Colonsay to Islay sound and moored alongside at Port Askaig. (32 miles, 6% hrso)o
My crew very kindly invited me to dinner in the hotel. This is a useful port of call with
petrol, a good shop and the hotel all just across the quay. The one snag is that one is exposed to the wash of ships passing through the sound. Though moored as carefully as possible
we suffered some superficial damage when suddenly tossed about in the middle of the
night° It would have been sensible to anchor for the night in Whitefarland bay on the Jura
side of the sound.
To clear the sound before the tide turned foul we had to leave at 0420 on Thursday
and two hours later we had Chuirn I. abeam° It was a calm day with remarkable distant
visibility and we motored most of the way across to Rathlin and anchored at noon in
Cooraghy bay just round Bull point., (37 miles, 7% hrso)o
As we passed close under the Bull I was annoyed to find my film run out; I might blame
this, or our early start, but quite inexcusably I forgot to hand the log. The omission was
brutally revealed when we went astern to dig in the anchor° William exhausted himself trying
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to unwind it in the clear but very cold water~ Then Michael sent us all to the stem and
managed to cut the remains off the propellor.
Cooraghy bay is a fair weather anchorage and was most attractive on this calm sunny
afternoon. We anchored off the boat pier from which a path zig-zags up the cliff; there is
better space for anchoring a little further east John and I went up to the lighthouse. William
and Michael headed east; William stopped at Brockley to look for poceUanite and a farmer
gave him two stone-age axe heads; Michael got as far as Altacarry That evening we had a huge
meal and after two hours sleep..
, we left at 0015 on Friday and motoring in flat calm arrived at Chapel bay 7% hours
later, just in nice time for breakfast (46 miles)° The crew went ashore but found Great
Copeland disappointing after Rathlin. After lunch we left under power and main in a light
S E, breeze but when we identified Aspasia overtaking us under sail we hoisted genoa,
stopped engine, and she took quite a time to get ahead of us~ Next Matawa came up astern
and in this order we started beating in between North rock and South rock and there ran
into a patch of dense fog.Pilotage was intense for a while but it suddenly cleared east of
Butter Pladdy The others went into Strangford and we carried on to Ardglass (31 miles
from Chapel bay in 7 hours),
On Saturday we woke to fog and a south wind° After William had been ashore and
bought some fine salmon steaks we left with radar reflector up and small genoa set. We
headed out to sea for 20 minutes before tacking but happily with Sto John’s point abeam it
was beginning to clear and we had a splendid sail, just free port tack, past the Mournes and
Carlingford mountain. We were heading for Port Oriel where William had arranged to leave
us as his wife happened to be spending the week-end in Co Louth. We moored alongside
there at 1735, temporarily disturbing a huge crowd of men, women and children assiduously fishing (36 miles, 7¼ hrs) We were in the middle of our farewell meal based on that
most delicious salmon when William’s family appeared in the cockpit They were delighted
to see him but his rather promising beard created a sensation and we did not give it many
more hours. After seeing them off we left the quay under genoa and then set full sail for
Lambay. The wind had obligingly gone S Wo but was rather light We finished under power.
Sunday 20 July At 0115 we anchored in Swallow cove, rather hard to find in the dark
(20 miles, 4¼ hrs.) Next morning was bright and sunny with a fresh westerly breeze and
Michael went for a scramble ashore before brehkfast We had a splendid reach to the Baily
and fetched across the bay to the harbour, a most satisfactory 2¼ hour sail to end an
extremely pleasant cruise° It was unusual in that we never stopped more than one night in
any anchorage and never reefed or set the working jib° I would like to record my thanks to
my two excellent crews whose companionship I greatly enjoyed.
We had been away for 22 days and 15 hours of which 240 hours had been spent on
passage (28% under power), 292 hours in port and the remaining 11 hours jilling about at
Rockall and Staffa, Total distance made good, 1,150 miles.
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Above: R.N. helicopter landing men on Hall’s ledge. Rockall viewed from E.S.E.

Below: Cooraghy bay, Rathlin. On the right are Rue point 3 miles and Tot point 9 miles distant. Fair head is just
distinguishable to the right of Tor point. Photos: R.P. Campbell.

......

Above: William Dick standing on Hall’s ledge. Rockall, viewed from the west, is in the trough of a swell.

Below: Michael d’Alton holding onto Hasselwood rock. William in the dinghy beyond. Rockall bearing about south.
Photos." R.P. Campbell.

LANDINGS ON AND NEAR ROCKALL
by Michael d’Alton
Having found Rockall our next objective was to land Willie on it. We got him fully
kitted up, climbing boots, genuine climbing rope, - 20 fathoms of it - slings and shackles,
plastic bags for specimens and finally a hammer and cold chisel tied around his waist. He
looked like a Christmas tree.
Our inflatable was a splendid one, a small Zodiac for which Paul had adapted ordinary
rowlocks’with proper oars - maximum manoeuverability was of vital importance to us. In
it I first rowed Willie right around the rock for an even closer look. Its base is completely
covered fight around with a dense skirt of ’oar-weed’ for a height of six to eight feet above
water. This is remarkable as this weed normally only grows below the low water line, but
so constant is the swell here and it flourishes at this height. We both agreed that an inclined
crack beside the south-east comer offered the only possibility of landing even though it
was at this comer that the swells, mostly six feet high and sometimes more, often broke
with an awesome turbulence after surging along the south face of the rock.
I pulled away for the swells and made many abortive backings to the base of the rock,
carefully assessing the conditions. After perhaps twenty minutes or more of this, I backed
her in hard and Willie, with splendid resolution, made a flying leap from the transom of the
punt - a very difficult thing indeed to do from such a yielding point - landed on the weedcovered rock where it sloped out very slightly underwater, grabbed handfuls of the stuff
and managed to scramble up the inclined crack before the next swell had time to sweep up
any higher than his thighs. He was on!
He went on up this crack into a tiny ’cave’ in it where soon I heard the clink of hammer
on cold chisel as he began to cut specimens of rock. He then continued to ’traverse’ along
the crack with great care, for he was pioneering: a route, climbing solo, and so fixed slings
and roped himself on with prudence as he went, whilst I stood off a little distance so that if
he did come off he would not fall directly into the punt.
At one point where his traverse came to an overhang, I, from the safety of the punt,
directed his foot to a lower crack he could not see and so he rounded the shoulder, to a
gulley which led up to the end of Hall’s ledge, the only one, near the top. Up this gulley he
climbed with great precaution, securing himself before he moved each time and soon he
swung himself up upon Hall’s ledge. From here it was child’s play to him to climb the short
distance to the tiny metal ’lighthouse’ - little bigger than a small circular dining table - at
the very summit, and then he stood on top of this last eminence - objective number three
accomplished and as far as is known, the first time Rockall has been climbed from sea level
since the original landing from H.M.S. Endymion in 1811. (Unless, as seems’not unlikely,
it was climbed by the men who landed from H.M. ships Cavendish in 1959 and Hecla in
1969. But we do not know. R.PC.)
I saw him peeping into the little slit window of the ’lighthouse’ and then I heard him
hail me: "No wonder we saw no light last night. There are no works in here, only four
bolts in the concrete base!" This was startling news - just as well that we had not been
relying on this light either to find Rockall or to avoid Helen’s reef. Reeds listed the light and
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their April supplement made no mention of any change. Paul has found out since that a
Notice to Mariners in October 1974 cancelled an earlier Notice that the light was temporarily extinguished and stated that ~Fhe symbol for a small rock that does not cover (63)"
should be substituted for the symbol and details of the light. Paul guesses Reeds probably
missed this Notice because it is not listed by the Admiralty under British Isles but under
North Atlantic.
(I have here omitted Michael’s 350 word description of taking measurements. For
the height, William lowered his rope down the near vertical east face to Michael in the dinghy.
Then Michael rowed a floating string right round the rock andpulled it tight to get the
circumference. Hon. Ed )
By now Willie had been on Rockall for well over two hours and the time had come to
take him off as the swell seemed to be increasing° He fixed a sling in the crevice in Hall’s
ledge near the top, middled his rope through it passing both ends under his legs and up over
his shoulder and startlingly commenced to walk backwards down the almost vertical face of
the rock over his landing place - ’abseiling’ in mountaineer’s jargon. He came on down to
the inclined crack and then tried to recover his rope by pulling on one end in the approved
manner, but it had a twist, so he had to ’abseil up’ again! Next time down he was successful.
He collected all his specimens into the ’cave’ and at my earnest suggestion, took off
his heavy climbing boots, tied all up in a bundle including his rock specimens and a good
part of his rope and then succeeded in throwing all this from a height into the punt without
braining me, still leaving the other end of the rope attached to himself, in case he landed in
the sea. He came down the inclined crack and after many swells was on the point of leaping
aboard when a large surge swept right over his head and whisked him along the rock and
over the little ledge at the south-east corner; the last I saw of him was disappearing into
the maelstrom here with tons of water cascading down on top of him.
I was mightily relieved I had him roped on and that he had taken off his boots; it
seemed ages before his head re-appeared and before I had him hanging onto the transom of
the punt. He clambered aboard as I rowed hard away from the boiling water and was concerned only to recover his cap which had floated off on its own! We returned in high triumph
to Paul and John who had been circling Rockall all this time and before Willie was allowed
to change his clothes I insisted that all the specimens he had collected and put in little plastic
bags, which included a few small barnacles and periwinkles, be labelled with the position on
the rock from which they had been cut or found.
When rowing back to Verve we had noticed that the tide had dropped sufficiently to
show occasionally at the bottom of a swell the weed-capped tip of Hasselwood rock, so as
soon as Willie had changed into dry clothes and I had put on:a life jacket again and tied the
hammer to myself we changed places, Willie rowing me for a try to land upon it.
As the swells were sweeping over it, it was impossible to take the punt near, so I slipped
overboard and swimming gingerly, let the swells carry me to it. When they did I hung on to
the weed as I ’rode’ the rock, for it came to a sharp ridge, vertical on the west side and sloping
on the east. Three times, as I tried to get the damned cold chisel out of my soaking trouser
pocket, I was swept off but managed to retain a hold of the weed and clamber back into
the saddle again. Eventually I CUt off a piece of the top about the size of a half a fair sized
potato and just about got it into my pocket when an extra large swell swept me almost 25
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yards from the rock, where Willie retrieved me into the punt again. To have got this piece
was splendid, for the composition of this rock is unknown as there is no record of a landing
on it o
Back on board Verve, in great glee at our extraordinary good luck we spent quite some
time in completing our observations, to determine the orientation of the vertical east face,
the exact position of Hasselwood, the maximum and the minimum diameter of Rockall
and finally some sets of sun sights to check the large anomalies of magnetic variation which
are said to exist in its vicinity.
This culminated what we all agreed was the most unique morning we had ever experienced when cruising - or so we thought! - But the sudden arrival of the helicopter really
crowned our day.
KILDERKIN GOES SINGLEHANDED
by Colin McMullen
Last winter, following an accident to a crew member which left me to sail the boat
alone, I decided to set the boat up for single-handed sailing. This would mean that two
could sail the boat more comfortably, or one person could cope better in emergencies and
in case of crew shortage. Accordingly, I set about installing a series, of simple devices for
singlehanded sailing:
1 Self Steering
a) Adjustable tiller lock (installed years ago by my father) used for beating and motoring.
b) Genoa sheet led to tiller via weather combing, balanced with elastic (surgical tubing
from tiller to lee combing. For :apparent wind abaft the beam, although on a dead run
you must spirit a jib to weather to keep the genoa full. Very effective but not suitable
in winds over F3 due to large forces generated by genoa sheet.
c) Storm jib set aback, sheet led to tiller etc. as above. Suitable for close reach to broad
reach in all winds, but somewhat susceptible to variations in wind speed.
d) Weather helm compensator. Take a line from tiller via weather combing and hitch to
one part of the main sheet, with the usual elastic to leeward. With apparent wind
ahead of the beam, this supplies more weather helm as the wind increases, and vice
versa. I never got this working very well.
Slab reefing for main.
2
Downhaul on genoa led to cockpit. Combined with leading the genoa halyard aft
3
enables genoa to be doused in seconds from the cockpit.
Egg timer for waking at predetermined intervals to keep look-out. I set it from 5-20
4
mins. depending on speed, visibility and likely proximity of shipping.
Safety harness, fitted with a second clip and line in the form of a 4-part purchase with
5
jamb cleat. With two lines I always had one clipped on while moving about the deck.
The purchase was to enable me to pull myself aboard if I fell over (should really test
this sometime!).
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Anyone can rig up these devices (too bad if you have a wheel) at nominal cost, or just
using spare gear. There isnothing to break and no gadgets to go wrong or clutter up the
boat The only expensive items were the egg timer, harness clip and jamb cleat.
Thus prepared, I set off on Friday, August 8th, from Dun Laoghaire, bound for ,Scilly
We made Arklow on the ebb in a light northerly and dull skies, motoring a lot, punctuated
by a terrifying thunder storm Saturday and Sunday saw more of the same, though fairer,
and I sighted St. Martins at 2100 on Sunday, unfortunately just too late to enter in daylight,
so stood off till dawn, The genoa sheet method was used to self-steer throughout and proved
extremely effective, A small amount of zig-zag encountered was eliminated by adjusting
the elastic.
After savouring the delights of the Scilly isles for four days (and nights) the anchor was
weighed somewhat reluctantly at 0400 on Friday, 15th; this time in a light southerly and
dull skies. However, the wind freshened and veered, blowing W7-8 for a couple of hours
around noon, I had no difficulty with this blow after shortening down to a No.3 jib in
plenty of time (there were all the usual warning signs except of course a forecast), in fact
spent an exhilarating half-hour surfing along in the company of a school of porpoises. Eventually I had to head north and luckily she steered on a beam reach reasonably accurately
with the tiller free° It seems that the lee helm provided by the jib balanced the tendency to
round up on the seas. Locking the tiller made her round up or gybe eventually. The wind
moderated to W5-7 till daybreak; a lovely clear night spent dodging trawlers.
At dawn I set the main, and made Arklow at 1730 on Saturday. During this stage I
used the storm jib system, a slight problem being the tendency to bear away in the puffs.
Sunday I lived up to its name and we motored-sailed leisurely back to the mooring in Dun
Laoghaire
Everything worked well, although I was lucky with the weather and a lot of potentially
difficult situations didn’t arise - I only had to steer for about an hour when the genoa
sheet got frisky in the freshening wind north of the SciUies, and started to pull out blocks
etco However more experimentation is needed to perfect the various self-steering methods.
My first efforts at celestial navigation were also satisfactory, getting a fix three miles from
a known position near the Tuskaro

SUMMARY
Passage
Dun Laoghaire - Arklow
Arklow - Penninis head
St. Marys - Arklow
Arklow - Dun Laoghaire

Distance
23
174
176
23

Time
7h20
37h00
37h30
6h30

Under Engine
3h
8h
2h30
3h

Tot~
416
88h20
16h30
Kilderkin is a T24 Class g.r.p, and wood aux. sip 24 x 21.5 x 8 x 5.5
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Speed
4.5
4°7
4.7
5.1
4.7

THE ANTI-LOG OF ANGEL 1975
by T P. Hogan
It is unlikely that seasoned members of the Irish Cruising Club will be wildly excited
by a description of a modest cruise to S. Brittany and back, in the glorious summer of 1975.
However, a request by St. Aidan to send in a brief account of the summer happenings
cannot be tightly ignored, and may justify the submission of this disjointed narrative
Angel oflslington is a Carter 34 in traditional timber construction, jointly owned by
myself and E.A. Goulding. Starting life as a one ton c~pper, she now rates as a three-quarter
tonner. When pointed in the right direction and expertly worked by her faithful "Gorillas,"
she still; moves well and~can compete with modern design craft of similar rating. You will be
aware that foredeck gorillas are an American invention; sel¢~tiw breeding has produced
this race of humans (almost) with arms and biceps as long and as strong as Dan Donnelly,
the prizefighter. With patient training they are capable of simple routine manoeuvres, such
as rapid headsail changes and spinnaker handling. They react well to kindly treatment and
can be conditioned to love, honour and obey the skipper. No cruising men should be
without them.
Throughout the age of sail, there never has been any shortage of good cruising men, but
few of them were as mighty with the pen as with the tiller. Ulysses who cruised the Middle
Sea for ten years after the fall of Troy, cheated by employing a ghost writer named, Homer
As every schoolboy knows, he had his crew troubles - gorillas had not then been invented.
Moreover, he returned home to wife trouble, for Penelope, his wife, didn’t like the sea and
hadn’t wasted her opportunities while her old man was wandering.
St. Paul wrote a good log of his dicey trip to Malta although he was only a passenger
and not the skipper. But he did give good advice and saved the crew from disaster. The
ferocious Vikings were men of action and not of learning and not good at the writing. Our
own St. Brendan cruised widely but left us only a modest log. Sound man Brendan.
Only a handful of great sailors were gifted with the art of storytelling, and of these,
Joshua Slocum was the outstanding natural. R.T. McMullen is more entertaining for his
comments on his pet aversions - Trade Unions and Holy Romans - than for his descriptions
of his lone voyages down Channel. Conor O’Brien was indeed a competent writer as well as
an intrepid voyager. Perhaps, oily Erskine Childers had the necessary literary genius to
match his sailing ability and there is much to be said for a policyof discouraging all presentday circumnavigators from putting Biro to paper.
But let us return to our Glenans. From Dunlaoire to Arklow and down the Irish sea was
painless but boring in bad visibility against light head winds. Our second night at sea
demanded eternal vigilance and laudable cowardice to avoid the unpredictable manoeuvres
of the numerous fishing trawlers in the St. Georges and Bristol channels. Soon we picked up
Land’s End and came to anchor in the pleasant harbour of St. Mary’s, Scilly Isles. After a
day’s rest we set off again with a fair wind for France, outside Ushant to Camaret. Here the
crew indulged in innocent Gallic pastimes, listening to classical music in the cathedral
combined with orgies of pancake eating in the Breton creperies. Remember that Ulysses
faced with similar temptations by Circe and the Sirens, stuffed the ears of the crew with
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wax and tied himself to the mast. Such drastic restraits were not required on Angel.
Feeling more and more adventurous and having acquired a nodding acquaintance with
the cardinal system of buoyage, Angel set out south through the horrific sounding Raz de
Sein to Audierne, arriving at sundown. This is a large but exposed anchorage which, however,
provides buoys for visiting boats. The adventurous crew, the gorillas, cased the joint, up the
river in the rubber dinghy, but returned to base without complications.
The gorillas now feeling capable of taking anything the Bay of Biscay can fling at them
and even the rounding of that formidable headland, Penmarch, holds no terrors for them.
Soon we are moored in the sheltered estuary of the Odet river, Benodet. Here we were joined
by the Vice-commodore of the Royal St. George complete with smoked salmon and other
goodies. The standard of living and the cost of sailing both increased dramatically.
A few good meals later we left Benodet on the fringe of a local regatta with spinnakers
flying on the way to Concarneau. Angel held her own against the gallic fleet. Concarneu has
an excellent marina and Port du Plaisance together with an extensive fishing harbour near
the old walled town.
In the marina there were many craft from the Glenans sailing centre. These chartered
boats were mainly in charge of young crews closely packed into the spartan accommodation.
On the sky-line the Isles of Glenan, home of the impressive sailing school. As there was a
disciple of the school on board Angel, a trip to the islands was completed before returning to
Concarneau and retracing our track, back to Camaret, and inside Ushant and home to
Castletownbeare via the Isles of Scilly. All quite painless.
Work being the ruination of the sailing classes, all hands were anxious to return to
Dublin but not before Drury Pearson and friends had brought Angel to Valentia and the
security of a mooring kindly provided by Des LaveUe.
In the absence of the owners, the crew and girl-friends cruised joyously in the waters
round Valentia. Lacking the higher guidance to which they had\become accustomed, there
may have been some dispute as to the pecking: order, but there is no evidence of blows being
struck in anger.
From Baltimore, Angel was ferried hometo Dunlaoire by the writer and everloving wife
in a series of civilized hops, via Kinsale and Dunmore East. Which proves that if you have
got a good female crew - marry her. The total trip added up to some 1,500 miles most of
which was cleverly organized as down-hill sailing. Thus ends this three weeks Odyssey.
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TWO SEASONS IN GIOCONDA
by Stephen Bassett
My wife and I commenced our 1974 season from Ciudadela in Minorca on 23rd May.
We were festooned with weed and made slow progress to Soller in Majorca’where we slipped.
At a cost of £50 we were hauled out, scrubbed, antifouled and put back iJ~ again - a very
reasonable charge, we thought, particularly as it included the antifouling paint.
In unpleasant winds we sailed to Rosas and from here set off across the Gulf of Lions
for Porquerolles. Unhappily, after making good 24 miles in 3 hours, we were "mistralled,"
lost our main up the mast, and returned, under engine, to Rosas - a wet and miserable
journey taking 12 hours.
Thoroughly chastened by this experience, we took the coward’s route right round the
Gulf to Port Camargue - a large modern ant-heap but a bit shOrt of ants. Here we were well
looked after and were fortunate in finding an excellent sail maker in E1-Grau-du-Roi, who
made a very good job of repairing our mainsail.
With a good forecast we left for Cassis but unhappily we were "mistralled" again, and
for 18 hours ran south under bare pole with the engine ticking over. The sea came up astern,
short and high, and we didn’t enjoy it at all. Eventually the wind died away, as more slowly
did the sea, and we were able to turn east for St Tropez, which is easily recognised by the
numerous protuberances!
After this the weather improved and we had a leisurely and fairly uneventful sail along
the coasts of France and Italy, crossed to Elba, Corsica and Sardinia, visiting all the usual
places. We backtracked to Ponza and made our way south, visiting all the islands in the
Tyrrhenian Lea, eventually arriving in Malta where we laid up for the winter. We had done
2,100 miles and visited 60 ports and anchorages.
Having paid our winter bill - £15 out, scrubbed and in, plus 4p a foot a week on the
hard, we sailed on 20th May 1975 for Yugoslavia, entering at Hercegnovi.
Here we paid dues of £10 which should, in theory, cover you for most Yugoslav ports.
Unfortunately this simply does not apply and most ports want their cut. We sailed up the
spectacular Gulf of Kotor before going north and spending two very pleasant months among
the Dalmatian islands, visiting numerous little ports and anchorages. In June we were often
the only boat, but coming south again at the end of July it was very different. Everywhere
was packed with small trailable boats and nudists. We hated the former but the Skipper
secretly rather enjoyed the latter.
We had one "bora" going u o ~the narrow Dubrovnik inlet with winds of 50 knots and
spindrift everywhere - all very frightening. Our only other excitement was a burst of
automatic fire across our bows in Lastovo - to stop us going into a prohibited anchorage.
We stopped!
Clearing Yugoslavia at Budva we went south to Paxos with an uncomfortable following
wind and sea - we were delighted to be back in Greece again.
Paxos is a charming island, and Porto Gayo very sheltered and attractive - a sort of
miniature St Tropez as it used to be. It is not, however a port of entry, so we had to go to
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Corfu to collect our Transit Log The port here is very crowded and rather exposed and
the anchorage at Gouvria, which we moved to, is much to be preferred.
Back to Paxos for some lotus-eating, and then on down to Levkas, Skorpios (where we
duly admired M.Yo Christina from a respectful distance), Ithaca, CephaUonia and the
numerous little islands in the area, a visit to two or three ports on the mainland, and it was
time to return to Malta, via Paxos again, San Stefano and Santa Maria de Leuca.
We had head winds all the way and 10 miles into the Gulf of Taranto we decided to
turn back The wind and sea made Santa Maria impossible, so we went back to Otranto
where we waited four days for the "Burrasco’s" to end.
Eventually we plucked up courage to leave, and via Crotone and Syracuse, arrived in
Malta in September - 2,167 miles run and 75 ports and anchorages visited - a very enjoyable
cruise.

WEST MEDITERRANEAN CRUISE
by John Mullins
At the close of the 1974 season I decided with regret to part with Bonnet Rouge. She
was a good boat and I had owned her for five seasons but she was by then outclassed
"around the buoys" and could not offer enough cabin accommodation for the leisurely
cruising I so much enjoy. My good friend Dr. Rory O’Hanlon came to my rescue with the
offer of the use of The Meermin for a month, which proved additionally attractive when I
learned she would be lying at Majorca by the time I was due to take her over. For readers
unfamiliar with The Meermin may I say briefly that she is a fine 35 ton cruising ketch built
of steel in 1951. Replete with every aid to comfort and navigation, she can also boast of a
powerful efficient engine.
When I owned my own boat I had always been very fortunate with crew over the years
and though they have now graduated and consequently have limited free time I managed to
muster five for the first fortnight and six for the latter two weeks. The f’lrst section left
Dublin Airport on 9th August and my colleagues were David Laurence, Donal McAnaney,
John Bourke, Sheila Treacy and Joan O’Connor° We duly arrived at Puerto de Andraitx to
find Meermin safe on her moorings and without much delay set sail to explore the coasts of
Majorca and Minorca, returning to Palma to change crews on 23rd August.
For the next stage I had Eugene McAnaney, Des Thorpe, Andrew Curtin, Stephen
Barry, Loretta Jennings and last but not least Joan O’Connor who fortunately was able to
take a further fortnight’s holiday For the second leg we sailed south to Algiers and then on
to the neighbouring yachting centre of Sidi Ferruch. I was last in Algeria in 1943 and was
interested to see how things compared, now the French have left. After three days we
turned north again for Ibiza for a few more days before returning to our base in Majorca
and hence by air to Dublin.
It was a great "holiday" cruise and I think everybody enjoyed themselves, which was
the object of the enterprise. Our ports of call and anchorages were in the following order:
Andraitx, Cala Portals, Palma, Port Colan, Port Christo, Santa Galdana, Port Mahon, Santa

Galdana, Port Pedro, Port Campo, Palma, Algiers, Sidi Ferruch, Cala Baddlia, San Antonia,
Andraitx.
UMPTEENTH CRUISE TO SCOTLAND
by H,A. Patton
It all started as cabin boy and chief washer-up in the early ’30s when primus stoves
were all the rage and salt water soap was a must. Oilskins stuck to everythivg and man-made
fibres, terylene and plastics were unknown. Now once again we headed north but for the
first time without a crew.
Only Bob Fitzsimons and myself to share the chores as our wives (who had joined us in
recent years) finally signed off and arranged to meet us by car in Tobermory. The manager
of the Western Isles Hotel had undertaken to excuse them all cooking and washing up.
Mist of Malin left Strangford on Saturday, 14 June at 1120 taking the passage inside
the Bar buoy and the South rock to beat the flood. Then to Donaghadee to wave farewell
to the absent crew ashore at my house. Having cleared Donaghadee sound we headed for
Deas point (Sron Uamha) on the Mull of Kintyre which was fetched in on increasing wind
at 2000 and by then force 6 N.Wo Full sail was set at Portavogie despite the "iron topsail"
manufactured by Henry Ford which is so essential. The sail stopped the heavy rolling as we
rounded in the overfaUs. A large ketch under bare poles crossed ahead of us heading out
N W., her crew taking shelter on deck in oilskins as she plunged into a head sea. Finally
fetched up in the Gigalum sound anchorage at Gigha just after 2300 in pitch darkness. Next
day after lunch we set sail with a S.W.4 wind for Crinan harbour, the wind leaving us north
of the MacCormaig isles as the sun broke through.
On the 16th we left on the first of the flood through the DorusMor and carried it
round Duart point to Calf island entering Tobermory bay through the Doirlinn narrows at
HW Rested overnight and then off north again to Skye. Flat calm, hot and sunny for the
first time. The islands of Eigg, Rhum, Muck, Canna and Skye were as breathtakingly
beautiful as only they can be in such conditions. Proceeded up the Kyle of Loch Alsh to
koch Duich where we anchored opposite Eilean Donnan Castle in Totaig bay.
Next morning the rain was pelting down. The barometer had fallen steeply but we were
anxious to get on so we got under way early but had to turn back due to hopeless visibility
and a force 5/6 S.Wk wind which later increased to gale. The advantage of Totaig is that
there is perfect shelter° This weather held the whole of the next day and foiled our second
attempt to leave. Instead we spent the day cruising Loch Duich in comparative shelter and
caught our tea with a spinner. The 20th dawned and we left Totaig to return to Tobermory.
All hope of getting any further had to be abandoned to keep our rendezvous with our wives.
The weekend of 21/22 June was fortunately warm and sunny with little wind, We
explored Loch Sunart with our visitors who had been joined by my youngest son from
Edinburgh° Loch Teachdais presented a challenge so after a very careful study of the narrow
entrance we eventually plu~ked up courage and let the flood take us in among the rocks
and waving fronds of seaweed. Anyone who wants to get away from it all should try it. Not
See plans between pages 50 and 51
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a yacht to be seen, though we did sight one vacant mooring.
Our last visitors ashore on Tuesday morning the 24th we headed out round the north
of Mull to the Treshnish isles in a light N.W. wind. We ran down the west side but failed to
identify the north passage in time and finally rounded Lunga and entered from the south
and let go north of Lunga. Spent a most interesting afternoon ashore exploring the island
and photographing razorbills and skuas then on to the Bull Hole opposite Iona for the
night.
The weather was overcast and dull next day but we headed south of Erraid and took
the inner passage to investigate the Tinkers Hole and then to Crinan. We approached outside
Garvelloch and close to the north of Fullah island.
We had decided to visit Alfred Mylne’s yard on the Clyde to enquire about re-ca.ulking
the decks, On arrival at Port Bannatyne we found the yard closed and went on to McGruers
at Clynder in the Gareloch arriving at Rhu on the 26th. Sighted my last love Failte on her
new mooring and sighed with regret. Ashore we enjoyed the hospitality of the R.N.Y.C.
and met Bob’s son Brian Fitzsimons who was with Arden Yachts.
Finally we left for home on Sunday 29. June anchoring for lunch at the Great Cumbrac
where we had a close up of hang gliding water skiers, and so to Lamlash withno wind. Then
an exhilarating sail to Loch Ryan where we sheltcred in The Wig for a night. A dirty wet
night and next day thick fog.

Got under way at 0915 and felt our way round (’orsewall I~oil]t managing to sight
Black head lighthouse before setting course for Strangford Lough. Wc saw nothing until we
almost rammed the South Rock lightship. The course then presented a problem and we had
decided to anchor off when suddenly the fog lifted and showed the Angus rock dead ahead.
Picked up Our mooring at Ringhaddy at 1800 on 1 J uly.
We finished the season by returning to the Clyde to lay up on 20 September and rode
out a gale in Donaghadee harbour where we witnessed the (Ttarh)tte Rhodes of Onedin Line
fame close-hauled in a full gale. She was making water fast enough to call out Donaghadee
lifeboat to stand by and escort her to Belfast. We made Girvan as the next gale was building
up and lay there for 48 hours. Then a quick passage to the Gareloch arriving on 30
September. Ashore we met Peter Clark and his wife who were the only other yachtsmen
around. Rinamara was also wintering at Clynder. A small world.
For the cruise the log recorded 453 miles and for the return to the Clyde 97.
Charlotte Rodes is depicted on the Cover ¢ff" the AnnuaL
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AINMARA TO BRITTANY
by R Gomes
After delivering a 50ft M.FoV. type motor-yacht last year from the Algarve to Lymington Deirdre was anxious to see more of Brittany so we planned to go this year. We nearly
did not make it, firstly, because of pressure of work (changed times for a Civil Servant) and
secondly because the day we planned to leave Trevor Gill, with whom nearly all my cruising has been done, twisted his knee and fell down stairs which put him out of action. This
was more awkwardas Ainmara was now full of bonded stores! However that night while
drowning our sorrows in the Yacht Club I asked Brian and Margaret Whan, who had attended
the Yachtmaster class that I take during the winter, if they would fancy a four week trip to
Brittany - four days later we motored out of Donaghadee on Saturday 26 July at 0605 after
spending the night on board The crew consisted of myself, Deirdre, Brian and Margaret and
our children Anne (14) and David (9). I was somewhat apprehensive as Brian and Margaret
had never been offshore before° As it turned out they were great sailors.
We motored and sailed to Skerries that day and left Skerries at 1245 the next day and
motored and sailed to Arklow, not wishing to have foul tides. We left Arklow at 1415 and
motored in a nasty sea to Rosslare - so far so good°
We motored out of Rosslare at 1440 after a few pints the night before in the Tuskar
Bar and the girls had swims and saunas in the morning. Wind was south F4-5 but fell away
within 5 hours, We had to motor through the night but picked up a lovely north-easterly
in the morning with biSlliant sunshine to bring us into New Grimsby. Unfortunately I misjudged the tide while rounding up to anchor and Brian could not check the chain (we have
no anchor winch) and got out and bruised his fingers. As we closed other yachts it was
noticeable that the French yachtsmen took this in their stride but an English yacht (which
we never touched) got rather irate~ - C’est la vie ....
The following morning we motored over the flats to Hughtown after spending an
uncomfortable night lying across the tide and rolling rather badly° This was our first time
at the Scilly Isles and are now looking forward to our next visit We might as well have been
in France as 90% of the yachts were French
We sailed out of St. Mary’s pool at 1125 on Friday 1 August with the wind NE by E.
F3 and very hazy. By 1900 the wind was up to E.N.E F6 and we were down to storm jib,
5 rolls in the main and mizen and this continued through the night until it fell fight at dawn
with a thick fog (about 25 yds visibility) This was very uncomfortable as we were in the
vicinity of Ushant
The Chenal du Four was out of the question so we altered course to round Ushant
After an unpleasant few hours working on Ushant Radio-beacon and soundings at 1345 we
came into sunshine 1 mile off St. Mathieu point, Swimming trunks on and Gin! - we’re
here° We spent the rest of the afternoon drifting across to Camaret where we tied up to
the pontoons at 1600. The temperature was in the 90"s and everybody was happy, even
Anne who suffers from seasickness, and the Channel crossing had been rough with the wind
forward of the beam
From here we spent some idyllic days sailing to Audierne (with thick fog locally at
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the Raz de Sein), Benodet and Concarneauo Since leaving home we had been keeping in
touch with Trevor back home in the hope that he would be well enough to join us - but
our last contact was made at Benodet
We left Concarneau on 8 August at 0830 and had a fine sail for a while with spinnaker,
etc but on the west side of the lie de Groix it blew up to F8 W,N.W. inside an hour and we
shortened down to storm jib and 8 rolls in the main- still in sunshine. A large sea built up
quickly but when we passed Quiberon point and were in the Teignouse channel the wind
dropped a little and the offlying rocks and banks had killed the seas. We sailed up to Port
Haliguen and picked up a mooring as instructed in the outer harbour. It is a fairly new
marinn with an outer harbour with many moorings for larger yachts; it wa~ very crowded,
The next day we went to Ile de Houat and spent the afternoon off the beach on the
south side of the island and came round to the harbour in the evening The harbour was
very crowded and we had great difficulty in finding room, eventually we dropped anchor
and rafted beside a local fishing boat, but, while we were having tea we heard angry shouting
and came on deck to find the fisherman gesticulating with a knife in his hand - we got the
message, cast off and dropped back a boat’s length and were offered to-raft alongside a
French yacht when we did. That night some yachts must have spent an uncomfortable night
outside the shelter of the harbour as it was still blowing quite fresh and we experienced the
first rain since we left Donaghadee but we still had not worn oilskins.
On Sunday 10 August we sailed across to the Morbihan and had an interesting sail
against the last of the ebb We found bad holding ground at [armor. so we moved round to
the other side of the island to a pleasant anchorage surrounded by fir trees
We motored and sailed the next day to Port Tudy, lie de Groix and went on the
following day to the Glenan islands. We had a look at Penfret and went on across in very
shallow water to Ile de St. Nicolas where we anchored for the night.
We sailed in light airs the following day to St. Guenole where we arrived 1 hour after
low water C.A. book states that the entrance is awash at L W. but we had no difficulty
in finding sufficient water and the outlying rocks had killed any swell. There was only one
French yacht there who seemed surprised that we had been able to get in with the tide so
low This was the only harbour in Brittany that we had been in which was free of yachts,
everywhere else had been too crowded at night. We very much liked this place and spent
two nights there. The fact that I happened to want to dry the boat out and scrub the
bottom had nothing to do with it of course! I went over and surveyed the bottom at the
fish quay and then brought Ainmara in, much to the consternation of some local fishermen.
My French could not cope nor could a Parisienne on holiday who could not understand
the Breton tongue However after seeing the way that Deirdre tied her bowlines they went
off muttering "Ha harr un matelot7 We had a delightful meal ashore that night and left at
0545 on 15 August, taking care when we changed from one transit to the other on the way
out, as the French yacht had warned us of a rock awash at L,W. which did not appear to be
marked and which they had touched - we did not see ito We then had an excellent sail to
Douarnenez with the wind SW F4-5 We had planned on Morgat but thought that it would
be exposed and the wind freshened so we went to the marina at Treboul and took a stroll
into Douarnenez that evening° We now had oilskins on for the first time on the cruise.
The next day we had an uneventful passage to L’Abervrac’h, Except that I lost the

forehatch cover overboard, and when the skylight cover blew off the following night in
L’Abervrach during a gale, I was not pleased.
Sunday 17 August was spent in L’Abervrac’h. I searched alor~g.theshore for aoy cover
with no success. It was still very windy. We left on 18 August at 0500 and saw a 65 ft. French
yacht high and dry; during the night she had gone too far to the east inside the harbour.
We had a good fast sail to Newlyn with the latter part in very poor visibility, and tied up
for the night alongside Dictator on her way home from the Fastnet.
The following morning we went over to the basin at Penzance as the harbour was
likely to be busy. We spent the next two days there and had a couple of meals in the Seafarers restaurant. We saw Assiduous and Sule Skerry in the basin together on passage.
On 22 August we left at 0400 and had what I consider to be the most unpleasant
passage I have made for some time, motorsailing into a N.N.W.F.5 to 6, If was rough and
uncomfortable around Lands’ End and continued so until we were within 40 miles of
Ireland. Water seemed to come in everywhere. Brian and Margaret were anxious now to get
home so sadly they jumped off onto a fishing boat in Rosslare at 1130 on the 23rd. Of
course we then had an excellent sail on up to Arklow with the tide right and the wind backing to S.S.W. F5 .. We ran with bedding, clothes etc adorning the boat and arrived at Arklow
at 1900. The children seemed to recover quickly from the seasickness but the minor scars
are probably still there.
On Sunday 24 August at 0515 we motored out of Arklow, now low on diesel, and
with bits of sailing picked iap a lovely westerly off Dun Laoghaire, where we had planned to
stop; and finished up that evening at Port Oriel. The harbour master, Paddy Hodgins, could
not have been more helpful and took me for diesel at 2200. It is touching to come across
such a person.
On 25 August we sailed out of Port Oriel at 0600 and had a truly memorable sail the
whole way home to Donaghadee with the wind never above F.3. Anne actually got out of
her bunk inside the South rock! This sail was only slightly marred when I sailed into the
harbour at Donaghadee to find an unattended motor boat on my mooring.
On reflection I feel that we might have visited too many anchorages in the time for
the enjoyment of the children. I think that at least two nights per anchorage with children
is fair, even with adults, but I find it difficult when I am in waters with so much to see and
so little time available.
Away for 31 days. Visited 22 ports/anchorages 14 of which were in France. Miles
made good 1,177. Under way for 231 hours of which 48% under power.
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A CRUISE TO THE BALTIC
by Tony Morton
A long leave between two appointments gave me the chance to take Sung Foon to the
Balti.c and back, and prudently deferring my sailing from Friday 13th, John Wilsey and I set
out from Burnham on Saturday with a good forecast, a fair wind and a favourable stream.
That same morning the omens were further improved by the sight of some twenty Thames
barges under sail off Brightlingsea.
We made a night stop in the Orford river (45 miles) and after some heavy rain on
passage we reached Lowestoft on Sunday afternoon and secured off the Royal Norfolk and
Suffolk where John left me and returned to London. (35 miles)
My stepbrother "Jay" joined me in the afternoon of Monday 16th and with the ever
generous help of lan Quarrie and all at the Club we were in fine shape when we sailed at
0930 on Tuesday for the Texel L.V. It was a beautiful, sunny but cold day with light airs
and so we only made about 3 knots until 2000. However, the wind then went northerly and
freshened and we were able to make a very good landfall on the Texel at 0815.
At 1000 with the Texel close to the north I felt that the prevailing wind and sea
conditions would make it a very long flog up to West Terschelling, and so I decided to take
the flood into ahd up the Waddenzee past Den Helder and, with luck, carry it to Harlingen.
As we approached the Mozengat the wind freshened and we were soon rushing along on the
flood stream up the Texelstroom. By 1600 we were off Kornwerderzand but the short
remaining leg straight up wind to Harlingen was obviously beyond the power of the engine
and so we passed through the lock into the Ijsselmeer and ran down past Hinderloopen,
where affairs nearly went awry, to Staveren. Here we berthed in the outer harbour off
the canal entrance at 2000. (153 miles)
After a long and peaceful night we locked into the canal basin and enjoyed a brief walk
in the pleasant little town where we purchased the latest Esso canal map. By 1145 we were
under way, half motoring and half drifting up the canal and soon enjoying a pleasant
passage through the Heegermeer.
During the afternoon the wind freshened to westerly 2/3 and gave us a splendid sail
up the Princess Margriet canal and through the Sneekermeer so that we were able to secure
for the night in a unfinished new marina about two cables up the canal leading towards
Grouw and opposite the Oude Schouw. (23% miles)
We had another very pleasant evening and night and were ahle to make a good ~tart
early the next morning, the 20th. We made a good passage, part under engine part under
sail through Swetzenberg, past the turning to Leeuwarden and through Strohos to the locks
at Gaarkeuken. Although we were delayed at two bridges, each delay had its pleasures
especially at Rohel Augustinusga where we were entertained by the fourtee|a year old Irma
de Vries and her friends swimming around us.
Passing Gaarkeuken was a long drawn out process, lengthened by the antics of a "’bearded
wonder", but by 1700 we were able to enter the Hoen Diep despite the bridgekeeper’s
reluctance to admit us. The canal was obviously little used and silting, but navigation was
eased by the withies planted to mark shoaling and all bridges were opened quickly and cheerfully, especially at Zuidhorn, where we paid a "toll" into the traditional clog lowered by
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the children.
We reached the outskirts of Groningen at 1830. (27 miles). Here a barge-master seemed
almost to enjoy dismaying us by telling us, that the railway swing bridge in Groningen no
longer swung, that the Hoen Diep was now closed until Monday and that the only way
around Groningen, without lowering our mast, was to go back to Leeuwarden and thence
via the Lauwers Zee and the Riet Diep to rejoin the main canal less then ten kilometres away
from our present berth. However we then met some most helpful barge owners who assured
us we could easily get our mast lift~l out and on whose barge we spend an interesting and
entertaining evening.
On the dot of 0800 the next morning, Saturday, there was Mr. Vannemen starting up
his crane, and with the cheerful assistance of our friends of the night before, who had got up
early especially to help us, the mast was down and lashed within the hour. We set off down
the canal towards the centre of the town and soon passed under the now forever closed swing
bridge and into the centre of the town. Despite the traffic everyone was very helpful and
quick with the bridges and locks so that we were able to reach the Eemskanal before the
locks and bridges closed for the week-end at 12.30.
As we plugged along towards Delfzijl the N.E. wind steadily freshened to 6/7. Thus,
when we cleared the canal and reached the Delfzijl marina in the outer harbour, it was
already very crowded, and quickly becoming more so as the German yachts out from Ernden
came into shelter. (22 miles)
The next morning, Sunday, the weather was better and the harbour began to empty.
This enabled us to shift to a very comfortable berth and begin cleaning and maintaining ship.
Enquiries of the harbourmaster about cranes and their costs, together with a walk along the
dockside to inspect the facilities and prospects for setting up our mast were very gloominducing. However, our neighbours in the marina, the de Vries family, in their smart new
ketch ’The Porpoise’ told us that there was a boat builder on the old canal who would
almost certainly p~lt the mast back for us quickly and Well.
At 0800 on Monday, Mr. de Vries sent along his young son to pilot us and within five
minutes we were off towards the lock and the old canal Soon after our arrival there the boat
builder and his small crane, assisted by members ol the de Vries family, had the mast in and
the rigging set up and by noon all was virtually complete. We said goodbye and a very big
thank you to the de Vries family and made our way to the locks under engine. We cleared
the locks by 1300 and motored our way against the elab to the North End of the harbour,
as the seaward channel from the South Entrance was blocked by pipe-line operations. Off
the North entrance a good North Easterly breeze soon sprang up and we had a splendid sail
on the ebb to iBorkum where we berthed alongside one of the big pontoons (28 miles).
Although Qur berth could not have been more comfortable, we had a very disturbed
night as "Jay" was very sick and felt very weak next morning. However, the forecast at 0630
wasN NoE. 3/4 and so we set out for Norderney; but as we left the shelter of the island we
found the wind still very fresh from the north and the sea bumpy. Accordingly, in the
prevailing visibility and conditions I kept going against the flood down the main channel,
rather than attempt the Rife channel, until I was able to turn away north-west to clear the
Hohes Riff and thence come round to my passage course for Norderney.
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As the morning progressed the wind continued to freshen and with the aid of the flood
stream and shortened sail, we made a very fast passage past the islands of Memert and Juist.
At 1230, with wind northerly force 7, I again shortened sail and decided that in the developing wind and sea conditions, and with my crew still weak from such a bad night, I just had
time to, and should, take the Schluchter passage into Norderney.
Accordingly, I altered course to pick up the passage buoy and at 1330 we entered the
Schluchter itself. It was an unpleasant experience with a heavy roaring surf to port and
starboard and a very confused foaming sea in the passage itself, but by holding the boat in
the channel on an improvised transit of the Schluchter black buoy and a hump on the dunes,
we made it with never less than three feet under the keel. After twenty minutes we were in
the main channel running down wind against the strong ebb and, an hour later, secured near
the Yacht Club (34 miles). Despite the strong winds and swirling sand, we had a very comfortable and cheerful evening planning "Jay’s" return to his practice and my own onward
passage inshore of the islands.
The next morning, Wednesday the 25th "Jay" set off on the ferry to Norddeich and
with the wind much eased, a good forecast and much good advice from the Buoy Depot and
the Harbourmaster, I decided to make for Helgoland and thence take the flood up the Elbe.
Accordingly, after shortening sail in preparation for the passage, I got under way under engine
and once clear of the harbour motor-sailed out against the wind, the sea and the last of the
flood. The sea conditions wererough with a particularly unpleasant surf and the inshore end
of the seaward leg of the Dove Tief channel and it was difficult to hold the line of the
channel against a strong cross-set. I cleared the channel shortly after midday but the wind
then became very light for about three hours until it went north-westerly force 4/5 and I
was soon tramping along and by 1800 had raised Helgoland. Three hours later I entered the
outer harbour and secured stern to a buoy and ste~n to one of the barges which make up
the yacht harbour (46 miles).
I awoke early to a fine day with good forecast, and after a quick breakfast, slipped
under sail and having cleared the harbour with three other yachts, shaped course for the Elbe
light-vessel. By 1005 it was abeam and I began to get the aid of the flood. I had a glorious
run up the Elbe goose-winging, and even using the spinnaker with "George", (The QM.), at
the tiller, happily encouraged by the crew of the Esso Cardiff . I entered Cuxhaven yacht
harbour at 1310 and with the kindly help of the owner of the Deeren Lutte. was given a
very sheltered inner berth for the night. This presented an interesting ship-handling problem,
but all went well much to the delight of the owner of Helios H who then entertained me with
much beers (42 miles).
On Friday, 27th I made a leisurely start, completed my shopping and with a strong
south-westerly wind, slipped out of the yacht harbour and caught the flood up to
Brunsbuttel Koog arriving off the lock gates at 1330, by which time the wind had eased and
gone northerly. I entered the North lock shortly afterwards, with other yachts, and then had
a long and hot trek to the Cashier’s office and bac~, arriving just in time to get on board and
struggle out of the lock in none too happy a fashion and so set off up the canal under engine
and genoa. All went fairly well until I was headed by the wind at Hochdorn bridge and had
to furl the genoa. Fifteen minutes later the engine gave up off Duckerswich siding. I drifted
towards the north bank but just managed to grapple a dolphin before the first big wash
arrived and so avoid Sung Foon being thrown on the rocky bank. A few minutes later I

managed to coax a little life out of the engine and spluttered my way alongside the siding
itself. This afforded little comfort as I had to sit on the jetty fending the boat off with my
legs as each ship steamed past.
Everything seemed very gloomy until the German owner of a large high powered
houseboat, The Rita, which was also lying alongside, decided that he could stand it no
longer but must leave and kindly gave me a tow. We set off at a furious pace up the canal
and when Rita’s port engine ran out of fuel they continued to tow me until we were off
the Gieselau canal I managed to sputter about three hundred y~ds up this and secure to
the west bank, where I set about the engine but to no avail, (36% miles). This sombre
evening was relieved by a large blue motor launch going by to an accompaniment of the
cheerful voices in song of British Servicemen Later the same launch returned with its
crew in fine form and some new words ringing out to the tune of Land of Hope and
Glory.
On Saturday morning I awoke early to find it a lovely, but almost windless, day and
the engine still whoUy unco-operative, I worked my down to the main canal and set all
possible sail hoping to catch a breeze, but with no success. Once again a kindly German
gave me a tow with Iris small yacht and so I limped on towards Rendsburg. Then the large
blue launch re-appeared wearing a white ensign and kindly took me in tow to Rendsburg,
where we went alongside° Here it transpired that they were H.M.S. Tiger:s "B" Boiler
Room crew on a week-end expedition.
They quickly restored some life to my engine, although it still sounded sickly, and
soon I was off again under tow up the canal towards Holtenau which we reached at about
1500.
I crept uncertainly into the lock at Holtenau under my own power and on securing
I met my two kind German friends again, whilst the ’Tigers’ made friends with Rita
Lieutenant Broadbent, who was in charge of the ’Tigers’, then said that he would see us
both safely into the British Kiel Y.C. at Stickenhorn and with the kind assistance of
LME (M) Mann aboard Sung Foon this was achieved by 1700 (33Ya miles). I set to on the
engine and stripped down the exhaust, the carburettor, etc. etc. but with no success. At
2130 came an invitation to visit my old friend the Captain of Tiger and so were problems
eased and sleep encouraged
The next four days were spent in the friendly and helpful surrounds of the BKYC,
working on the boat whilst a local firm tackled the magneto and I awaited arrival of a spare
condenser and make and break Captain Justice and his team could not have done
more, but the loss of four wonderful sailing days was hard to bear.
The local firm brought the magneto back on Wednesday evening and happily the
engine gained a new lease of life - but at a price! I waited impatiently until 1245 on
Thursday, 3rd July, in the hope that the mail might bring the spare condenser, etc., and
then with hope unfulfilled,I slipped from the Yacht Club in company with three yachts
of the Offshore Youth Club and set out down Kiel Haven hoping to make the southern
entrance to the Great Belt that night.
By 1625 I had Kiel Lt abeam and in the light north-easterly wondered if I should try
to make for Schlei, but decided to press on. Soon the wind died right away and I had three
hours of drifting, only relieved by the perfect evefiing, until a good westerly breeze sprang

up. Keldsnor light on the southern end of Langeland came abeam just before midnight, but
my hopes of anchoring close inshore in the lee of the land, and without offending the prohibited
anchorage mark of the chart, received a nasty shock when a search-light shone fiercely from
the shore to illuminate a merchant ship. Accordingly, I pushed on up the coast and anchored
off Hjortholm woods (44 miles).
After a short night’s rest disturbed by the wash of large ships, I weighed early and beat
up the coast in light airs, until I was off the attractive town of Spodsberg when the wind freshened. After three hours it then went light again; but the coast and scenery were delightful
and the afternoon passed very pleasantly. By 1645 I was close off Hov light, and then worked
my way round the Hov Sands and entered Lohals at 1830 (28 miles). It was very crowded,
but I managed to get a very comfortable berth on a large German motor yacht.
After another disturbed night I was under way again and heading north by 8000, much
encouraged by the promise of favourable winds. These held for just long enough for me to
clear the ferry routes and then off Spr~Sg~5 Island died right away.
Fitful light airs did not all’ow me to do more than "ghost" along with occasional use of
the engine during the afternoon up the coast of Funen and past Roms~/island, until at 1745
I had no choice but to head for Ballen on Sams6 island under engine. After an hour or so the
wind freshened very slightly and I was able to sail up to Ballen and secure along the inshore
end of the South wall by 2100 (43~A miles). Ballen proved to be an attractive and comfortable
reward for a long day and a frustrating passage under a fierce sun. It also provided a peaceful
night as even the motor cyclists stopped before midnight.
The next day, Sunday, I made a leisurely start in glorious weather with a light easterly
wind and ghosted Northward up the Sams¢) coast. The passage around the north of Sams~5
and between the islands did not prove easy, as the low island of Bosserne was hard,to identify,
and the only easily recognisable feature/mark was the island of Vejrh with its beacon. Again
the wind died right away at 1130 just as I was clearing the islands; but within an hour, possibly
encouraged by my starting the engine, it came up again from the south-east and I was able to
get going well under the spinnaker. I had a glorious run up past the island of Hjelm, with its
attractive anchorage in the lee of a sandspit, and then on up the Jutland coast until south of
Grenaa when the southerly wind again died right away only to suddenly come up again from
the north-east. I reached Grenaa at 1940, (43 miles). I secured alongside a fine thirty-eight
year old Danish yacht Undine, also single-handed, whose owner was an expert on Danish
anchorages and gave me some very good tips. He also showed me with great pride his compass,
which he believed had come from the British submarine E3 sunk in World War I.
Monday, 7th July, dawned another perfect day and I was able to slip from Undine
under sail at 0810 and make for Anholt, which Undine had warned me would be very
crowded. ’Sung Foon’ went very well until we were clear of Farnaes when the wind again
went flukey and eventually by early afternoon died completely away.Despite endless
fiddling with the sail and spinnaker, I was unable to keep her moving and became very
frustratedby other yachts motoring happily by with their sails flapping. At last, just
before 1600, I could bear it no more, took down my sails and motored for the harbour
at Anholt. In the bright sunlight, it was rather unnerving to be able to see the sand thirty
feet below about two miles out. On entering Anholt, (27 miles) 1 was lucky to be able
to berth on a Royal Danish Navy MFV, which 1 had met at Grenaa, and so do some very
satisfactory shopping ashore before berthing with a stern anchor out and stern to a
dolphin close inshore. As Undine had said it might do, it proved the only part of the
harbour which was not hopelessly overcrowded. After doing some essential maintenance
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A bore and below: Overlapping views of the harbour at Anholt island (Sweden) in the Kattegat.

Below: Hauvstenssund narrows, Sweden. Photos: A.S. Mortott
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and a good supper I went early to bed.
I awoke at 0430 on Tuesday, the 7th, and finding the breeze promising, slipped and
was clear of the harbour on course for the Slusen passage by 0500. Although the wind was
light, I raised Fladen light at 1135, and as it came abeam the wind freshened from the northwest. This gave me a fair wind, south of Noddingen into the Malo Hamn approaches and
thence to my anchorage in Skalla Hamn in a most attractive cove on the west side. (45 miles).
This was made all the more delightful by the scent of pine and honysuckle and the tinkling
of bells on sheep, It was such a perfect evening that I had a swim. After supper a boat came
alongside and I was invited ashore for coffee, in his very nice house at the head of the bay,
by Mr. George Johnsson and his wife. Later, after a most pleasant evening, he brought me
back again in a perfect end to a perfect day.
I made a leisurely start the next morning and in perfect weather but with very light
wind, explored the anchorages of Malo Hamn and then of Ockeroo Sund, leaving which I
had a nasty fall down the fore hatch° During the afternoon I worked my way up the coast,
passing through the Saro anchorages from the south between Vallda island and Myra, and
finally secured at 1800 in the lagoon at Fjordholmen, near a helpful Danish couple in their
folkboat, with a stern anchor and a line to a ring on the rocks (241/2 miles).
The next day I had a very good sail up through the very attractive archipelago and
approaches to Gothenberg, where I berthed in the marina at Lilla Bommens Hamn in the
centre of the city. (14½ miles). Here I was made very welcome by Gus Eriksen and his
assistant, Stefan Berne, and had a most happy and rewarding stay in their most enjoyable
and helpful company. Their help made it possible to made the fullest preparations for
the next leg of the cruise, even to the extent of recharging calorgas bottles and collecting
Lewis Thatcher, my crew, from the ferry terminal in Gus’s own car. It was also very good
to meet Haaken and Ava Christophersen of the Scandia, and learn first hand about
Frederikstad.
At 1000 on Saturday, 12th July, with Lewis Thatcher aboard and Sung Foon fully
stored except for the magneto spares, we slipped from Lilla Bommens Hamn in a fresh
south-westerly breeze. This soon brough rain, which in turn killed the breeze and made our
progress northward very slow as we worked our way inside Kalvsund and Bjorko islands.
However, in the late afternoon, as we rounded Gallskarsb island, the wind picked up and
we made a good passage to the west of Salo and thence between the Lekskar islands, where
the wind freshened further and the heavy rain set in again. These conditions together with
flashes of lightning, rolling thunderand glimpses of Marstrand castle ~adthe Paternoster
light made a very Shakespearean setting to the "interesting" passage round the west of
Klaveron island. Happily, when we were off Skallen and the northern approaches to Marstrand, the weather improved and we were able to make the attractive and very secure
natural rock harbour in the north-east comer of the island of Astol, where the small houses
come right down to the water’s edge, and where the inhabitants commtate by boat to
Marstrand (31 miles).
We had a comfortable and quiet night alongside a large Swedish motor fishing vessel
yacht despite the sounds of strong winds and rain. These sounds became very real on
Sunday morning, when we looked over the harbour wall before breakfast. However, despite
the gloomy forecast, the strong W.S.W. wind eased slightly during the morning and we
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decided to take the inland route north up the fjords towards Uddeualla and thence southwestward,
At 1145 we got under way with the No 1 jib and a well reefed main and were soon
rushing down wind and sea past the islands of Sto Dyron and Stensk and thence north-eastward off the western end of Algon into a good lee Here the seas were much easier; but the
wind remained westerly force 6/7° All afternoon we sped northwards in glorious sunshine
and amist beautiful scenery, which was particularly striking at the narrows at Svanesund
and Djurnsdu, where amidst the mountains and trees the wind eased. At 1600 off Kolholm
light we shook out two rolls in the main and then had a very happy hour in fiercely competitive tacking Ihrough the narrows between Havstens and Kalvo fjords and made the
bridge north of Vindon. After a very sporting passage down Ka!vo fjord we rounded the
southern end of Kalvon and thence made for the small creek at Rasvnas where we secured
with a stern anchor out close to the rocks at 1930, and were soon joined by a Danish folkboat and a small Norwegian motor cruiser. (38 miles)
After a comfortable night we woke on Monday, the 14th, to a fine day and from our
Norwegian neighbours the report of a good forecast and were soon on our way down the
fjord past Halton towards Balogat and the inner route to Lysekil, which had been highly
recommended to us as a very attractive one. We entered these very narrow waters at 1030
and had a very good passage through them, which amply fulfillecL all our expectations and
in which it would have been delightful to spend more time. By 1200 we were south of
Lysekil and heading north-west towards Fisketangen, Kungshamn and Smogen. After a
short spell of light rain we were able to shake out all our rolls in the main and within two
hours were in the somewhat complicated waters off these three towns. However, after a
nasty moment off Pengeskarsb light, we wriggled our way out close inshore off Kelven and
Smogen and took our departure from the Skarvasatt light at 1515. We had a very good sail
northwards past Mjolskar and Soteskar islands through the narrow passage west of Hamburgo
and thence through the islands to Fjallbacka, where we decided not to stop but to press on
to the almost land-locked and very attractive natural harbour at Langesjo (42 miles). Here
we anchored in ten feet at 1845 and were immediately welcomed and kindly entertained on
board Johanna III by Sven Nilsson, and also viewed with apparent favour by nine cygnets.
It made a perfect end to a splendid day’s sail.
It rained heavily during the night and we awoke to a fresh south-westerly and all the
signs of an Irish "soft day". As we left our anchorage Johanna III hailed us with "strong
winds" and thus, when at 0915 I noticed a small tear in the old main at a batten pocket,
I decided to slip into the bay at S. Dyvik on the east coast of Otteron island, anchor there
to unbend the mainsail and set a smaller headsail and well-reefed mainsail from my new suit
of sails. All this was completed and we were under way again within the hour.
Despite the rain and freshening wind we had a grand sail northward through the islands
to the approaches of the very narrow and dramatically steep-sided channel at Havstenssund.
Entering the narrows themselves we passed the light tender Virgo at 1200 and then a delightful sail northward in attractive and sheltered waters for an hour until we were south of the
rocks of Svartskaren where, although there was still some shelter, it was pretty rough and
the wind was now S,W. force 6/7. We kept going northward at a good speed inshore of the
islands of Ramso and N & S. Koster; but when we cleared the latter we catght the full force
of the wind, now force 7/8, and heavy seas. We had a difficult and unpleasant passage with
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the marks not easy to identify until I was able to open Homlungenlight from N.Lauer, and
so gain much comfort. At 1500 we virtually surfed on the heavy seas into Lopeven fjord
between the islands of Asmalo andKirko and close past the breakers on Fugletank skerry
and the shallows of Kvernskr Grund. Soon we were much relieved to reach sheltered waters,
but the wind kept up at force 8 so that we made a very fast passage through the islands and
tp the channel to Fredrikstad. (46 miles).
We managed to find a lee off Fugievikstrand to get the main down and then proceeded
under jib and engine to berth in the middle of the town below the bridge in the western outlet
of the river. Here we were moderately comfortable despite a persistant swell from wind
against stream and the heavy wash from ferries, who had little regard for anyone. We were
also a source of much interest to passers by and had a long visit from a friendly merchant
seaman, a Mr. Fjell. It had been a memorable passage, in which Sung Foon had behaved
superbly and made a very suitable finale to the long passage to Norway.
On Wednesday, the 16th, after a very wet but successful morning, which included the
repair of the mainsail and further visit by Mr. Fjell, who kindly gave us a small viking ship
souvenir, we set out on the long trip home to Burnham shortly after midday°
The first part of the passage was back down the Norwegian and Swedish coasts to
Marstrand, stopping for the night at the old fishing harbour at Ekenas on the island of SorKoster (24 miles) and next night anchoring off the small island of Pittleh near Lysekil
(45 miles). Thence we proceeded through the narrow channels from Gullholmen southward
to Oxskar island and thence to Marstrand, (26 miles) where we spend the night before
making a long drawn-out and drifting passage across to Frederikshavn on the Jutland Coast,
(45 miles). During the next two days we worked our way southward to Hals (35 miles)
and thence inshore of the Tangen shoals to Grenaa, (47 miles), where arriving in rising winds,
we were weather-bound for two days.
We sailed from Grenaa on Thursday, the 24th, for Fredericia hoping to spend the night
at Kolby Kaas on Sams4 but strong winds and failing light caused us to bear away to Aarhus
for the night (45 miles). After another long day’s sail, which ended with a grand reach down
the Little Belt, we reached Fredericia (47V2 miles).Next Day, Saturday, at Middelfart, Lewis
Thatcher left and Quentin Russell, complete with bagpipes, joined. We sailed on again that
evening down the Little Belt to Assens (22 miles) and thence to Faaborg via Ly¢ Havn for a
splendid night enlivened by Scotland the Brave for sunset (29 miles). The passage the next
day down to the British Kiel Y.Co at Stickenhorn was again a long, hot and slow one, (44
miles).
After two nights and a day at the Yacht Club for reparis to the magneto, we transitted
the Kiel canal to Brunsbuttel most satisfactorily under tow from Salome a large Dutch
auxiliary ketch, (54% miles). On Thursday and Friday, 1st August, made a long passage down
the Elbe and along the Friesian islands to West Terschelling, (164% miles).
From Terschelling we re-entered the Ijsselmeer and, after a night at Hindeloopen (31
miles), calling at Einkhausen and another night at Hoorn (27 miles), entered the North Sea
canal at Oranjesluizen. This latter proved an unpleasant and hazardous process amongst heavy
barge traffic. However, after a good sail down the canal itself we reached Ijmuiden late on
Monday the 4th (36% miles). We sailed again the next morning down the coast and by the Sluk
Gat channel to the Haringuliet and Hellevoetsluis (53 miles).
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Quentin left early next morning, the 5th, and later the same day I worked my way up
the Haringvliet, through the locks leading into the tidal waters of the Volkerak and so down
to Bruinisse (30 miles). Leaving Bruirdsse early on the 6th and taking the stream through
the narrows and down the Keeten and thence to Wemeldinge, I was able to take the canal
there to Hanswert and thence again to catch a favourable stream down the Westerschelde
past Breskens and so reach Zeebrugge late the same day (53½ miles). This was splendid except
for a very nerve-racking transit of the canal amidst the weight and impatience of the commercial traffic. I was helped to a berth in the yacht harbour at Zeebruge by taking into tow
a small French yacht becalmed off the entrance, the crew of which then shouted directions
in French.
From Zeebrugge I pressed on early the next day to Ostende, where I had hoped to pick
up a crew. (15½ miles). However, after waiting in vain for the rest of Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, I set out on my own just before dawn on Monday, the 11 th, for BurnharrL
I made a good passage across to the Kentish Knock and thence with some ebb still to
run made my way across the sands into the East Swin; but the passage on the flood up the
Swin, the Whittaker channel and the Crouch itself on a very dark night was not so enjoyable
However, I secured safely to my mooring at 0300 on Tuesday, 12th August (42½ miles).
I had been away for 60 days and covered some 1,920 miles for nearly a third of which I had
been single-handed.
It had been a splendid cruise, marred only by the light midday winds in the Baltic and
off the German coast and by troubles with the engine. The Swedish and Norwegian coasts
and the islands off them, being my goal, rightly proved the high spots of the cruise; but the
greatest pleasure lay in the kindness and cheerful friendliness of all whom I met, and the
good-humoured tolerance of my crews.
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SKYE’S THE LIMIT
by Miles C~rk
Three hours in the stuffy heat of a confined compartment was enough to make anyone
glad to be getting away. A huge sign over the station exits quickly dispelled doubts that I
was anywhere but Oban. Fifteen minutes later I was sitting in the cabin of WiM Goose, a
steaming place of curry in front of me.
The following morning I woke in the focsle to the sound of rowlocks being hurriedly
withdrawn from their sockets along with the familiar heavy thud of feet on the sidedeck,
the rustle of an oilskin and minutes later the sizzle of eggs and bacon in a pan. After a brief
entanglement with a marker buoy rope which was round our chain we were underway. Soon
Wild Goose was past Kerrera, the island that shelters Oban, and was crossing the Firth of
Lorne, a light north-wester|3, breeze letting us set the mainsail and two headsails. The sun
was rising in a cloudless sky behind us and we could look up Loch Linnhe to the jutting
mountains and still further to the gateway to the Caledonian Canal. Passing Lady rock we
remembered many stories of the bearded Scots who had owned Duart Castle, the craggy
outline of which stood on the tip of Mull guarding the entrance to the sound; one of the
more notable characters in the castle’s history had tied his wife, with whom he had become
bored, to this rock near the waterline at the start of a rising tide. A little later, the wind swung
more northerly, so we spent the night in the wooded bay just inside Loch Aline entrance
along the Morven shore.
After supper we sailed our "puffin" dinghy across to explore a rectangular cavern on
the other shore. It turned out to be a mine producing sand for glass making. All seemed shut
down for the weekend; we did a quarter mile sortie into a maze of blackness, but decided
that with only a shaky old torch it was unwise to go any further. At eight o’clock after having
a drink with the Loch Aline Social Club we returned to WiM Goose.
The following day, Sunday 20th July was clear. With a beam wind, we had a great sail
up towards the northern entrance to the Sound, passing Salen and the Green Isle. It was at
Tobermory that we decided to leave WiM Goose for about two weeks. Despite warnings that
holding was bad and all anchorages very deep we perseYered and eventually found Mr. Goldie
owner of the Tobermory Fish Farm which is situated by a scenic waterfall at the south or
Aros end of the bay; he would show us where to go and was prepared to look after her. This
anchorage meant also that we would be well clear of the mass of yachts that were to come
in during the finish of the Tobermory race. We laid two anchors with a swivel between and
left a third on the foredeck to be put out in the event of a strong blow from the northwest.
Our journey home involved a taxi with Mr. Warnock (Auxiliary Coastguard Officer) to
Craignure, the ferry to Oban, followed by the same train journey I had done three days
before twisting around the lochs of Argyllshire to Glasgow, a flight to Aldergrove, car home,
12 hours hatch to door.
We went back to Tobermory on 9 August and having previously arranged groceries to be
ready on arrival we sailed next day for Rhum. The sea off Ardnamurchan was slight and
a light N.E. breeze took us through the sound between Eigg and Muck. Rhum looked
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very dominating with its powerful summits of Halival and Askival.
Later we ghosted down into the ring of hills round Loch Scresort to see three mammouth masts pricking the skyline. She was a square rigger and turned out to be the Captain
Scott, the 36 cadet sail training ship° Captain Shaw and first mate Purser, a distant relation,
came over for a drink, and later showed us round the chart and wheelhouse, engine room
and the cadets sleeping quarters. The Captain laughed as he returned a large hooked pipe to
his bearded mouth and pointed out the steps up which the cadets had to run early in the
morning for an ice cold showering down with a hose by the bosun. All the cadets were at
that time in the mountains bivouacing for several nights. The Captain Scott does one month’s
trip and spends about a week on sail training in the Isle of Mull before going to Rhum and
later maybe north to the Outer Hebrides, (Unfortunately she has now had to pay off due to
lack of finance).
The following morning we were allowed to go aloft; it made me shiver to imagine the
great yards thrashing around in a heavy sea in olden times. After a short run ashore to buy
some milk and eggs at the shop at the head of the loch we took a brief look into the huge
house built in 1890 by a former owner of the island. It had a fascinating ’organola’, one of
only two in the world, in perfect condition.
There was a heavy fog as we left the loch though it could be seen to be lifting° This
was a chance, in a calm sea for me to practise my navigation and two hours later in 400
yard visibility we nosed quietly into the South harbour of Soay. At fin’st all we could see of
the shore was a few boulders but it cleared later and leaving my mother on board we went
ashore to ring up. We were greeted by a man in an old tartan shirt and jeans clutching a black
wooden pipe. He invited us in for a drink and before the conversation had gone very far we
realized we were talking to Tex Geddes, Gavin Maxwell’s partner in the shark fisheries which
had flourished there some twenty years before. He had a magnetic way of telling stories so
that one was left hanging in the air waiting for the next sentence while he refilled his pipe or
topped up a glass. He showed us lobsters an inch long, bred in artificial conditions on the
island.
I shot three bunnies in an abandoned village, then Dad and I practised abseiling, using
the kedge warp as a climbing rope on 60 foot cliffs beside "Wild Goose. The midges followed
us down to the waters edge - you swallowed fifty at every breath.
Next day we anchored in Loch Scavaig - the most dramatic anchorage I have ever seen,
with 500 foot cliffs on three sides and the Coolins towering above them. From there we
portaged the dinghy ¼ mile up the river to Loch Coruisk and climbed the Cuillin i’idge from
its head.
Later we took WiM Goose north via Loch Alsh to Loch lnver. On the way back we lost
four days embayed at Dunvegan where my mother left to go home overland. Then Dad and I
sailed back to Coleraine in two passages of 20 hours each, stopping at Acarsaid Mor in
Gometra.
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THEN WE WERE SEVEN
A FORTNIGHT ON THE MEERMIN IN THE MEDITTERANEAN
by Peter Mullins
We were very kindly offered The Meermin for a fortnight in September° The privileged
crew comprised Andrew O’Hanlon son of the owner, who flew in from London with John
Hugh Kennedy our prospective baker, Michael O’Leary our own live Romeo and Spanish
interpreter, Richard Stapleton the horticulturist who thought Eartha Kitt was a gardening
set, Carolyn Park our deck bait beauty and Peter MuUins your correspondent. Rosie Burrows,
in transit to join Liam McGonagle, was press-ganged into joining us instead - thank goodness,
for otherwise we would have starved. So then we were seven.
Our ambitious programme included visits to Ibiza and to Minorca and maybe even
following in father’s footsteps to Algeria. But though life is fuU of big intentions stronger
forces often prevail; we all in fact knew that in the Meditteranean the wind never blows in
the right direction (if it blows at all) and this was our excuse. We did make two abortive
attempts to reach Minorca but found that Majorca had quite enough to keep us happy for
ten days, being new boys to the Meditteraneano This also resulted in a suitable rest for The
Meerrnin which had already had a very busy season.
We visited at least nine places on the island from Andraitx in the wast to Pollensa in
the north-east including the most delightful island of Cabrera, totally unspoilt and with
extremely safe anchorage. Here we were made most welcome, especially the girls, for this
is a military establishment and otherwise uninhabited. We were invited to join a party in the
Cantina where we soon discovered the reason behind their hospitality, with a price for them
and a price for us.
Nearly every cruise has its incidents and this was no exception. First we had a sick crew
with a boil in a most delicate place which caused him much pain and for the remainder of us
was not without its funny side. It also provided practical experiance for our only colloquial
Spanish speaker who eventually found himself conversing quite fluently with numerous E1
Medicos. They could only prescribe asprins, of which we had plenty, but which gave no
relief to the patient. The end result was a costly visit to E1 Clinico in Palma and at least two
days of our cruise lost. However all was not lost, luckily. A point to note: holiday insurance
is well worth effecting.
Then there was the story of "Mick’s Nicks". We had been motoring for about six hours
and it was extremely hot so we decided a swim was in order. On finding a pleasant though
somewhat crowded little bay we prepared to anchor. We manoeuvered through a rash of
Padollas, swimmers and other yachts and let go in about three fathoms. The anchor had
hardly entered the water when abruptly it stopped short. We immediately suspected the windlass but it was free. On inspecting the hawsepipe we found Mick’s underpants firmly entangled
round the chain, allowing it to move neither up or down. It took about two hours of hammering and heaving to dislodge the offending garment. Needless to say a post mortem and crossexamination foUowed as to how it got there.
Port Pedro, a charming little spot, was especially attractive to the younger members
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because of its Club Mediterranee. Here we met Liam McGonagle and his crew on Onnavara
and some hours later - surprise, surprise - Harry Byrne arrived with Eddie Kelliher’s Coolin.
In true I.C.C spirit it was felt that such a coincidence must not pass without hospitalities
being exchanged. A raft-up at mid-day ended with our untimely eviction from the Club
Mediterranee by the Guardia after an unsuccessful sea-borne assault.
The Meermin was returned unscathed to her space on the quay wall at Andraitx to
await the next arrival, her owner, to whom we all owe our thanks.
NOT TOO LAZY ...
ICe are indebted to the Hon. Secretary for the interesting information contained in the
following thirty responses to the provocative form included in his circular and starting: ’7
can not/I will not/Iam too lazy to write a full account°,. "
Harry Byrne spent Cowes week sailing Golden Shamrock in the ½ ton class, one week
in August cruising Chouette in west Cork visiting Kinsale, Baltimore, SchuU, C Clear I
and Crookhaven, and two weeks in September aboard Coilin a Nab 35 motorsailer cruising
around Majorca.
Ronan Beirne went to Holyhead on Creidne as watch officer in April. His spare time in
summer was spent on the dinghy circuit with his Fireball.
John Clapham with his wife Rosie and 13 month old daughter Davina started in Phendra
on July 18th Cultra to Carrickfergus,. Back next morning to collect things left behind. 20th
Gigha. 22nd Crinan. 25th L. Craignish for breakfast and Craobh Hbr. 26th Ardinamir. 27th
Ardtornish bay. 28th Tobermory. 29th L. Aline. 30th Ardfern. 31 st Crinan and Biggar’s gut,
L. Swen. August 1 st. Gigha. 2nd Cultra. The weather, particularly during the first week, was
unpleasant to say the least. Only had one day without rain - a problem with nappies! A lot
of strong winds and flat calms.
Peter Clark based Rinamara at Clynder during 1975 and was mostly sailing in the Clyde.
In July they cruised to Tobermory via the Crinan canal visiting Drumbuie and PuiU a Charrain.
Harold Cudmore writes: I am too lazy etc. Namhara spent two weeks cruising between
Crosshaven and Castletownbere in July. The weather was ideal with plenty of sunshine yet
a good sailing breeze most days. It is hard to imagine a more pleasant cruising ground than
this coast under such conditions. My crew were my sons Denis, Tony and Finbar and Paddy
Maher. Ron Cudmore and his wife Anne took over the boat in SchuU for a further fortnight.
As they now live in Tokyo the space and solitude of some anchorages was greatly appreciated
by them.
Brian Cunningham cruised for three weeks with Christine, and Alistair (3) Cunningham
in Rascal a Ruffian 23 from Largs to Ardrishaig - Crinan - PuiUadobhrain -Tobermory Canna - Poll Doin - L. Torridon - Acarsaid More (Rona) - Portree - Ornsay - Tobermory
- L. Aline - PuiUadobhrain - Ardinamir - Ardfern - Craig,house - Campbeltown - Tarbert
- Largs. Total miles 521 ( 60 under power).
Brian Dalton sends the following brief resume of an interesting cruise in Finola:- From
home port of Marion, Mass., sailed south about Cape Cod to the St. Pierre et Miquelone, 750
miles, for Bastille Day celebrations. The I~CoC. burgee has been flown here twice in past
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years (by Rory O’Hanlon and Jock Kiley). The homeward leg had many stops including
Baddeck in the Bras d’Or lake, Cape Breton island and many beautiful harbours along the
entire Nova Scotia coastline~
Mayne Elliott writes: No cruising under sail this year, worse luck and suggests: Could
we have sail numbers (if any) in the list of yachts? Being on the most easterly point of
Ireland I do much of my sailing with a telescope!
Dennis Faulkner bought Arvor 111 in April in Deauville, brought her to Strangford via
Southampton, went north to Buckie for a refit in Jtme, back to Strangford, then spent about
4 weeks mostly in N.W. Hebrides. Early in October spent a brief but windy few days in the
Clyde and intends to lay up in Buckie sometime after Christmas. (Arvor has two 127 hop.
Gardners.)
Raymond Fielding replied: I think my cruise does not merit a full account etco Ballerina
spent a month in Kerry and West Cork for two separate week’s holidays lying to her anchors
for one week of Glengarriff and for another to ~ moorings in Rosbrin (Eo of Schull). Superb
weather throughout but little wind. Highlights were successful visits to Cleanderry and to a
small harbour under the Dutch hotel in Ardgroom - to port inside main leading marks, 6 ft.
L.W.S. entrance but hurricane hole inside. Also KilmakiUoge from Parknasilla Attended
Schull Regatta and watched the leaders rounding the Fastnet.
Joe FitzGerald writes: I am too shy to write a full account. Melisande was cruising in
very good weather (one bad day) during the first fortnight in August. Crew: Peter Cagney
(P.O. and navigator), .Joe FitzGerald(P.O. and organiser), Stan Roche (No. 1 cook and handyman), Dr. Kevin Walsh (hangover curer), ’~tian Tully (No. 2 cook) and Albert Gibbings(AIB
Tallow). Left Crosshaven 2230 August 1 st, lunch Crookhaven next day. Castletownbere,
stopped for swim in Dursey sound, Derrynane (dragged anchor), Bunaw and Colorus (Kenmare R.) Bere island (hit a rock), Glengarriff (swopped ship’s doctor for a cook!) Kitchen
Cove, Crookhaven (birthday party, had to use big punt), SchuU (for diesel and stores), North
harbouro C. Clear, Schull (to drop visiting bank manager), Union Hall, Kinsale (to drop No. 1
cook for a christening), back to moorings 0930 Saturday 16th. Approximate distance Covered 350 miles.
Singe Hennessy writes: I did not. I could not. The water was withdrawn from around
me. Cf. Bursting of banks of Grand Canal 1975. Caught me on way to Barrow and the sea.
Am prepared to submit list of ~bs in vicinity of Edenderry for the benefit of other members
similarly stuck in future. As this information was extremely expensive to acquire I will require
a fee for this.
Henry Horsman has sold Sinloo dArcachon. He had a week’s cruising in fiords around
Bergen with his sons Michael and Peter as guests of Finn and Petra Engelsen, principal owners
of Anne Marie of which Henry owns a courtesy share°
John Guinness writes: I can not and am too lazy etc. Cruising: Plymouth to Howth via
Scillies in company with Adele C.C.Ao I.C.C. (Robert Burnes) and Assiduous I.C.C~ (Clayton
Love). Racing: Preparations for trials for Irish Admiral’s Cup team. Has sold Sule Skerry and
bought Deerhound, Hood 50 grp aux. bm. ketch.
Barry Keane (who owns a Fireball) says his only offshore sailing was in Creidne with
Eric Healy: May 10, Howth to Holyhead in 8% hours wind force 6/7 westerly. May 12-13
back to Dun Laoghaire in 11% hours, wind force 2/3~ S.SW veering west.
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George O~B, Kennedy writes that he had - unfortunately - rather a brief season and
devoted to racing. He hopes to go further afield in 1976.
Terence Kennedy writes: This year the Kennedy family decided to go south in Marula
and left Strangford Lough early in July, sailing via Arklow to the Scillies There was beautiful
northerly weather, with long spinnaker runs, until the last few miles which were rather rough
following a thunderstorm We then sailed to St. Mawes and for a few days visited Fowey,
Plymouth, the Yealm river and Salcombe, returning thence to St, Mawes. Throughout this
fortnight in mid-July the v, eather was remarkable poor with fresh south-westerly winds and a
lot of rain and drizzle but at least it was a lot warmer than last year in the Western Isles~
We had a further visit to the Scillies on the way home and then a long motor in calm conditions to Rosslare. We had a short stop at Dun Laoghaire where the R.I. Y C. were most hospitable, finally arriving home at the end of Julyo This was an unambitious, family cruise, with no
intention to make fast passage, though in fact, the passage from Hughtown, Scillies, to St.
Mawes was made in under nine hours - a very good time.
John Kinmonth cruised in Phalarope from Portsmouth to Soa th Brittanny in July and
August visiting Weymouth, Dartmouth, L’Abervrach, Brest, Loc Tudy, Belon River, Quiberon
Bay, the Morbihan, Vilaine River, and south to tle de Noirmoitier The navigational pleasures
included tacking through the passage inside the Portland Race against a force 6 westerly and
running through the Trouziard passage at Pointe du Raz before a light northerly, The most
attractive anchorages were in the Belon and Vilaine rivers and in the Morbihan. Noirmoitier
was too thickly populated with summer migrants (human) to be pleasant or worth visiting
other than as a port of passage. Quiberon Bay produced sub-tropical conditions with shade
temperatures of 93°and water temperatures of up to 73°in the Vilaine. A very successful little
cruise in search of sunshine
Peter Lawless acquired Mokav II an Eygthene 24 by Ron Holland, Sailed her from
Guernsey to Cork with M Morgan and T McInerney as crew calling at Falmouth, Penzance,
and Helvic, 60¾ hours of which 4½ under power. Then from Cork to Foynes calling at
Glandore, Crookhaven, Derrynane, Port Magee (Bridge closed), Knightstown (Met Roger
Bourke), Fenit and Carrigaholt, sailing them 50¾ hours of which 8½ under power. Crew to
Fenit Re Nash and Bobby Nash aged 14. Thence sole crew John Lawless aged 11.
George Lennox cruised more than 500 miles in Sarita including two visits to Peel, visits
to Strangford lough and a summer cruise from Cultra via Ardrishaig and Crinan to Tobermory
and back through Sound of Jura.
The Leonards took Wishbone for a few weeks ~shake-down" cruising in Scotland before
shipping her for final preparations for their Atlantic cruise The excuse was to stretch the
new rigging With Alan as skipper she visited Castlebay, L. Maddy, L. Grimshander (L. Beag),
Stornoway, St Kilda, L Rodel, L Eport, L Eynort, Eriskay, L~ Boisdale, Tobermory and
Oban With the Vice Commandore in command she continued to L Aline, Canna, L. Harport,
L Shielavaig, L, Patton (Lo Maddy), L. Seaforth, L Mariveg, Summer Isles, L Torridon, Plockton, Lo Nevis, Tobermory, Small Isles (Jura) and home to Strangford Lough
Clayton and Trudel Love say - We are too lazy etc, We have swallowed the canvas, half
a century of it We have substituted two 175 hp turbo-charged SPINNAKERS We don’t
go out on deck any more We live in a beautiful glass house with an upstairs~downstairs bar
arrangement Ports visited: Yarmouth, Lymington, Falmouth and every hole in the wall from
Cork to Skellings - several times in fact, for we not cruise so quickly we are running out of
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places to go to, Accompanied by:. most of the old Galcador hands who are getting so bloody
uppity that they now want to know why we didn’t always have this kind of double-decker
to get around in, Distances covered; We don’t count them any more.
Jack Mackeown now owns Korsar jointly with Robert Mollard who won the first
Round Ireland Race in her with Dick Watson as crew. During her compulsory stop at
KiUybegs Jack visited her together with Gillian and Andrew MoUard and slept aboard~ In
August a cruise to S,W. Ireland had to be drastically curtailed due to business commitments.
August 1 - 2 Dun Laoghaire to Cork. August 3 Cork - Kinsale race abandoned, motored to
Kinsale August 4 to Castletownshend. 5th to Baltimore. 6th - 8th from Baltim9re visited
Sherkin and C, Clear Is~ 9th round Sherkin and to Barlogue. loth - 1 lth Baltimore, after sails
round Long I. and to Schull Regatta out to Fastnet to see first three boats rounding° 12th
to Crosshaven, 15th - l’~th returned to Dun Laoghaire,
Robert Morehead replied: I can not write a full account of my season’s cruising because
Pipit and her family crew only pottered about in West Cork making fast nightly to the very
hospitable Baltimore House Hotel. An abundance of warmth, colour and lightish variable winds
in the waters of Carbery’s Hundred Isles provided so much over 14 days. We remember in
particular An effervescen~trun/reach to round the Fastnet, followed by a beat back in a dense
hazer Daysail shopping in Schull~ Drifting with several families of seals amongst the Carthys~
Beach football en many lee strands, with brutally twisted ankles hobbling to and from the ships
of three provinces. Occasional serious crewing in the presence of larger craft. Spinnaker use
as never before, sunscreen lotions too. The opportunities for many tame encounters with the
Toorane, Anima and Gascanane rocks, and improved knowledge of so many passages within
the Long Island and Roaring Water Bays. A wonderful 10aA hour non-stop passage from Baltimoreto Crosshaven, starting with a force 5 on the starboard nose, freeing gradually at a
steady force 3 to 4, enabling 5 knots average: all in technicolour, with gannet and porpoise
entertainments, full canvas, and keel fully up after High Island was abeam° All dayboat stuff,
perhaps, but under a proud burgeeo
Robert O’Donoghue did much day sailing in Gigha within 20 miles of Cork harbour and
a fair amount of day racing, even stayed aboard for a week or so. Also crewed on Ballerina of
Skellig from Crosshaven to Glengarriff, see Ro Fielding’s report
Michael O’Farrell cruised from Greencastle (Carlingford Lough) to Brittany and back in
Cuchulain 4 - 20 July. Hoped to make La Rochelle first port of call but a gale in the western
channel made junior crew sick and a day at Camaret to recuperate was needed. Through the
Raz against a spring at half tide made for a slow passage to Concarneau.~ ,.Bastille day spend in
La Foret which they had to revisit after their 1974 C.C.C. race. Also visited Beg Meil, Benodet
Glenan Is., ran into a severe gale returning to Camaret once more missing Raz tide. Two day
trip up Chateaulin R o Staying overnight at Port Stivel~ Left through Four channel with fair
tide. All cutlery lost overboard so thereafter "use your fingers"~ Mutiny crossing Dublin bay
so put into Howth for evening meal and sailed back to Greencastle overnight
Arthur Orr writes: I am much too lazy, etc. and continues: In the 2nd week of June I
went as cook on Sheenan, 40 ft. aUXo yawl, owner Douglas McIlwaine which he had lent to
Noel Wylie; RN.I.Y~C. There were no other IoCCo members on board° From Cultra to
Gigha/Puilladobhrai~t, Oban, L, Aline, Tobermory, L. Sunart, Tobermory, L Aline, L. Corrie, Shuna Cove, Oban, where Sheenan was returned to her owner. Weather was good, sailing
fair to good°
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For the last two weeks of July J.H.A. Swinson O.B.E. (R.N.I.Y.C.) lent me his 40 ft.
ToS. schooner Vanique My crew were: ToR.J. Shanks (member) Jane Orr plus three teenage
Orrs of mixed sexes. Sailing from Oban we visited L. Aline, Toberrnory, Canna, L. Boisdale,
L. Skiport, Lo Carnam, L. Maddy, Acarsaid Mor, Kyle, Totaig, Ornsay, Mallaig, L. Drumbuie,
L~ Aline, Oban. Weather 6 days gale, 2 days fog, 1 day sun, 5 days rain. Sailing: fair. Engines:
very good.
David Park replied I am too lazy etc. and records family cruise in Cruiskeen (acquired
from W.S. Braidwood) with wife, Michael 11, Jonathan 9 and Julia 6. Ringhaddy sound
(Strangford) - Donaghadee - Craighouse (Jura) - Puilladobhrain - Canna - Mallaig Ornsay (Skye) - Plockton - Crowlin Is. - Mallaig - Arinagour (Coil) - Iona and Tinker’s
Hole - Colonsay - Gigha - Portpatrick - Ringhaddy. Log read 462. Beautiful weather and
cruise free of incident.
Marshall and Maura Pritchard begin : We are too lazy, etc. and continue, : This was our
first real family holiday in Aspasia~ It was a gentle leisurely cruise in glorious weather, a
perfect introduction for 7 year old Jane, our only crew. June 29, Audleys Roads to Carnlough.
30th to Gigha. July 2nd PuiUadobhrain. 3rd Tobermory. 5th Canna. 7th L. Scathvaig -Soay.
8th L. Scresort - Tobermoryo 10th Drumbouie. 1 lth L. Aline. 12th Puilladobhrain. ! 3th
Crinan - Ardfern. 15th MacCormaig Isles - Crinan. 16th Gigha. 17th Carnlough. 18th
Audleys Roads. Total distance by log 450 miles.
Tom Sheppard begins: I dont want to bore people with a full account etc. and continues:
Greylag sailed on 11 th July with a passage crew to Dunmore East. Because of dirty weather
(yes, this was 1975) we had to shelter in Rosslare for 36 hours which thwarted our intention
to get to Cork that week-end. Insteadas stated we reached Dunmore East where my wife and
two children aged 7 and 8 joined us and where we had a happy fortnight’s holiday on board.
Back to Dun Laoghaire on 26th July.
Jonathan Virden replies unconvincingly: I am too lazy etc. Sharavoge cruised from
Brightlingsea to St. Katherine’s Dock near Tower Bridge, London, in three and a half tides on
19/20 July; she is being used as a house-boat. This is an extraordinarily pleasant place to visit
from the sea - recommended to any I.C.C. member passing near the Thames.
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A SINGLE-HANDED VISIT TO NORTH WALES.
by Hugh R. Wallace
The Club’s f’LrSt Rear Commodore, Hugh Wallace, though under thirty years of age had
already earned a cruising reputation. For instance in 1928 he had won the RoC.C. Claymore
Cup for a singlehanded cruise from Brightlingsea via the Pentland firth to Strangford~ His
yacht was the engineless gaff cutter Marie, 5 tons T.M. It was a stunning blow to the members
of our newly formed club when in Juno 1930 he lost his life while attempting to sail a 16 ft.
canoe from Dun Laoghaire to Strangford. The hitherto unpublished account which follows
is copied verbatim from a letter dated 3 September 1929 which has recently come to light
Marie was subsequently acquired jointly by Desmond Keatinge and Keith McFerran.
The sail over to Douglas was uneventful. I arrived under jackyard topsail & spinnaker
at about 9.0 am after a quiet night. I spent all day & night at Douglas & sailed at about 5 pm
on Thursday. The glass was falling rapidly but all went well until about midnight when I
hove to and double reefed the mainsail. Shortly afterwards I changed jibs - a wild job~ I did
not dare to heave to as I was doubtful about the room to leeward and had no charts of
Liverpool Bay and so held on in hopes of gaining shelter from Anglesea peninsula. At 6°30
am I just weathered the Great Ormes head and beat up Beaumaris bay and anchored off
Penmaenawr to wait high water. In 3 fathoms with 13 fathoms of chain and the big anchor
she faced the 3 mile drift of a really strong wind blowing off the Bangor flats~ For 2% hours
she held on in the wildest way imaginable with sheets of spray over her continually and the
chain snapping every now and then and jawing the whole boat°
It took me an hour to weigh anchor and then under storm jib only she charged for the
fairway buoy. Shortly afterwards I got a bit of the reefed mainsail hoisted and eventually
reached the quiet of Conway anchorage where I secured’t0 a big motorboat.
The boat was in a dreadful mess, not a dry stitch and all the paraffin spilled into the
bilge. I had not even a towel to dry myself. Went ashore and telephoned to people at Rhos
and later I joined them in Llandudno. Stayed with them until last Saturday when at 11 am I
cleared the fairway buoy and set course for the I.O.M. Before I cleared the land I double
reefed her and before it was dark I lowered mainsail and lashed boom in crutch andset
trysail. By midnight I was off the I.O.M. and set course for St. Johns. Entered lough at 6 am
with log reading 94 miles, a pretty good sail which would have been bettered if I had had a
crew - in which case I would not have set trysail. Thats the end of this summer.
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A NINETEENTH CENTURY CRUISE
A detailed account of a four month cruise to Iceland and Norway in the yacht Caprice
in 1850 was published privately by a member of the R. St. G.Y.C. who either out of modesty
or perhaps in the fashion of the time does not put his name to it, only his initials W.T.P.
Sketches in the book show Caprice as a typical gaff cutter with huge mainsail and topsail,
three headsails and a large squaresail. Her dimensions are nowhere mentioned but her size
can be deduced~ from that of her crew "all picked men, twelve in number, together with the
boy, Bill" who occupied the foc’sle. The owner and his friend Ben James shared the remaining accomodation which was apparently the most luxurious the Norwegians had ever seen.
These two gentlemen obviously took an interest in the navigation and the handling of the
yacht but whether they actually played any part in either is never made clear - not even
whether they ever steered. The crew had to work hard. In changeable weather they were
for ever handing the topsail, lowering the topmast, reefing the mainsail, handing the bowsprit, setting a smaller jib, and of course vice versa. When the gentry went ashore they always
took their guns, not only because this was essentially a sporting holiday, but because they
had to find their own food and game was always a welcome change after living on fish from
the sea. Whenever they were becalmed all hands threw lines over the side to stock up with
their basic source of protein.
They left Kingstown on 18th May and made Rekjavic in eight days. Caprice was the
first yacht that ever sailed direct from Dublin to Iceland. She lay at anchor there for two
weeks while W.T.P. and James made an overland expedition to see the geysers. There were
no wheeled vehicles in Iceland in 1850 and anyway no roads so it was a journey of several
days with ponies and they were glad and lucky to find some sort of roof for sleeping each
night - rough going after the comfort of Caprice. After a visit by sea to caves at Stappen they
sailed for Norway and nine days later were desparately seeking a pilot. They finally got
anchored safely in Fiolden fjord where Caprice lay for six weeks - mention is made of the
crew playing cricket. During this time the gentry went on shooting expeditions, reindeer
being the chief attraction. They also went fishing, and during the month of July the two
rods accounted for 87 salmon, weighing 1010 lbs., of which 69 were caught by W.T.P. In
his pleasure and pride at revealing this his name, Potts, slips from his pen.
They left on 1 August and day-cruised down the leads to Bergen. They sailed for home
on 10 September, passed through the Pentland firth, anchored in Kyles of Lochalsh,
Tobermory and Sound of Islay and picked up their mooring in Kingstown on 22 September.
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WISHBONE’S ATLANTIC CIRCUIT - PART II
In a letter from English Harbour, Antiqua, dated Wednesday 3 December 1975
Alan Leonard reports.
We arrived here yesterday afternoon just 23 days and 6 hours out from the Canaries, a
plotted distance of 2800 (°2) miles, which works out at 120.4 miles per day, or an ~average
just over 5 knots for the entire passage. The logged distance was 2925.5 the difference being
accounted for by deviations from the plotted course "in~he form of yaw a~ad in particular by
one day of windward sailing when the :plotted distance was that made good We were very_lucky
to be able to keep moving in the right direction virtually all the time.
Briefly the story is as follows. One day of light north-easterly drifting south from Terenife. Then onto the wind with light to moderate south-westerlies, one day fetching on starboard tack, one a dead noser and then three days fetching our chosen course on port tack. On
the seventh day the wind began to free and next day we set twin headsails and had a free
wind from then on. Points of interest were that we observed the eclipse of the moon on 18
November under ideal conditions, and that from the 12th to the 15th day we ran before an
E.N.E, force 6 under twin No 1 jibs and trysail logging over 150 miles per day for three consecutive days, the best day’s run being 157.3 miles.
We have a great variety of sails on board and this enabled us to ring the changes, which
kept both the speed and interest up. Basically our trade wind rig consisted of trysail sheeted
flat amidships to cut down rolling and two headsails of some sort or another on twin spinnaker
poles. The crutches on our pulpit have been absolutely invaluable on this ~ros~ing with the
ship rolling so heavily; when changing headsail the boom was strapped down into the crutch
and a flailing monster became a useful solid handrail. The rig varied from the No 1 jibs mentioned (total area 280 sq. ft.) for heavy weather, through two genoas in moderate conditions,
to genoa and spinnaker in light conditions. The latter rig I take credit for as being an idea which
really kept the average up. The spinnaker was set in the usual way and on the other side the
No 2 genoa, with its strop switched to the tack, was hoisted to the masthead. This ensured
that there was no possibility of a bad spinnaker wrap and with the sail set so high the spinnaker
sheet led clear underneath it with minimal chafe.
The vane gear has now been christened Jemima and she steered virtually the whole way,
including with the spinnaker set, though the inevitable yawing meant that the spinnaker could
not be trimmed as finely as one would otherwise have wished. In general she is at her best
with stronger winds and manages better with the wind dead aft than on the quarter. We
steered by hand only for short periods in very light winds and for one short but exciting
time when a rain squall caught us with the spinnaker up, Jemima lost control, and Wishbone
broached. Fortuantely she came out of it readily.
Our strategy for the passage was to head further south than recommended in Ocean
Passages. We went approximately to 25 °N in 20 °W, 20°N in 30°W and then as recommended
to 18 °N in 40 °W and thence to destination. I felt it advisable to keep south of the great
circle route (25°N 25°W to 18°N 40°W) as it was early in the trade wind season, but others
who went further south still experienced flat calms so we seem to have been very lucky.
English Harbour is a delightful place, like a Scottish loch with a tropical climate and
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pelicans instead of herons and of course steeped in British naval history. We have met Rodney
Nicholson of the Yacht Charter Agency who came from Cork originally and his father who
founded the Agency is expected to arrive at the week-end. Apparently the Hiscocks are going
to be here for Christmas and we are looking forward to meeting them. We plan to spend a
few days here and then I want to get in some cruising in the Islands before Christmas as !
have to leave to go to Buffalo shortly after Christmas. Sitting in the cockpit u~lder tlie awning surrounded by darkuess; and listening to the ciccadas singing, Ireland seems a long way
away and life rather unreal - but I musn’t make you too envious!
GeraM Leonard writes in an accompaning letterWe are quite proud of our passage which is generally rated at 25 days and upwards and
to do it in 23% days in a 24 ft. waterline boat is good. We had of course two very important
things in our favour: (i) We were very lucky with the wind, only a day and a half of really
flat calm, and (ii) we were a strong crew, able to have one on watch all the time, and so able
to keep Wishbone sailing all the time. Our watch keeping was based on what is known as the
Iolaire system and consists of four 3 hour watches during the night and three 4 hour watches
during the day. The one who was left free each day did the cooking but washing up was done
by whoever was watch-keeping during the meal concerned. This, you may guess, let to considerable rivalry in meal production and as a result we fed extremely well whatever the conditions
were.

Alan’s navigation had been expert. The rest of us played with the sextant and learnt to
work out our sights but he has been the one who kept the plot going and set the courses and
he brought us in to a truly excellent landfall.
Jemima has been a tremendous help. Her steering has been excellent and has made watchkeeping duties very light.
Our very best wishes to all I.C.C. members.
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LIST OF MEMBERS
*An asterisk indicates an Honorary Member.
The year when honorary membership was conferred, is shown in brackets,
Name & Year Elected

Address (Phone Number)

Yacht

2 Hopton Close, Eggbuckland,
Plymouth, Devon.

Carnalea

Adams, Peter J. 1970
Allen, Harry 1971

6/7 Fair Street, Drogheda, Co. Louth
(041- 7621)

Anderson, A. W. 1961

Alpine Lodge, Drumreighland, Lirnavaddy,
Londonderry (3348)

Anderson, Gordon Fo 1974

’Lyndhurst’, Marlboro Road, Glenageary,
Co. Dublin (806531)
Belfast Mills, Percy St., Belfast 13
(22451: Home: Bangor 60631)

Ocean Dove

Andrews, David O.B.E., M.Sc., J.P.
1959
Aplin, Roger 1972

Kifane, Upr. Albert Road, Glenageary,
Co. Dublin (806043)

Tu Fri

Appert, Miss M. 1975

Glenans Irish Sailing Centre, Baltimore,
Co. Cork

Archer, William M. 1965

55 Silverstream Drive, Bangor,
BT20 3LW, Co. Down. (66686)

Arnold, R. C. 1955

28 Osborne Gardens, Belfast,
BT9 6LE (667377)

Balmforth, M.B. 1966

Dargarvel Avenue, Glasgow G41 5 LD
(041/427- 1176)
2 Albany Court, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin.

Cu’-na-mara

Barnes, Derrnot 1955
Barr, Robert 1969

Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock,
Co° Dublin (893269)

L’Etoile (PoO.)

Barr, R.G~M. 1973
Barr, Mrs. Hazel 1971

60, Tullynagardy Rd, Newtownards,
Co. Down° (813369)
Do.

*Barry, Gerald 1943 (1967)

c/o Rob Roy, Cook Street, Cork.

*Barton, Humphrey 1934 (1954)

4 Quay Hill, Lymington, Hants.

Rose Rambler

Bassett, Major C.S. 1969

53 Rivermead Court, Hurlingham,
London S.Wo6.

Gioconda

Beck, Horace P. 1963

Box 442, Middlebury, Vermont, U.S.A.

China Bird

Beirne, Ronan M. 1975

Stoke~dlle.,Coliemore Road, Dalkey,
Co. Dublin. (806760)
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Lapwing

Petrel II

Benson, Dr. R. 1975

64 Bellevue Road, Glenagea_ry,
Co. Dublin. (802352)

Berridge, Lt. Col. R. L. 1946

Owenmore, Currabinny, Carrigaline,
Co. Cork (021 - 831531)

Berridge, Mrs. Cicely D 1965

Corofin

Do.

Beckett, John D. 1963

52 Sydney Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
(889826)

Beckett, Dr. W.K. 1973

6 Convent Avenue, Fairview, Dublin 3.
(376031)

Bogley, William 1950

Hillview Cottage, Shankill, Co. Dublin
(860129)

Bell, John N. 1974

Sunnyside, Station Road, Sutton
Co. Dublin (322496)

Blaikie, James A. 1969

Lyndhurst Crescent, Springhill Road,
Bangor, Co. Down (Bangor 2209)

Diff’rent Drummer

Booth, EoM. 1967

Melmore, Shankill, Co. Dublin.
(863094)

Venetia

Bourke, John P. 1965

Albert House, Victoria Road, Dalkey
Coo Dublin.

Bourke, J. Roger 1942

Corbiere, Ashbourne Ave., Limerick
(061- 45479. Office:- 45444)

Bourke, Michael Paget 1975

10 Herbert Park, Dublin 4.

Bowring, Wing Cdr. J. H. 1973

Mornington, Saval Park Road, Dalkey
Co. Dublin. (853899)

Boyd, J. M. 1963

51 Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co. Down

Bradley, Desmond 1957

Moorefield, Church Road, Ballybrack,
Co. Dublin. (855622. Office:- 533351)

Braidwood, W. S. 1963

3 Dufferin Villas, Bangor Co. Down
(2382)

Braidwood, Mrs. 1963

Data

Iduna

Arandora (P.O)

Do.

Bramwell, Dr. B.R. 1963

Killincliy, Co. Down

Bridges, Mrs° M.C. 1936

Bow Hall, Castletownshend,
Co. Cork (36)

Brindley, Aidan C. 1954

29 St. Annes, Ailsbury Road, Dublin 4~
(692291)

Broderick, K. J. 1943

St. Judes, 118 Merrion Ave., Blackrock,
Co. Dublin (886784)

Brown, J. Finlay 1959

151 Seafield Rd, Clontarf, Dublin 3 (335789)

Dinah 5-0-5

Aletta

Brown, Mrs. M. 1973

7 Monastery Terrace, Clondalkin,
Co. Dublin.

Brown, Richard P. 1970

Bankrnore, Portaferry, Co. Down
(209)

Brown, W. P. 1963

212 Shore Road, Portaferry, Co. Down
(318)

Bryce, Robert G. 1969

St. Benedicts Thnrmanby Road, Baily,
Co. Dublin. (322829)

Bunting, Peter J. 1962

Ballyreagh Farm, Portaferry Road,
Newtownards, Co. Down°
(812310° Office:- Lurgan 3611)

Bunting, Mrs. E.A.M. 1969

Sue

Do.
Golden Shamrock

Burke, J.F. 1971

Richmond Home, ~lackrock, Cork.
(021-33730)

Burnes, Robert 1969

1103 Grove Street, Framingham, US.Ao

Butler, J.C. 1959

Belgrove, Cobh, Cork. (021 - 811342)

Butler, Sean, Mr. Justice 1957

Bonnie Doon, Coliemore Road, Dalkey,
Co. Dublin (806187)

Byrne H.E. O’C. 1974

Lismoyle, Coast Road, Malahide,
Co. Dublin (350498)

Chouette

*Campbell, R.P. 1934 (1969)

Cuilin, Bray, Co. Wicklow (862634)

Carr, W. Derek 1972

Portland House, Downpatrick, Co. Down
(2051)

Verve
Melora III

Tam o’Shanter

Carr, Mrs. J.E. 1972

Do.

Chadwick, T. 1944

Lissen Hall, Swords, Co. Dublin.
(201220. Office:- 280381)

Charles, R. 1948

13 Ham Road, Shoreham-by-Sea, Sussex
(3421, Office:- CHA 1644)

Franzi

Clapham, John F. 1965

Mertoun Hall, Holywood, Belfast (63177)

Phendra

Clapham, Mrs. D. 1974

Do.

Clark, H.W.S., M.B.E., D.L. 1951

Gorteade Cottage, Upperlands, Coo Derry
(Maghera 737)

Wild Goose of
Moyle

Clark, Peter A. 1971

Castle Farm House, 51 Ravara Road,
Ballygowan, Co. Down (330)

Rinamara

Clarke, S.H.R. 1967

Aghmarta, Carrigaline, Co. Cork

Quiver VII

Clegg, J.A. 1963

Craigside, Langley Ave., Bingley, Yorks

Sinbad of
Abersoch
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Cobbe, T. L 1939

Newbridge House,
Donabate, Co. Dubhn (350343)

Coe, R. 1957

Craigie, Monasterevan, Co. Kildare.
(045-25300)

Cole, Derrick 1968

5 Stillorgan Pk., Blackrock, Co. Dublin
(881240)

Collins, H.G.B. 1963

Cranallen, 4 Manse Road, Kilkeel
Co. Down (62357)

Kerry Lady

Collins, Michael Do 1975

"Inniskeel", King Edward Road, Bray,
Coo Wicklow. (867619}

Asah

Cooke. K.L 1959

"Salia", Dublin Road, Sutton,
Co. Dublin° (322348. Office: 771801)

Cotter, William J. 1975

11 Bushy Park Road, Rathgar, Dublin 6.
(973270)

Courtney, Ross, 1948

Ross More, Claremont Rd, Howth Co. Dublin
(323090° Office : 44686)

Cox, James F. 1970

78 Blackheath Park, Clontarf, Dublin 3.
(339593)

Coyle, Michael Fo 1971

St. Jude’s Dunleer, Co~ Louth (041-51329)

Cresswell, R.S. 1949

Lynton, Dalkey Ave o, Dalkey, Co. Dublin
(803163)

Crosbie, Eo 1957

Woodlands, Montenotte, Cork (021-524~0)

Cudmore, Fred 1947

Clover Hill, Well Road, Douglas Cork.
(021-31060)

Cudmore, Fred (Jun.) 1966

Do.

Cudmore, Justin R. 1966

Do~

Cudmore, Peter F. 1966
Cudmore, Harold, 1956
Cudmore, Mrs. Mary 1970

Do.
Cartriff, Douglas, Co. Cork.
(021-33016. Office : 24019)

Bandersnateh

Namhara

Do.

Cudmore, H~ (Jun.) 1959

Elden House, 6 Maryboro Road,
Douglas, Cork (021-733024)

Cudmore, Ronald 1964

31 Balhnclea Heights,
Killiney, Co. Dublin (852453)

Cudmore, Richard B. 1966

Merlin, Maryboro Hill, Douglas,
Cork (021-33625)

Quervain

Cuffe-Smith, Capt. W.R. 1970

Dunbo Lodge, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin.
(322428)

Leemam

Cullen,M. 1971

Grainblah, Palmerston Park,
Dublin 6 (977002)

Cunningham, Brian 1967

31 Windsor Gardens, Large, Ayrshire,
Scotland.

Curtain, W. A. 1971

Highlands, Asborne Villas, Stoke,
Plymouth, England (Plymouth 51909)

d’Alton, M.M.A. 1956

Kilda Lodge, KiUiney, Co. Dublin
(Office: 761481)

Glenshane (P.O.)

Dalton, Brian 1967

15 Hancock Road, Weston, Mass 02193
U.S.A.

Finola

Daly, Dominic, J. 1968

Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork

Davey, D.W.H. 1969

Pier House, Cultra, Co. Down.
(Holywood 2287)

Dawes, Miss K.P. 1963

9 Courtenay Place, Lymington, Hampshire.

Dearie, Douglas 1965

Churchbay, Crosshaven, Co. Cork

Dempsey J.A. 1973

Inwood, South Strand, Skerries, Co. Dublin
(291326)

Denham, Dr. P,C. 1975

2 Vergemont, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6.
(973098)

Denvir, Miss Joan 1956

Mount Bernard, Cobh, Co. Cork
(021- 811504)

de Quincey, Roger 1969

Baltimore Hill, Baltimore, Co. Cork
(52)

Rascal

Darinda

Badger of Baltimore

Do

de Quineey, Mrs. Shefla 1974

Freda

Devenney, E.K. 1973

4 Vernon Park, Bangor, Co. Down

Dick, J.R. William 1971

Shango, Near Blessington, Co. Wicklow.
(045- 65233)

Dickinson, L.B. 1969

3 Carisbrook Tee., Bangor, Co. Down
(2164)

Dinneen, Patrick, A. 1965

The Old Rectory, Croom, Co. Limerick
(061- 32245)

Donegan, Patrick T.D. 1968

St. Etchans, Monasterboice, Drogheda
(041- 8944)

Whirlaway of Oriel

Dorman, Dr. J.K.A. 1971

Sketrick Island, Killinchy,
Co. Down (370)

Maid of Skye

Doyle, Denis N. 1956
Commodore

Lauriston, Douglas Rd., Cork
(021- 23706)
Do

Moonduster

Doyle, Frank 1966
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Seaboard

Doyle, John G~ 1967

Patchwork, Killarney Road, Bray,
Co. Wicklow. (862779)

Doyle, Thomas F. 1930

Ardmannagh, Glenbrook,
Coo Cork (021 - 841199)

Doyle, D. Conor 1966

Sonata

Do

Duff, JoC~ 1946

Ard-le-Mar, Church Street, Skerries,
Co. Dublin.

Duff, J.K. 1949

Drumbaragh House, Kells, Co. Meath
(190)

Duma, Aidan 1963
Hon. Secretary

2 Nutley Road, BaUsbridge, Dubfin 4.
(691158. Office : 770733)

Anasu II

du Pont, Pierre, 1969

Patterns, , Rockland, Delaware 19732
U~S~A.

Barlovento II

Dwyer, Kevin F. 1966

lnishowen, Glounthaune, Co. Cork
(021- 821264)

Dyke, Stanley, W. 1965

Benwell, Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire,
Co~ Dublin (807918)

Elliot, W. Mayne 1932

Burren Carragh, Birr Point, Ballyhalbert,
Co. Down. (Ballywalter 233)

Ender, Theodore 1972

Northfield, Elton Park, Sandycove,
Co~ Dublin (803934)

England, Mrs. Ehzabeth M. 1967

Broomieknowe Cottage, Broomieknowe, Lasswade,
Midlothian, Scotland. (03~ - 663 - 7403)

Everett, T. 1975

56 Cabin Hill Gardens, Belfast
(653917)

Eves, F. Maitland 1967

Ganaway, BaUywalter, Newtownards
Co~ Down (Milhsle 213)

Eves, Jeremy R.F. 1975

23 Melville Terrace, Edinburgh° EH9 ILR

*Ewing Clayton
Commodore, C. CA~

Wilderness Farms, Trappe, Maryland
21673 U~S.A.

Fane, Kable P. 1970

Norton Hall, Leicestershire (Tugby 221)

Fannin, Robert N. 1959

Cliffs, Glenlion, Baily, Co. Dublin
(323718)

Farrell, Thorns V. 1969

Glenflesk, Carrigeen Park, Cork
(24866)

Faulkner, J. Dennis 1960

Ohnda, Craigavad, Coo Dowm
(Holywood 2783. Office: Belfast 744261)

Faulkner, Mrs. J.K. 1969

Do

101.

Happy Return (P.O~)

Aeolus

Galhvanter III

Arvor III

Felix, Bernard 1963

19 Bd Victor-Hugo,
92200 Neuilly Sur Seine, Paris, France.

Skreo II

Fielding, Dr. R. J. 1956

Skellig, Monkstown, Co. Cork
(021 - 841428 & 51848)
Do

Ballerina of
Skellig (P.O.)
Do

Fielding, Mrs. C. 1971
Finnegan, John J. 1966

9 Belgrave Road, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin (806150)

Fisher, J.D.F. 1969

Rathturrent, Warrenpoint, Co. Down,
(3667)

Fitzgerald, C.J. 1944

24 Patrick Street, Cork

Melisande (P.O.)

Fit zGerald, David H .B. 1966

Larch Hill, Loughrea, Co. Galway
(Loughrea 148. Office : Tynagh 214)

Pegeen

Fogarty, John J. 1967

8 The Crescent, Midleton, Co. Cork

Nora Sheila

Foley, Albert, 1972

Saltaire, Dalkey Ave., Dalkey,
Co. Dublin (805259)

Estelle

Fowler, Robert J. 1969

Raglan Hall Mews, Raglan Lane,
Ballsbridge, Dublin 4 (684117)

Sogndal

French, Miss D. 1934

Haven Homes, Fairfield Park,
Greystones, Co. Wicklowo

Fryer, Patrick J.H. 1969

Craighdu, Vico Road, Dalkey,
Co. Dublin (809568)

Fuller, T. 1936

Grianan, Skibbereen, Co. Cork (6)

Geldof, Robert 1968

18 Crosthwaite Park,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (802818)

Glaser, Dr. Otto 1972

Thalassa, Baily, Co. Dublin
(324797. Office: 765191)

Tritsch-Tratsch II

Glover, Dr. W.E. 1963

2 Coolong Road, Vaucluse, Sydney,
2030, N.S.W~ (337 - 2889)

Melite

Gogarty, Desmond 1960

"Lamlash", Mornington, Drogheda,
Co. Louth (041 - 8740)

Gomes, H.R. 1967

12 Main St., Crawfordsburn, Co. Down

Gordon, Hugh 1965

10 BamhiU Ave°, Dalkey, Co. Dublin
(805515. y

Gore-Grimes, John 1973

Shack, Baily, Co. Dublin (323670)

Gore43rimes, Mrs. J. 1975
Gray, A.P.
( ex. Officio-Hon. Sec. R. C. C. )

La Bretonne

Ain Mara (P.O.)

Shardana

Do.
Bine Cottage, Crondall Rd., Crockham
Village~ Hants. (CrondaU 376, Office: 499-3761)
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Rococo

Green, Mrs. Margaret 1963
Green, Dr. Chris H. 1964

Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road,
Dundunald, Belfast (63175)
Do.

Green, Dr. Michael, 1964

.3 Sycamore Close, Woodingdean,
Brighton, BN2 6SJ. (33676)

Greer, P.H. Ll.D. 1951

22 Greenfield Road, Sutton Co. Dublin
(313195. Office : 771801)

Greer, Howard 1966

Howth Summit, Co. Dublin

Guinness J.H. 1961

Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin
(323123)

Guinness~ Mrs. M.J. 1966
Hon. Publications Officer

Helen

Helen of Howth

Deerhound

Do.

Guinness, Peter 1963

Chapel Farm, Great Missenden, Bucks.

Hall, Mervyn J. 1970

Gleenhook, Ullardmore, Ardeevin Rd.,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin (800928)

Hall. R.C.A. 1952

Lisaniska, Monkstown,
Co. Cork (012 - 841083)

Roane (P.O.)

Do

Do

Hall, Mrs. Nancy W. 1965
Hanan, Thomas J. 1937

Kinsale, 6 Roy Court, Mount Eliza,
Victoria 3930, Australia.

Herman, S.T.S. 1949

Lichfield, Ballintemple, Co. Cork
(021- 31053)

Harris, J.A. 1971

Oak Lawn, 128 Tonbridge Road,
Hildenborough, Kent, (2162)

Harrison John M. 1975

Flat 2, 4 Leeds Road, Harrowgate,
Yorks.

Harte, Edward D. 1969

Clencar, Coolfadda, Bandon
Co. Cork (023 - 41286)

Hasset.Barry 1975

"Salcombe", Ballincurrig Park, Douglas
Cork. (32793)

Healy, David J. 1971

Advertising Associates S.D.N., Berhad,
8th Floor, 802 A~I.A. Building Jalan
Ampang, Kuala Lumpur, M’aylaysia..

Healy, Capt. George F. 1968

Shanganagh, Albert Road,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin (801528)

Master of Yacht
Creidne

*Heard, R. D. 1939 (1963)

Stone Cottage Killiney Hill Road,
Killiney, Co. Dublin (852258)

I-Iar~ow

Heard, Mrs. Ruth 1967

DO.

103.

Rosbeg

Duckling

Herne, R.J. 1975

"Shearwater", Baily, Co. Dublin.
(322236)

Hegarty, Brian 1957

Gairn Gorm, Baily, Co. Dublin.
(323421)

Hega~y, Dermot, 1959

Kileen Terrace, Malahide,
Co. Dublin (350603)

Hennessy,Dr. Noel St. J. 1957

Roesky, Co. Roscommon
(Roosky 24)

Aisling

Henry, Dr. George R. 1969

Uplands, The Hill, Monkstown
Co. Dublin (803965)

Jacqueline

Heron, Barney 1965

Moytura House, Cross, Claremorris,
Co. Mayo. (Cong 10)

Hicks, Save110. O.B.E. 1961

Cuan HiUs Farm, Ballydom
KiUinchy Co. Down.
(468. Office : Belfast 57251)

Higginbotham, J.W~ 1964

Weatherly, Claremont, Howth, Co. Dublin
(322086)

Mimosa (P.O.)

Hilliard, C~. 1961

94 Ballinclea Heights,
Killiney, Co. Dublin (854923)

Firedrake (P.O.)

Hogan, Thomas P~ 1967

Monkstown Castle, Co. Dublin (803676)

Angel

Horsman, Henty F. 1952

Templerainy House, Arldow
Co. Widdow (0402 - 2349)

Anne Marie (P.O.)

W. K. Horsford, 1974

North Brook, French Furze,
Carrigaline, Co. Cork (882253)

Hughes, N.C., F.R.C.S. 1972

Long Meadow, Ballylesson,
Belfast (Drumbo 323)

Hunt, C.K.’ 1963

Guinness Group Sales,
86 Patrick Street, Cork.

*Hunter, Colin 1975.
President, CA.

Ivory House, St. Katherine’s Dock,
London E1 9AT

Hutchinson, William R. 1969

12 Sheridan Drive, Helen’s Bay,
Co. Down (2686)

Irving, J.F. 1960

Eaton House,
Eaton-upon-Tern, Shropshire

Saunterer
of Leigh

Irwin, D. M. 1973

The Cairn, 278 Seacliffe Road,
Bangor, Co. Down

Golden
Delicious

Jacob, Basil B. 1956

Beacon Bank, MiU Road,
Momington, Drogheda, Co. Louth
(041- 7840)
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Taitsing

Jameson, J. PatriCk 1968

Evora, Dunbo Hill,
Howth, Co. Dublin (322931)

Finndabar of
Howth

Johnson, Terence 1960

Frazerbank, Strathmore Road,
Killiney, Co. Dublin (801160)

Arandora (P.O.)

Jones, A.G.H. 1965

Tithe Barn, Rowberrow,
North Winscombe, Somerset,

Kavanagh, Captain Peter ! 965

Kerlogue, Railway Ave.,
Sutton, Co. Dublin (323396)

Keane, Barry 1975.

~5 St.. C~the.r, in~’s ~ar~, Glenageary,
Co. Dublin (805982)

Kelly, D.J. 1973

Moorpark, Fountainstown,
Co. Cork (021 - 831235)

Shortwave

Kelly, C. D. 1975

57 Orwell Park,Dublin 6 ’(975267)

Carousel

Kelly, Dr. Malcolm 1969

19 Piney Hills, Belfast 9 (660869)

Jolie Madame

Kenefick George

Derryclare, Well Road, Douglas, Co. Cork
(31799. Office: 32813)

Kennedy, Hugh P., Q~C. 1963

Edgebank, 16 Deramore Park Sth., Belfast
(7660500. Office 226941:~)

Tosca IV
of Bangor

Kennedy, George O’Brien 1969

Drumsna, Co. Leitrim (9)

Brainstorm

Kennedy, T., F.R.C.S. 1973

Blac&water Rocks, Saintfield Road,
Killinchy, Co. Down (470)

Marula

Kennedy, Mrs. B 1973

Do.

Kerrigan, Seamus, 1974

The Pastures, Sandyford, Co. Dublin

Kiley, Jock 1969

15 Bosworth St.,
Boston 02108, U.S.A.

Kilkelly, Lt. Col. R.P. 1954

24 Ward Ave., Cowes, Isle of Wight.

Kilkenny, Joseph 1971

Gray’s Lane, Howth, Co. Dublin.
(328442)

Kinmonth, Prof. J.B. 1966

70 l.adbroke Road, London W.11.
(727- 6045)

Kirby, Tom 1971

Parkgarriff, Endsleigh Park,
Douglas Road, Cork°

Knight, R.D 1971

3 Roby Place, Crofton Road, Dun Laoghaire
Co. Dublin (809468)

Lyrae III

Knott, H.Bo 1964

Marlay, Proby Square, Blackroek,
Co. Dublin (881063)

Pamela

Kyle, Stirk 1971

8 Talbot Park, Bangor, Co. Down.

Landon, Capt~ E~G. 1959

Crannog, Banagher, Co. Offaly, (24)°
105.

Mac Lir II

Phalarope

Large, Richard T. 1958

Rosehill House, Carysfort Ave., Blackrock,
Co. Dublin (880574. Office: 761236)

Law, Brian J. 1975

Beech House, Duncans Road, Lisbum,
Co. Antrim. (2286)

Sai See

Lawless, Peter D. 1964

Heydene, Westfields, N.C.Road,
Limerick (061 - 45007)

Mokav II

Lawrence, David T. 1975

4 Rowanbyme Brookville Park, Deansgrange Rd.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin (894097)

Lee, Reginald 1961

Sydney Lodge, 93 Booterstown Ave.,
Booterstown, Co. Dublin. (889486)

Lennox, George A. 1969

8 Norwood Gardens,
Belfast 4, BT4 2DX (656989)

Sarita

Leonard, Alan G. 1964

Craigaveagh, Sketrick Island
Killinchy, Co. Down (084-954-579)

Wishbone (PO.)

Leonard, Gerald B. 1964
Vice Commodore
Love, Clayton, 1950
Love, Mrs. T, 1963

Do.

E1 Caribe, (021-831139)
Currabinny, Co. Cork.

Cavelleta

Do.
Assiduous

Love, Clayton, Jur. 1971

Clanricarde, Blackrock Road,
Cork (021 - 33977)

Love, D.B. 1963

El Medano, 75 Avondale Rd.,
Killiney, Co. Dublin (809460)

Love, John P. 1972

White Oaks, Blackrock Road, Cork.

Imke, Derek 1959

Windward, Strand Road, Sutton,
Co. Dublin. (322507. Office: 753351)

Gunfleet II

Luke, Dermot 1955

15 Asgard Park, Howth, Co. Dublin
(324181)

Eventide

Lyden, Brendan P. ~1968

Carrigaline, Co. Cork (021 - 882303)

Vivi (PO.)

Lyness, Mrs. Marla 1972

Apple Wood, Glen Road, Craigavad,
Co. Down. (Holywood 2730)

McAnaney, E. 1975

88 Sandford Road, Ranelagh,
Dublin 6. (971421)

McAuley, F.D.M. Ch., D.O.M.S.
1961

45 Upper Leeson Street,
Dublin 4.

Macauley, W.P. 1963

Ballyward House, Manor Kilbride,
Blessington, Co. Wicklow.

McBride, Dennis 1972

34 Belgard Heights, Belgard Road,
Tallaght, Co. Dublin.
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Heather Bell

McBride, Edward D. 1970

Iona, Bally, Co. Dublin (323335)

McCann, George 1968

21 Riverside Rd., Bangor, Co. Down

McConneU, J.C. 1958

MeCormell House, Claremont Place,
Dublin 2.

McConnell, John H~ 1965

120 Ballinclea Heights, Killiney,
Co. Dublin.

McConneU, Mrs. M. 1959

37 Castle Park, Monkstown, Co. Dublin

McConnell, Stafford C. 1971

16 Parkview Mansions, Harold’s Cross Road,
Dublin 6.

McCormick, W.H.D. 1956

Brooklyn, Greencastle, Lifford,
Vinga
Co. Donegal. (Greencastle 5. Office: Derry 5014)

McDowell, J.R. 1963

1A Meadow Way, Crawfordsbum,
Co. Down (Office: 28221)

McFerran, K. 1931

Dangan, Carrickmines, Co. Dublin
(893153).

McGonagle, Liam 1959

Hilltop House, Windgate Road, Baily,
Co. Dublin.

McGuire John F. 1975

l~rnswortth St, Dou ’laghs, Raheny~
Dublin 5. (350025)

Setanta of Howth

Barra, Crawfordsbum, Co. Down

Sheenan

Mcllwaine, A.D. 1960
Macllwaine, Mrs. Y 1963

Kala

Rosheen Bawn

Do.

Macilwraith, George H. 1970

Delgany, Newhaven Drive, Douglas,
Cork.

McKee, Michael 1962

104 Seacliff Road, Bangor, Co. Down
(2692. Office: Belfast 22734)

McKenna, David C. 1964

Aviemore, 24 Hythe Road,
Worthing, Sussex, England.

Mackeown, JoAo 1959

57 Leeson Park, Dublin 6~
(767964)

McKinley, Fergus 1953

Beechfield, Sydney Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin (888376)

McKinney John J.

3 Balally Drive, Dundrum,
Dublin 14 (982514).

McLaverty, C. 1961

77a Brownhill Rd., Chandlers Ford,
Eastleigh, Hampshire

Dauntless

McLaverty, K. 1961

30 Deramore Drive, Belfast 9

Durward

McMahon, James 1973

"Rathlin", 32 Orwell Park,
Dublin 6. (972391)

Echo
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Dolphin

Antoinette
Korsar (P O )

McMillan, Alistair 1968

"Treborth", Corr Bridge,
Howth, Co. Dublin (324042)

McMordie, H.M. 1972

Colin Road, Dunmurry,
Belfast (622172)

McMullen, L. 1940

11 Almoners’ Avenue,
Cambridge CB1 4NZ (47020)

McMullen, Colin P. ~1975.

104 Church View Rd., Killiney
Co. Dublin.

McSweeney, Patrick 1968

"Dunmuire", Woodview, Douglas,
Cork.

Wv~ (P.O.)

Macken, JJ. 1949

White House, Dalkey Ave., Co. Dublin
(806897)

Aileen

Madden, Arthur G. 1961

Hazeldene, Marina,
BIackrock, Co. Cork (021 - 31348)

Magennis, C. 1975

Landfall, .43 Rostrevor Road,
Warrenpoint, Co. Down (2237)

Merle of Matham

Maguire, Dr. J. 1971

Derrylea, Menloe Gardens,
Blackrock, Cork (021 - 33439)

Pidum

Maguire B.C. 1950

Northfields, Blackboys, Uckfield,
Sussex. "(Fr~mfield 593).

Maguire, Edward D. 1971

Mullaghbeg, Killyleagh, Co. Down

Triad

Maguire MJ. 1958

Willow Brae, Castlepark Rd.,
Sandycove, CO. Dublin (804140)

Arandora (P.O.)

Maher, Patrick J. 1959

Ballinglanna, Doughs Road, Cork
(021 - 33966. Office: 25252)

Mallagh T.J.S. 1957

2 Clonskeagh Road, Dublin 6. (971013)

Marshall, A. H. 1963

Rockmount, 20 Warren Road,
Donaghadee, CO. Down (3553)

La Petite
Mamselle

Martin, Brian M. 1966

11 Jordanstown Road,
Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim

Banba

Martin, F. D. 1954

2 Eaton Brae, Corbawn Lane, Shankill,
Co. Dublin (863410)

L’Etoile (P.O.)

Masser, K.A. 1966

114 High Street, Eton, Windsor, Berks.

Pintail of Kew

Meagher, Niall, 1975

Gleann na Greine, Naas, Co. Kildare.
(045- 7728)

Mellon, D~E., M.D. 1947

5 Vergemount, Clonskeagh,
Dublin 6. (973075)

Janet

Miller, C.G. 1955

Shortalstown, Killinick,
Co. Wexford (053 - 39138)

CaUoo

108.

Ano~s

Kilderkin

Minchin, John 1960

Currabinny, Carrigaline,
COo Cork (831296)

Windrose

Mollard, Robert E 1969

27 Sion Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin

Korsar (PO.)

Montgomery, A.M. 1957

Brocca, 5 North Avenue, Mount Merrion,
Dublin. (881045. Office: 56701)

Montgomery, E.J. 1955

78 Northumberland Rd., Dublin.,
(681903. Office: 761201)

Morck, Dr. P.B. 1958

Ballylu~, Rathdrum, Co Wicklow
(0404- 5164)

Morck, Mrs. P.Ch 1962

DOo

Morehead, R. 1950

Leeward, Marina, Blackrock, Cork.
(021- 33297)

Pipit

Morris, Arthur 1961

Clonmore Glebe, Piltown,
Coo Kilkenny (Fiddown 8)

Evame

Morris, Ro Wall 1958

Villa Vista Marina, La Capelania,
Venalmadena, Malaga, Sl~ain..

Morrison, Ro Ian 1957

Spindrift, Carrickbrack Rd., Baily,
Co. Dublin (323106)

Querida of Howth

c/o Woodcote Manor, Bramdean, Hants.
(207)

Sungfoon
Nebula

Mosse, W. P. 1964

Denedin, Bennetsbridge,
Co, Kilkenny (056 - 27125)

Acari

Mullen, T.J. 1975

17 Woodley Road, Dun Laoghaire,
Co. Dublin (855026)

Mullins, John 1972

Killeen Glebe, Dunshaughlin,
Coo Meath (046 - 25208)

Mullins, Peter JD 1971

4 Coliemore Villas, Coliemore Road,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin (807184)

Murphy, W~J~ 1963

15 Cleve Hill, Blackrock Road, Cork.

Murray, Capt Brendan, 1964

Fingai Strand Road, Sutton,
Co. Dublin (322083)

Myles Norman 1972

12 Eton Square, Terenure, Dublin 6~

Nixon, James 1971

Rock House, Carrowreagh Road,
Dundonald, Belfast

Nixon, W.Mo 1963

29 Evora Park, Howth, Co. Dublin.
(323929)

O’Boyle, Donal 1974

"Caol Tire". Sutton, Co~ Dublin (322361)

O’Brien, John Jo 1971

c/o The National Yacht Club, Dun Laoghaire,
Co. Dublin.

Morton, Rear-Admiral A.S. 1970

109.

Windflower

O’Ceallaigh, C. 1959
O’Ceallaigh, Mrs. M. 1963

46 Killiney Rd., Killiney,
Co. DUblin (852619)

Jura

Do.

O’Connor, Daniel 1971

Kotor, Vico Tce., Dalkey,
Co. Dublin (801186)

O’Connor, Dr. M. 1957

58 Fitzwflliam Square,
Dublin (767136)

InisfaUen

Odlum, Peter D. 1942

Priory Lodge,g3rov¢ Ave.,
Blaekrock, Co. Dublin.

Voma

O’Donoghue, Dr. R.F.1971

Rock Lodge, Monkstown, Co. Cork
(841051)

~gha

O’Donovan, W.J. 1947

Flat K., 1 Ashton Place, Blackrock Rd.,
Cork. (22822)

O’Farrell, Michael 1975

Moorcroft, Rostrevor Road,
Warrenpoint, Co. Down. (2620)

Cuchulain

O’Flaherty, Michael 1968

Glenlion, Brennanstown Rd.,
Cabinteely, Co. DubLin (896465)

Cuilaun of
Kinsale.

O’Gallagher, Malachi, 1968

12 Cypress Lawn, Templeogue,
Co. Dublin.

O’Gorman, Thomas 1975

Balrath, Co. Meath.

O’Hanlon, R.H., M.D. 1940

8 St. James’s Terace, Clonskeagh
Dublin 6. (762080)

O’Hanlon, Mrs. B,, M.D. 1962
O’Hanlon, Andrew 1969
O’Hanlon, Roderic P. 1975

Wee Namara

The Meermin

Do.
16 Clonskeagh Rd., Dublin 6.
(762080)

Firefly

Do.

O’Keefe, Ray P. 1937

Landscape, Drinagh, Wexford (053 - 22980)

O’Keefe, Dr. Maurice 1972

54 Main Street, Kinsale, Co. Cork.

*O’Keeffe, P. 1932 (1967)

Ardnagreine, Bantry, Co. Cork.
(33. Office: 1)

Olver, John R.N. 1971

1 Martello Ave., Craigavad, Co. Down.
(Holywood 2147)

O’Mara, Stephen 1960

"Monaleen’, Torquay Rd., Foxrock,
Co. Dublin (896009)

O’Neill, J. Russell 1964

24 KiUeen Drive, Bangor, Co. Down

Orr. Arthur S-P. 1970

Evergreen,Old Holyrood Rd., Belfast
(63601. Office: 57261)

II0.

Pipa

Oisin

Fairy O.D.

Orr, S.A 1973

Summer lea, Burray, Orkney,
Scotland.

Osborne, JA., D.S.C
Capt. RN. Retd. 1969

Knocknagreana, Milford
Co. Donegal (73)

Osborne, James 19~4

36 Oaklands Park, Dublin 4 (685526)

Osterberg, Paul 1949

The Old Manse, Hillsborough,
Coo Down (226)

O’Sullivan, Jeremiah 1964

9 Rock St. Tralee, Co. Kerry (066 - 21011)

Park, Dr. David S. 1969

The Croft, Cunningburn,
Newtownards, Co. Down°

Park, Mungo 1955

Corrig Breac, Baily, Howth,
Co. Dublin (322210)

Patton, Henry A. 1969

Kilnburn, 33 Warren Road,
Donaghadee, BT21 OPD (2517)

*Paul, Alan H. (1958)

20 St. James Street, London S.W.1..

Segala

Cruiskeen

Mist of Malin

ffn’o 5252)
Payne, J. Somers 1969

4 Camden Tce., Crosshaven,
Coo Cork (021 - 831128)

Melody

Pearson, JD. 1950

Craig View, Howth, Co. Dublin
(322276)

Orana

Pierce, Detmot 1968

126 Harley Street, London.

Porteous, James 1968

BunnyconneUon, Myrtleville, Co. Cork.

Pritchard, p. Marshall 1966

The Coach House, Helen’s Bay,
Co. Down.

Pritchard, Mrs. Maura 1966

Aspasia P.O.

Do.

Purcell, Do J. 1937

7 Avondale Park, IGlliney, Co. Dublin

Radley, George 1971

The Brake, Cobh, Co. Cork (021 - 811394)

Reddy, M.Jo 1973

Punch Oak, Holmpatrick, Skerries,
Co. Dublin (291635)

Roberts Rex 1974

Stratford, Silchester Road,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin.

Roberts To 1973

The Residence, Kiboroney,
Rostievor, Co. Down, (470)

Petrel

Robinson, Dr. G. 1960

15 Belgrave Square Monkstown,
Co,. Dublin (8072071’ Office: 806581)

Whimbrel

Robinson, A. 1973

Hillmount Annalong,
Co. Down (213)

Heather
of Mourne

111.

Cecille

Roche, Charles A. 1972

Balhngard, Delgany, Co. Wicklow.
(874572)

Roche, Pierce 1975

18 Ashleigh Lawn, Malahide,
Co. Dublin (351404)

Roche, T.H. 1935

Ros-na-Greine, Avoca Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin (881093)

Neon Tetra

Rogerson, Frederick 1969

Creevagh, Dundrum Rd., Dublin, 14.
(Office: 763949)

Happy Return

Ronaldson, Charles E. 1967

1 Fifth Ave., Baylands, Bangor,
Co. Down (65681)

Ronan J.G. 1956

Cuskinny, Cobb, Co. Cork (021 - 811370)

Cygnet of Moume

Rudd, D.S. 1971

Busherstown House Moneyall
Birr, Co. Offaly (MoneyaU 6)

Tregalla

Russell, John F. 1965

34 Killinakin Rd., Killinchy, Belfast

Macfm

Ryan David F. 1973

Dublin Road, Skerries, Co. Dublin
(291438)

Ryan, Dermod, J. 1971

AsMale, Castle Close, Castle Park Rd.,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin (803585)

Ryan Senator Eoin 1957

81 Park Avenue, Dublin 4 (691770)

Ryan, Frank 1971

55 Beech Park Ave., Foxrock,
Co. Dublin. (894026)

Tryphena

Seanlan, Edward P. 1966

Dravington House, Hamble Southampton
Hants, England (I-Iamble 2270)

Flarepath

Scanlan, Mrs. D:.E. 1971

Shalade

Do.

Selig, Ivan 1965

5a Windsor Ave., N. Belfast 9.
(666064. Office: 33878)

Sewell,Richard G. 1969

7 Edith Tce., London S.W. 10
(352- 7367)

Thalassa

Shanks, T.RJ. 1972

14 Massey Ave., Beffast 14
(63809)

Maimourne

Sharp, Ronakt, 1974

"Aidbeg’, Craigmillar Ave., Miln Gavie by Glasgow,
Scotland. (0627/4659)
Galley Bay
"Portelet", Haddington Park,
Clenageary, Co. Dublin (801878)

Sheil, Leonard 1968
Hon. Treasurer
Sheppard, T. Lt. Comm. 1957

Derrybawn, Military Rd.,
Ballybraek, Co. Dublin (853371)

Shepherd, Gerald J. 1958

Arderne Cottage, Utkinton, Tarporley,
Cheshire (Tarporley 668)
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Greylag of
Arldow

Simms, R.J.A. 1969

80 Ward Ave., Bangor, Co. Down
BT20 5HW (3563)

Sisk, H.B. 1973

Sandscale, Ix. Dodder Road,
Rathfarnham, Dublin 14. (908839)

Smiles, Alan 1958

28 Fifth Ave., Port Washington,
New York, U.S.A.

Smullen, Brian P. 1968

12 Eden Park, Sandycove, Co. Dublin.

Smullen, John D. 1961

Sea View, Corrig Ave.,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (809601)

Smyth B.T. 1960

40 Balmoral Ave., Belfast 9 (66386)

Wynalda P O

Smyth, F.B. 1964

646, Howth Rd., Dublin 5.

Rebel

Smyth, W.A. 1960

11 Balmoral Ave., Belfast 9 (665265)

Wynalda P.O

Snell, M.Ho 1974

Ballintubber Lodge, Carrigtwohill,
Co. Cork (021 - 883193)

Ruinette

Somerville-Large, P.T. 1946

Vallombrosa, Bray, Co. Wicklow
(862216)

Spcidel Noel 1968

"Coolmaine", Malahide, Co. Dublin
(350356)

Malaise

Starkey, R.V. 1939

11 Sandford Ave., Marlboro Rd.,
Donnybrook, Dublin (971107)

Bonita

Steadman, David 1967

123a Sydenham Ave.,
Belfast 4 (656145)

Dolphin

Stewart, Alan C. 1959

6 Halle Park, Halle, Egremont,
Cumbria CA22 2ND.

Stewart, Rynn 1968

12 Silchester Rd., Glenageary, Co. Dublin

Stevenson, John Ao 1964

Hill View, Cliddesden, Basingstoke, I-Iants.

Sullivan, C. St. J. 1955

9 Avondale Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin
(805877)

Sullivan, Michael R. 1967

Eglantine, Crab Lane, Blackrock Rd.,
Cork. (021- 32734. Office: 26731).

Melisande

Sutton, Eric Po 1968

Laurentic, Knockrea Pk.,
Douglas Rd., Cork.

Marie VictoJre

Taggart, A.G. 1970

7 Manse Rd., Bearsden, Glasgow,
Scotland (Office: 2183)

Taggart, Thos. No 1966

Cuan Cottage, Skettrick Island,
KiUinchy, Co. Down (232)

Taggart, John 1.1975

Do.
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Standfast (P°O)

Harmony

Kirmew

Tayler, Warren J. 1962

53 West Point Edgbaston, Birmingham 16~

Tierney, John 1960

Aisling, Knapton Rd., Dun Laoghaire,
Co. Dublin (804391)

Arandora (PoO .)

TisdaU, Patrick 1974

Fuschia Cottage, Castletownsend,
Co. Cork.

Skua

Tomlinson, Michael 1962

Elmleigh, Neston, Wirral, Cheshire

PeUegrina

Tomlinson, Mrs. Molly 1965

Do.

Traynor, Colin 1975

563 Howth Road, Raheny, Dublin 5.
(313122)

Tughan, D. 1969

BaUykiUair, Carnalea, Co. Down
(60432)

Tyrell, Aidan 1971

21 Holyroyd Rd., Putney, London
S.W. 15.

Tyrell,John 1940

Inver Dea, Ferrybank, Arklow
(0402- 2452. Yard: 2403)

Vickery, Ian 1972

Vickerys Hotel Bantry, Co. Cork.

Villiers-Stuart, M.F. 1957

Loughside, Greenisland
Co. Antrim (Whiteabbey 2245)

Winifreda of
Greenisland.

Virden, Jonathan 1968

The Hollies, Uxbridge Road,
Stoke Poges. Slough SL2 4PX Bucks.

Sharavoge

Walsh, R.T. 1950

65 Merrion Rd., Dublin 4 (691385)

building

Walsh, WiUiam 1968

Ade!aide House, Crosshaven, Co. Cork
(021 - 831261. Office: 52358)

Mary Lunn

Watson, Neff 1962

Wentworth Ho., Church St., Wicklow
(0404- 2152. Yard: 2492)

Watson, Richard R. 1962

29 BalkiU Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin
(322472)

Watson, Mrs. Patricia 1966

Do.

Wheeler, Edwin M. 1975

7 Birdhurst Ave., S. Croydon
Surrey.

White, John N. 1974

39 Knocksinna Crescent,
Fo~ock, Co. Dublin (896013)

White, Michael L. 1969

70 Clifton Rd., Bangor, Co. Down.
(Bangor 4681)

Whitehead, David 1972

United States Steel Int. (N.Y.) Ltd.,
P.O. Box 78696, Sandton 2146,
Tvl, South Africa.

Wilkinson, J.N. 1956

Glenhedr, Howth, Co. Dublin (323063)
114.

Leila

Wilby K.A~ 1964

Whitefold, Elmsway, Hale Barns,
Altrincham, Ches. (061-928-5705)

Williams, W. Peter 1968

The Whirls, Magherascouse,
Comber, Co. Down (Ballygowan 360)

Wilson, P. 1964

Gribton, 12 Ralston Rdo, Bearsden,
Dunbartonshire, Scotland.

Wingfield, Robert T. 1969

Anchor Cottage, Anchor Yard,
Knavesborough. Yorks

Wolfe, JoM~ 1959
Rear Commodore

Robbs Wall, Malahide
Co. Dublin (350505. Office 766664)

Wolfe, Peter C~ 1974

G 2 Ben Coran Towers, Prince Street,
Durban, Natal, S. Africa.

Wood Wolfe, C.F.W. 1958

Bridge House, Skibbereeno Coo Cork~

Workman, J.R~ 1954

53 Malone Park, Belfast (665815)

Ceara

Wylde, Commdr. A.L. 1961

Tenets, Crede Lane, Old Bosham,
Nr.. Ch~chester, Sussex PO18 8NX,
(Bosham 572831)

Carrick Witch

Wylie, Ian E 1971

22 Marmont Park, Holywood Road,
Belfast BT4 2GR (60158’ Office: 20202)

Hallowe’en
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Nan of Clynder

Gay Gannet

LIST OF YACHTS
The letter G. before the rig indicates gaff rig. The letters folio.wing the rig
description indicate that the yacht is built ot wood, fibregtass or steer.
Owner

Yacht

TaM.

Rig

Built

Designer and Class

W.P. Mosse

Acari

11

1939

F. M. Eves

Aeolus
Ainmara

Sloop, W
Sloop, F

Robert Clark
Dufour, Arpege

Yawl, W

~dsling

10
8

1912
1965

A. Dunn
T. P. Hogan

Anasu II

17

Angel

H. M. McMordie

Anolis

10
15

Ketch, W
Sloop, W

J. A. Mackeown

Antoiaette

D. S. Park
J. F. Burke
D. Bradley

Aquita

J. D. Faulkner
P. M. Pritchard

Arvor []
Aspasia

C. Love Jnr.
R. de Quincey

Assiduous
Badger of
Baltimore

R. & C. Fielding

Ballerina of
Skelfi8
Banba
Bandersnatch

H.R. & D. F. Gomes
N. St. J. Hennessy

Aracatty HI
Arandora

5
7

Ketch, W

Ketch, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F

11
8

Sloop, W
Sloop, W

73

Motor, W

11
18

Yawl, W
Sloop, F

9

Sloop, F

1970

1968

J.B. Kearney
M. Griffiths, Waterwitch
W. Rayner, Atlantic

1968
1900

R.E. Carter

1936

A.R. Luke, Teal O.D.
M. Henderson, Spinner

1972
1955
1949
1962
1924

E. H. Hamilton

C.A. Nicholson, Int. 8 m.
A. Mylne & Co., DBSC 24
Herd & Mackenzie

1973

W. & R.B. Fife, Int. 8 m.
Olin Stephens, Swan 44

1974

D. Sadler, Contessa 32

Sloop, F 1973

A. Primrose, Warrior Mk II

9

Sloop, F

1974

P. Webster, Elizabethan 31

13
5

Sloop, F
Sloop, W

1970
1884

Sparkrnan & Stephens

Brainstorm
Calloo

7
4

Sloop, W

1972
1959

Col. Saunderson
G. O’B. Kennedy, ½ tonner.
A. C. Robb, Jenny Wren

A. L. Wylde

Carnalea
Carrick Witch

4
8

1966

David Cheverton

J. R. Workman
G. Radley

Ceara
Cecille

8

Sloop, W
Sloop, W

H. P. Beck
H. E. Byren

China Bird
Chouette

12
13

Sloop, F
Sloop, W

1948
1970

L. Giles
S. & S., Swan 36
Laurent Giles

Sloop, W

Corofm

Sloop, F

1957
1972

A. Buchanan, E. Anglian O.D.

R. L. Berridge

7
10

D. S. Park

Cruiskeen

15

Ketch, W

1962

B. M. Martin
R. Courtney
R. V. Starkey
G. O’B. Kennedy
C. G. Miller
P. J. Adams

Bonita

12

Yawl, W
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Brohall, Singoalla
J. TyrreU

M O’Farrell

Cuchulain

M. O’Flaherty

11
Cuilann of Kinsale 28

Sloop, F
Ketch W

1968
1970

P. Brett, Rival 32
G.T. McGruer

J. G. Ronan
J. A. Blaikie

Cygnet of Mourne 10
Different Drummer 5

Sloop, F
Sloop, F

Sparkman & Stephens

J. D. Beckett

Data
Deerhound

4

Sloop, W

1968
1974
1946

28
2YJ

Ketch, F
Sloop, W

1970
1969

J. H. Guinness
Go Macilwraith

Dolphin

W. P. Brown, Ruffian 23
Y. Monthly
Hood 50

J. McMahon

Echo of
Portchester

10

Sloop, W

1963

C. D. Mower, Petrel.
Robert Clarke

A. Morris
J. P. Jameson

Evarne
Finndabar of
Howth

11

Cutter W

1937

C. Kingsley

16

Sloop, F

1970

Sparkman & Stephens

B. Dalton
C. E. Hilliard

Finola
Firedrake

13

1968

4

Sloop, F
Sloop, W

S. & S., Swan 36
J. Anker, Dragon

R. Charles
E. K. Devenny

Franzi

6

Sloop, W

L. Sheil

Freda
Galley Bay

6
5

Cutter, W
Sloop, W

S.T.A. (E F. Healy)

Creidne

32

Ketch, W

K. P. Fane

Gallivanter Ill
Gay Gannet

J. M. Wolfe
R. F. O’Donoghue
C. S. Bassett

Gigha
Gioconda

7
7

Ketch
Sloop, W

1942
1962
1911

G. W. Marvin

1952
1967

D. W. Simmons

1963
1961

A. C. Robb
A. M. Pape
C. R. Holman, Sterling.

9

Sloop, W
Sloop, W

M. M. A. d’Alton
J. F. Burke

Glenshane
4
Golden Shamrock 9

Sloop, W
Sloop, W

T. Sheppard

Greylag of Arldow 12

Sloop, W

1961

Laurent Giles

D. Luke

10

Sloop, F

1969

S. & S. Swan 36

W. M. Elliott

Gunfleet of
Howth
Happy Return

Sloop, W

1970

R. D. Heard
W. P. Macauley

Harklow
HeatherbaU

2
12

1963

R. Tucker, Caprice.
J. Tyrrell

52

Motor, W
Ketch, W

A. Robinson

Heather of
Mourne

10

Sloop, F

1932
1973

J. N. Miller & Sons
Holman & Pye, Centurion

M. & C. Green

Helen
10
Helen of Howth 29
lduna
4
Inis Cealtra
6

Sloop, W

P. H. Greer
J. R. Bourke
Mrs. B. M. O’Hanlon

1958

Ron Holland

1936
CB Yawl,W 1962
Sloop, W 1939
Motor, W
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C. R. Holman
C. A. Nicholson
A. Mylne, Glen O D.

1959

Sir. T. Glen Coats, Int. 8 m.
J. B. Kearney
L. Giles, Lymington L.
G. O’B Kennedy

C. O’Ceallalgh
J. C. McConneU

Julia
Kala

5
4

C. P. McMullen
T. N. Taggart

IGlderkin
Kirmew

4
5

R. Mollard
P. Fryer

Korsar

Sloop, W
Motor, F
Sloop, F

10

Cutter, W
Sloop, F

La Bretonne

5

Sloop, W

A. W. Anderson

Lapwing

3~

W. R. Cuffe-Smith

Leemara

F. D. Martin

L’Etoile

S. Kerrigan
J. K. A. Dorman

Mac Lit II
Maid of Skye
Maimoune

A.S.P. Orr
N. Speidel
E. Sutton
T. Kennedy
W. Walsh
R. H. O’Hanlon
M. R. Sullivan
C. J. Fitzgerald

Malaise
Marie Victoire
Marula
Mary Lunn
Meermin
Melisande

15
8
9
2~
10
12
9
9
35

Melisande

5
11

W. D. Cart
H. A. Patton

Melora Eli
Mist of Malin

27
15

P. D. Lawless
D. N. Doyle

Mokav !1
Moonduster

5

F. D. Tughan

Myth of Mourne

20
15

H. Cudmore, Sen.

Namhara

11

T. H. Roche
J. J o Fogarty

Neon Tetra

20

Nora Sheila
Ocean Dove

5
9

D. Andrews
P. F. Foley
S. O’Mara
J. M. Tomlinson
J. B. Kinmonth
J. F. Clapham

Odette
Oisin
Pellegrina
Phalarope
Phendra

2%
11
12
15
7
4½

R. Morehead

Pipit

R. I. Morrison

Querida of Howth 21

1947
1973

M. Giles, West Channel O. D.
Downcraft Ltd.

1969
1947

Guy Thompson, T 24.

1969

Robert Clark
Sparkman & Stephens

1952

L. Giles, Vertue

Sloop, F

Dufour, Arpege

Sloop, F 1973

M. Dufour, Dufour 35
T. MaUagh

CB Yawl,W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop ~ F

1966
1955
1902
1969

Cutter,W
Sloop, F

1949
1967
1940
Yawl, W
G.Ketch,S 1951
Sloop, F
1971
Sloop, F

D. HiUiard
L. Hope, Fairy
Sparkman & Stephens
Laurent Giles
Holman & Pye
Uffa Fox
Mr Selleslagh
C. &C., Trapper 28
Y. Mareschal, Fandango

Ketch,W

1959

A. Mylne & Co.

Motor, W

1965

A. Mylne & Co.

1973
1970

Ron Holland
Sparkman & Stephens
A. Gurney, Rancher 41

1955

J. McGruer, 8 m. C/R

1954

D. Hilliard

1955
1959

L. Giles, Vertue
M. Griffiths
Tucker Brown

Sloop, W
Sloop, F.
Sloop, W.
Cutter, W
Sloop, W
Ketch, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Yawl, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
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1966
1965
1961
1959
1969
1971
1965

Van de Stadt, Excalibur.
P. Brett
W. Tripp Jun., Block I. 40.
G. Thompson
A. Primrose, Seal.
Robert Clark

R. B. Cudmore
S. H. R. Clarke

Quervain
Quiver Vll

5
24

Sloop, F
Ketch, F

1972

C. & C. Trapper
Camper & Nicholson

W. B. Cunningham

Rascal

5

Sloop, F

1974

W. P. Brown, Ruffian 23

P. A. Clark

Rinamara

20

Yawl, W

1968

J. McGrt, er

R.C.A. & Mrs. Hall

Roane

14

Ketch, W

1969

D. Hilliard

A. P. G ray

Rococo

5

Sloop, W

1962

Scand. Y.R.U., Folkboat

T. J. Hanan

Rosbeg

2

Lug. W

1973

G. Fletcher, Ultimate.

H. D. E. Barton

Rose Rambler

11

Sloop, W

1963

Laurent Giles

J. P. McDowell

Rosheen Bawn

10

Sloop, F

1968

Holman & Pye

M. Snell

Ruinette

I0

Sloop, F

1971

Nicholson 32

G. A. Lennon

Sarita

12

Cutler, W

1910

H. W. White

J. F. Irving

Saunterer of Leigh 10

Sloop, F

1970

A. Buchanan, Neptune

L. B. Dickinson

Seaboard

10

Cutter, W

1938

Robert Clark

J. A. Osborne

Segala

6

Sloop, W

1962

R. N. Slater, S. class.

F. Cudmore

Setanta

10

Sloop, W

1949

J. B. Kearney

D. J. Ryan

Shalade

8

Sloop, W

1968

Camper & Nicholson

5

Sloop, W

1963

Stand. Y.R.U. Folkboat

15

Yawl, W

1937

A. M. Dickie & Sons

J. Virden

Sharavoge

A. D. Macllwaine

Sheenan

D. J. Kelley

Shortwave

9

Sloop, W

1964

D. Hilliard

P. A. Tisdall

Skua

7

Cutter, W

1924

Alex. Robertson

J. C. Kiley Jnr.

Snow Star

17

Sloop, W

1968

K. A. Neilsen, Custom

T. F. & T.C. Doyle

Sonata

21

Sloop, W

1950

W. File

H. B. Sisk

Standfast

22

Sloop, F

1971

F. Mass

P. Bunting

Sue

2 I

G.Yawl, W 1919

Woodhouse

A. S. Morton

Sung Foon

5

Sloop, W

1964

C. R. Holman, Stella

N. C. Hughes

Taitsing

10

Sh)op, W

1961

A. Buchanan

J. C. Butler

Tam-o’-Shanter

12

Sloop, F

1972

B. Chance, Chance 37

R. Sewell

Thalassa

16

Yawl, W

1906

C. Sibbick

H. P. Kennedy

Tosca IV of Bangor 9

Sloop, W

1960

C. Nicholson, Jolina

O. Glaser

Tritsch Tratsch 11

30

Sloop, W

1973

G. McGruer

F. Ryan

Tryphena

10

Sloop, W

1939

R. Aplin

Tu Fri

4

Sloop, W

E. M. Booth

Venetia

6

Sloop, W

1961

C. A. Nicholson, SCOD.

P. D. Odium

Verna

40

Ketch, S

1973

Van der Meer, Trewes 59.

R. P. Campbell

Verve

I 0

Yawl, W

1963

A. C. Robb, Princess

B. P. Lyden

Vivi

6

Sloop, W

1925

K. Reimers, 30 sq. m.
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L. Giles
J. Anker, Dragon

C. R. Holman

Yawl, W

1963
1936

6

Sloop, F

1969

13

Cutter, W

Camper & Nicholson
The Admiralty

9
10

Sloop, W

1965
1953

Holman, North Sea 24

P. Donegan

Whirlaway of Oriel 16

Sloop, W

H. W. S. Clark

Wild Goose of
Moyle

10

J. Minchin
M. F. ViUiers-Stuart

Wild Rose
Winifreda of
Greeni~and

G. & A. Leonard
W. A. Smyth

Wishbone
Wynalda

Sloop, W

120.

M. Griffiths

J. H. Hardman

Pril:ted by L & 1 ()’Bricn, Dublin

